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Abstract 

 

Alter-Africas: Science Fiction and the Post-Colonial Black African Novel 

Ian P. MacDonald 

 

My project investigates the emergence of near-future fiction in the post-colonial African 

novel. Analyzing The Rape of Shavi (1983) by Buchi Emecheta, Osiris Rising (1995) by Ayi 

Kwei Armah, Wizard of the Crow (2006) by Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o, and Big Bishop Roko and 

the Altar Gangsters (2006) by B. Kojo Laing, I gauge the impact of African science fiction 

on issues of historicity, economics, statism and localized identities and how these have 

adapted or are adapting to an increasingly globalized and technophilic world. Identifying 

sf’s roots in the European travelogue, I attend to the way each author codes technology in 

the text and the manners in which technophilic spaces exacerbate or ease the frequent 

tension between modernity and tradition in African literature. By reading these works 

against novels by, among others, Thomas Pynchon, Ishmael Reed, Robert Heinlein, and 

Chinua Achebe, I conclude that recent developments in the African sf novel offer a 

compelling critique on the genre’s colonial heritage and have progressively indigenized sf 

by wedding it to local traditions of orature and myth. While Black African sf production has 

been historically overlooked in literary studies, it is important to revisit early moves in the 

direction of African near-future fiction in order to contextualize the rising interest in the 

genre on the part of African authors.
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Introduction 
 
 

“Whitey on the Moon”: Travel Literature, Ethnography, and the Roots of the African SF 
Novel 

 
 
I can't pay no doctor bill, but Whitey's on the moon 
Ten years from now I'll be payin' still 
While Whitey's on the moon. 
The man just upped my rent last night 
'Cause Whitey's on the moon 
No hot water, no toilets, no lights 
But Whitey's on the moon. 
--Gil Scott Heron, “Whitey on the Moon” 
 
The Americans have gone to the moon. And the Russians. The Chinese and Indians 
will go there soon. Africans are the only ones who are stuck here. We must also go 
there and say: ‘What are you people doing up here?’ 
--Yoweni Museveni, Address to the Uganda Law Society in Entebbe 

 

I. Always Already Known: Afronauts and the Paradox of African Techno-Science 

 

The central images of Spanish photographer Cristina de Middel's recent project 

“Afronauts”1 provide informative examples of the manner by which western discourse 

regularly treats the intersection of science fiction and Africa. Citing as influence the short-

lived and highly unofficial Zambia National Academy of Science Space Research and 

Philosophy (ZNASSRP)—formed by Edward Makuka Nkoloso in the years leading up to 

Zambian independence in 1964—Middel’s photographs characterize “space age” Africans 

as anything but: a clownish masquerade playing out the worn aesthetics of 1960s-era NASA 

and pulp sf2 magazines. Middel juxtaposes elements of the traditional and the futuristic, 

indicating the ways in which African sf wrestles with the inherent tension between the 

technophobia common in pre-colonial nostalgia and the technophilia of hyper-modernity. 

However, Middel’s treatment, like initial western media reactions to Nkoloso, threatens to 
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err too far toward the satirical, reinscribing perceived teleologies concerning technology and 

progress that resist the idea of Africans participating in the techno-scientific avant-garde. 

One of Middel’s portraits provides a close-up of her subject in an anachronistic helmet and 

flight suit, raffia escaping to his shoulders. The man’s matted hair sags beneath the raised 

visor, covering his eyes so completely that it is difficult to imagine him seeing effectively. 

Behind him, a garbage dump, or the rubble of a collapsed building, fills the remainder of the 

camera’s angle, its grimy walls effectively bisecting the astronaut where they meet in a 

vertex behind his head. Another photo displays an “afronaut” carefully stepping through a 

field of dried reeds and grasses wearing a kente-cloth space suit and a Ray Bradbury-esque 

fishbowl helmet. Both treatments—with their “astronauts” and their sere, unforgiving 

landscapes—imply voyagers investigating worlds far beyond their own. A third shot shows 

the second astronaut, this time wrapped in what is figured within the photo as a tentacle, 

akin to those of alien creatures on sf magazine covers. Yet, the alien settings of Middel’s 

photos eventually resolve into the astronauts’ homes, and the undeveloped, overtly natural, 

drought ridden and even post-apocalyptic elements of the photos’ backdrops stand in stark 

contrast to the development and technology necessary for the conceit of futuristic travel that 

the figures’ costumes presume. At the edge of the third photo is the elephant for which the 

“tentacle” is but a trunk. The African astronaut gets immediately reintegrated into the 

foreign landscape that serves as the ostensibly alien destination for his voyage. 

As noted, Middel cites the influence of the ZNASSRP in the construction of these 

pieces. Initial reactions to Nkoloso’s admittedly comical organization, by Time magazine 

and others, treated it as an in-joke concerning Africa's techno-social status. "Nkoloso,” the 

Time article quipped, “is training twelve Zambian astronauts, including a curvaceous 16-
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year-old girl, by spinning them around a tree in an oil drum and teaching them to walk on 

their hands, 'the only way humans can walk on the moon.’”3 While most Zambians, and 

certainly the newly independent Zambian government at the time, understood the fringe 

nature of the ZNASSRP's approach, western representations of it as black Africa's one space 

program reaffirmed the commonplace invoked by Middel’s photographic project: Africans 

are too “primitive” to contribute to advancements in technological modernity at this scale.  

In the most gracious reading, Middel’s photographs deftly play with a history of sf in 

which the Other stands as both mystery and mirror, an enigma to be decoded and a surface 

upon which allegorically to project socio-political concerns from the observer's own culture: 

an Other historically embodied by the victims of European colonial expansion including, 

quite prominently, the African. The Afronauts’ makeshift outfits and background vistas of 

rural poverty, which feature in most of the rest of Middel’s exhibit, imply a zone of fracture 

between post-colonial Africa and the sleek, urbanized tech-spaces of the western futurist 

imagination. Middel’s project additionally elicits the colonial bent of sf in that genre’s early 

and cohering stages. While trips to neighboring planets (and news therefrom) date back to 

Bishop Francis Godwin's “The Man in the Moone” (1638), de Bergerac's Histoire comique 

des etats et empires de la Lune (1650), and perhaps even earlier (these authors were, in their 

own turn, attuned to increasing global travel for exploration, trade, and resource extraction), 

interest in less nakedly allegorical and fictional journeys to, and investigation of, our nearest 

planetary neighbors began in earnest during the emergence of sf proper at the turn of the 

twentieth century. In works like Edgar Rice Burroughs's John Carter series, H.G. Wells’s 

forays to the moon and visions of alien invasions, and Philip Nolan’s Buck Rogers novels, 

extraterrestrial landscapes and encounters often served as doubles for the major colonial 
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frontiers of the nineteenth century—the American West (usually figured as Mars) and the 

jungles of Africa (often appearing on Venus) most prominently—but such stories were more 

concerned with creating spaces of wonder, capturing reader imagination concerning locales 

far beyond contemporary ken. Middel—once more, reading graciously—integrates these 

historical representations of space and Africa as a site of critique. For the African 

cosmonaut, home is already the alien; he stands in discovery of (the “foreign”) space which, 

it turns out, is simply Africa, the practical extra-terrestrial landscape of the colonial 

imagination.  

A less gracious reading of Middel's work would see it as reproducing the very 

stereotypes implicit in rhetorics of civilization and savagery which remain as current today 

as they were in the 1960s. When Yoweni Museveni made the statement that serves as the 

epigraph to this introduction in 2009, it spread to scores of internet sites, almost always 

introduced as the subject of humor and blunt derision4: not so much because of the way he 

said it but, as reader comments make repeatedly clear, because the idea of Africans in space 

remains a comic affair—this, despite examples like South Africa’s and Nigeria's official 

space programs which, while beset by understandable financial limitations, have set 

realizable goals.5 

In Stephen Vincent Benet’s “By the Waters of Babylon” (1937)—which in its turn 

influenced Walter Miller’s seminal sf novel A Canticle for Leibowitz (1960)—the narrator, 

coded as pre-colonial indigenous American, “a priest and a son-of-a-priest,” sets out on a 

vision quest to investigate the forbidden ruins of the “place of the gods.” There, he 

eventually discovers that the gods who rained fire down on the earth and created all the 

“dead places” of the world were, in fact, men like him. The tale, then, outlines a post-
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apocalyptic humanity returning to agrarian tribalism but with hints—in its final words, “we 

must rebuild”—towards anti-Hegelian historical cycles in which zeitgeister eternally recur. 

Middel inverts Benet’s structure; rather than showing a pre-modern culture discovering its 

own hyper-modern past, her ersatz astronauts discover the post-apocalyptic present from the 

comic impossibility of a space-age future.6 

In either reading, Middel’s exhibit, with its proto-nostalgic retrospective on early 

missteps towards African post-industrial modernity, exposes a discursive “lack” surrounding 

Africa—the absence of a vision of the hypermodern future, of technological development at 

the highest level. In this, however, she is not alone; in numerous recent academic studies on 

Afro-futurism,7 for example, the authors addressed are rarely black African, and while there 

are hints of an increasing interest in sf among African writers today, there is the tacit 

assumption that such a tradition is very new. It is important to differentiate between various 

schools of Afro-futurism, treating them in both their African and black diasporic forms. 

Gerard Gaylard notes that while, for example, “African Americans have undoubtedly been 

groundbreakers for African subjectivity, there is still a sense of obliquity and alienation 

between the two due to socio-historical difference.” Chromatism and technological 

dissemination may have an interpenetrative history, but there are significant differences in 

technological relationships across the Atlantic divide. “Africans,” Gaylard explains, “tend to 

feel even more alienated from technology, particularly Western technology, than their 

African American or other ‘Third World’ counterparts. At a practical level, the reason is 

simply that Africa has been far removed from the hub of technological production and 

consumption.”8 Given such differences, one could argue the dearth of African sf, as a 

popular genre, as stemming from such disproportional regional access to technology, 
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wholesale penetration of which throughout a geo-political region ostensibly providing the 

necessary condition to the production of the genre. However, another plausible reason for 

the perceived absence of the genre in the African novel is that the form long sustained a 

legacy that was not only centrally informed by, but which also significantly influenced, the 

roots and reach of colonialism. 

This study seeks to trace an sf pedigree in the black African novel, to adduce sf 

features from works that have been frequently overlooked even when their authors’ 

reputations were well established. The project aims to accomplish three things. First, I plan 

to show that such a genealogy already exists, that a tradition of African sf is not new. It has 

been largely overlooked or ignored in part, perhaps, because of some of the cultural 

preconceptions identified above. Second, I wish to suggest that some of what unites the 

varied literary approaches analyzed in this study is their rejection of a teleological 

humanism of Empire that continues to underwrite the authority of both the travel narrative 

and its sf descendants. As a result, such works often utilize surreal, slipstream styles, whose 

similarity to magic realism may also account for frequent confusion in their critical 

reception. Finally, I ask the question, What does an African sf do? In what way does the 

relocation of colonial history to, often surreal, futures change the ways in which that history 

is treated?  

 

II. The Initial Frontier: Travel Literature and Ethnography 

 

 Travelers with closed minds can tell us little except about themselves. 
--Chinua Achebe, “An Image of Africa” 
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Long before sf stories moved to outer space seeking fantastic geographies, bug-eyed 

monsters, armies of green aliens in Martian spacecraft, and parallel dimensions, the travel 

narrative provided an equivalent route to the foreign sublime. From The Odyssey to Gulliver's 

Travels on the one hand, and Herodotus to Henry Morton Stanley on the other, the imaginative 

power of the “undiscovered country”—whether ostensibly fictional or factual—has remained a 

staple for readers for whom trans-oceanic and inter-continental adventures would have rightly 

appeared both dangerous and potentially lucrative. In their original form, seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century travels into space and time—works like those already mentioned by Godwin 

and de Bergerac; Margaret Cavendish’s The Description of the New World, Called the Blazing 

World (1666); Russen’s Itar Lunare (1703); Voltaire’s Micromegas (1752); and the anonymously 

written Anticipation, or, The Voyage of an American to England in the Year 1899 (1769)—were 

nearly all influenced by the allegorical potential opened by More’s speculative Utopia and used 

those settings in order to provide imaginative distance with an aim toward political critique. 

Contemporary readers of such texts, while peripherally entertained by the fanciful notion of 

travelling to, for instance, an empire located on the sun, nevertheless understood that the culture 

being described was the author’s own, camouflaged at a distance and thereby opened to 

intensities of criticism that, bluntly and satirically proposed, might have stretched the patience of 

contemporary censors. While borrowing elements of the travelogue, in other words, such utopian 

tracts remained implicitly local, concerned more with the target societies’ structures of 

governance than with the supposed physical surroundings of their narrators. At the same time, 

however, proto-anthropological journals by actually existing voyagers offered first-hand 

accounts of what, to white aristocratic or bourgeois readers in Europe, would represent the truly 

“alien”: Morison’s Itinerary (1590-1603), Coryat’s Crudities (1611), Wurffbain’s accounts of the 
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Moluccas and the Indies (1646), Tavernier’s Six Voyages (1675), Shelvocke’s A Voyage Round 

the World (1723), de la Condamine’s Journal de voyage fait a l’Equateur (1751), and especially 

the utopian treatment de Bougainville provides the Tahitians in Le voyage autour du monde 

(1772). The tradition of the fantastic voyage is coeval with human imagination, with individual 

journeys into the uncanny spaces of the spirits and gods forming a mainstay of early religious 

practice and the poetic epic; however, as technology in shipbuilding and navigation gradually 

advanced, “authentic” narratives of travel and discovery began to compete with and supplant 

those of the more imaginative tradition. The earlier tradition, however, was not lost on those 

constructing “non-fiction” accounts of their discoveries, with both the imaginary and the 

“empirical” travel journeys continually informing each other. An author like Thomas More was, 

even by 1516, in a position to “[mimic]...the new travel accounts to great satiric effect”9 yet to be 

afterward capable of “overshadow[ing] much subsequent literature dealing with overseas travel, 

colonial expansion, and contact with non-European peoples.”10 Documents accounting for new 

landscapes, new flora and fauna, and new peoples thus often exaggerated and eroticized their 

discoveries in the aim of capitalizing on readers’ narrative expectations.11 

This attention to alterity, while exciting metropolitan financiers and readers, served 

as a process of discursive recreation of the “discovered” other that in turn became part and 

parcel of the language of colonial appropriation. The language of discovery, especially in 

the wake of the empirical methodologies later collected under the umbrella of the scientific 

method, is never neutral; it always implies a hierarchy of agency that differentiates a subject 

(in this case civilized Europe) in the moment of first contact from an object (in this case 

primitive colonized cultures)—the first occupying the grammatically active position (“one 

discovers”) and the latter relegated to the grammatically passive (“one is discovered”). 
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Hence, the subject of the discovery equation can position herself as objective, separated 

from and in control of the objects of her gaze. She performs, as it were, a recit of new lands, 

peoples, and cultures, appropriating the authority of definition while remaining unreflexive 

regarding the manner by which the very presence of an observer interrupts the context of 

intersubjective exchange. The result in early travelogues was a growing necessity to affix 

the “native” into a position of subordination not only in order to validate the discovering act 

but also to maintain a consistent appearance of the European as the civilizing agent, all of 

which has long been the subject of postcolonial theory and related fields of revisionary 

anthropological and historical study.  

By the turn of the twentieth century, as Marlowe’s “blank spaces” of the Earth 

became the known purview of western science and politics, these journeys were resituated 

to zones of space and time—to distant planets and moons, the past and the future. The 

essential discourses central to the earlier travel narratives, however, remained, reinscribed 

into the protocols of sf where “seeking out new worlds” and tales of galactic empire allowed 

for colonial pleasures that grew gradually more contentious as practical political strategies 

in the early- to mid-twentieth century. For Edward Said, following Georg Lukacs, colonial 

geography was largely represented as an absence in the early formation of the novel. As 

Said notes, “'abroad' was only referred to or shown briefly [in the English novel] without the 

kind of presence or immediacy lavished on London, the countryside, or northern industrial 

centers such as Manchester or Birmingham.”12 The English novel, in this view, is an 

interiorized, enclosed textual space, dealing with inns, mansions, carriages, and carefully 

tended gardens. While this may be true for one branch of the novel in England, explorer's 

travel journals and imaginative travel romances filled in the “literary absence” of the 
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colonized world, especially by the end of the Victorian period when writers like H. Rider 

Haggard, H.G. Wells, Joseph Conrad, and Edgar Rice Burroughs were gaining popular 

recognition following in part on the heels of Jules Verne's successes across the channel. As 

Carl Thompson argues, in light of such formative works as those of Swift and Defoe, “The 

modern novel” could just as easily be seen as coming “into being as an imitation of 

contemporary travelogues,”13 a point reiterated more recently by Ania Loomba.14 

Hence, the focus of this section is to look at the history of this subset of literature 

from which sf directly emerges and whose codes sf frequently both vindicates and 

complicates: what is alternatively called the travelogue, the travel narrative, travel writing, 

or, as Carl Thompson identifies them, “voyages and travels.”15 The travelogue is important 

to an understanding of sf and African literature as mutually interrelated and antagonistic 

genres. Tales investigating African primitivism like Heart of Darkness (1898) and other 

works from the late nineteenth century such as King Solomon’s Mines (1885) and In Darkest 

Africa (1890) do not so much relate the story of a “discovery” as much as they provide a 

rationalization for and reaffirmation of western expectations now familiar from “savage, lost 

race” literary models. As the biological sciences widened the complexity of their zoological 

cladograms, natives—affixed by this point as biological objects of scientific study—

frequently received the same detached treatment. In the process, the divergence between 

those who had access to science and those who did not became tautologically applied. Given 

the observational expectations of the exploring class, even if “discovered” people had 

possession of scientific knowledge, the surveyor would be unable to recognize it. Science 

and technology became features particular to European epistemology, leaving the colonized 
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peoples of the Global South with “culture”: myth, religion, rites, and other “traditional” 

performance. 

Consider the following example, one that juxtaposes scientific fact against African 

tradition in ways that, ironically, it simultaneously argues cannot be compared. In The 

Invention of Africa, V.Y. Mudimbe describes an anthropological survey of the Dogon (of 

central Mali) that revealed fascinating elements in their cosmology, ones that none other 

than Carl Sagan—renowned sf writer and professor of astronomy at Cornell University at 

the time—reflected upon with some astonishment. “In contrast to almost all prescientific 

societies,” he begins, 

The Dogon hold that the planets as well as the Earth rotate about their axes and 

revolve about the Sun...that Jupiter has four satellites, and that Saturn is encircled by 

a ring....Unlike every astronomer before Kepler, the Dogon are said to depict the 

planets moving correctly in elliptical, not circular orbits....[They] contend that 

[Sirius] has a dark and invisible companion star which orbits [it]...once every fifty 

years. They state that the companion star is very small and very heavy, made of a 

special metal called 'Sagala' which is not found on earth.16 

In a compelling turn, western astronomers have discovered that Sirius does have a dark 

companion star; the star—a white dwarf—can properly be defined as metallic; and it does, 

in fact, orbit its companion every fifty years.  

Sagan's explanation for this uncanny accuracy? He postulates a European visitor, 

carrying a current scientific text, journeying inland to the Dogon. During a sharing of each 

party's philosophies regarding Sirius, the Dogon hear, are impressed by, and appropriate the 

more sophisticated western version. Thus, when the anthropologist Marcel Griaule discovers 
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the Dogon’s astronomical savvy, according to Sagan's hypothesis, “he has his own European 

Sirius myth played back at him.”17 This essential narrative—that the Dogon can only have 

come to these discoveries with western assistance—continues to be echoed in less academic 

works like those of Robert Todd Carroll (2003) and Noah Brosch (2008). Mudimbe, after 

relating Sagan’s story, identifies the problems with such a hypothesis: that the ceremony 

related to these beliefs far predates western discovery of Sirius B's metallic nature, and its 

previous fifty-year cyclical ritual performance occurred only three years after the discovery 

of Sirius's movement patterns; that this would allow a very small window for the 

circumstances outlined by Sagan and others to take place; and so forth.   

More important, however, than whether the Dogon's advanced understanding of 

Sirius was provided to them by the West (it may have been) is the dogmatic assumption that 

it must have been. If the Dogon have access to facts that are, by the terms of the western 

scientific discourse community, “advanced,” these facts have to originate in sources from 

the West (or, failing that, from extraterrestrial contact)18; the Dogon's clear “primitiveness” 

precludes any capacity for self-generated “modern” knowledge. Of course, Sagan embeds 

his conclusions within his premises from the start, setting the terms of opposition which he 

then relies upon as evidence. In his prefatory clause, he designates the Dogon as 

“prescientific” even as he goes on to outline beliefs which not only seem to be within the 

realm of what we think of when we talk about science (hypothesis, observation) but which 

have also been validated (confirmation). Yet being “prescientific,” the Dogon's access to 

scientific knowledge is self-contradictory; Sagan therefore searches out an explanation that 

re-establishes the borders which separate the Dogon (by definition) from science (as Sagan 

defines it): borders which, as his own phrasing shows, are already implicit. It is Sagan, then, 
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who hears “his own myth played back at him.” In this way too, I contend, the examples of sf 

investigated in this study were similarly overlooked as concerned with science, only very 

recently receiving attention as works of sf from an African context. 

In tracing Sagan's position back to ones that attributed any African sophistication to 

outside influence, Mudimbe concludes that “although presented in the second part of the 

twentieth century, Carl Sagan's hypothesis belongs to nineteenth-century reasoning about 

'primitives.'”19 Why does this narrative of the “primitive” remain so commonplace? What 

work does such a reduction of African epistemology do for the narratives of European 

modernity? From the positions already outlined above, the answer is that African culture 

supplies the object of the rhetoric of discovery, itself tied to a tradition of exploration 

literature that serves as one of the establishing conditions of colonial alterity, and therefore 

cannot, within the limits applied by its western observers, represent a space containing 

rational subjects. 

As evolutionary models became more prominent near the end of the nineteenth 

century, the “stadial theory of cultural development” arose: the belief that “human societies 

evolve naturally through successive stages of social, economic, and technological 

development.”20 The established knowledge that indigenous peoples were not as historically 

“advanced” as their European discoverers resulted in what anthropological/ethnological 

circles later described as a “denial of coevalness,” the presumption that the native represents 

a living fossil, an observable representation of the colonizer's own past. Added to this 

construct of the African as primeval was the idea of an ethnographic present, which assumes 

“that indigenous cultures are essentially uniform.”21 Hence, explorers would now know 

what to expect when they discovered new ethnic groups in the interior of Africa or 
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elsewhere: a primitive people whose cultural behavior could be holistically read as 

representative of a common type, with any observable differences rendered irrelevant, the 

result of minor surface variation. From this point on, to travel to areas like the Congo—or to 

Patagonia and India—was not merely to broaden the sense of geographic place, but also 

temporally to dis-place those areas in time. As Johannes Fabian explains,  

The temporal discourse of anthropology as it was formed decisively under the 

paradigm of evolutionism rested on a conception of Time that was not only 

secularized and naturalized but also thoroughly spatialized….[A]nthropology's 

efforts to construct relations with its Other by means of temporal devices [have 

since] implied affirmation of difference as distance.22 

In short, the margins of empire were not traced solely on the map but on the calendar. To 

move forward spatially in Africa became a way of moving backwards in time, a feature also 

common to other nineteenth-century frontiers like the American West.23 Perhaps nowhere is 

this textual maneuver more straightforward than when Conrad details Marlowe’s movement 

up the Congo, where “penetrat[ing] deeper and deeper into the heart of darkness” leads to 

“the night of first ages, of those ages that are gone, leaving hardly a sign—and no 

memories.”24 

Early travel narratives were therefore always implicitly and often explicitly staged as 

a form of time travel, an early kind of relativity; by the time Edward Bellamy, William 

Morris, and H.G. Wells were composing voyages through time at the end of the nineteenth 

century, colonial discourse had already provided a contemporary model upon which to 

work—the ability to go forward in time and assess the present culture as anachronism; 

primitiveness begins when Euro-American discourse exercises this method on the peoples of 
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Africa and Asia via proto-scientific exploratory anthropology from the mid-eighteenth 

century on. Thus, if Middel and others cannot help but picture a futuristic African 

comically, part of this may be due to the ways in which Africa and other areas on the 

European colonial periphery were marked as always located in a parallel past coexisting 

with the western present. 

 “[F]aith in progress and industry,”25 with its teleology of building to a perfect world, 

was already a feature of Renaissance discourse by 1516, when Thomas More, inspired by 

Amerigo Vespucci's nautical discoveries, staged his imaginary travel journey off the 

Atlantic coast of England. His approach to utopian strongholds continued through the 

seventeenth century, nearly always presented in the garb of a travel narrative. However, by 

the beginning of the eighteenth century, with the increased attention to the expanding 

taxonomies and cartographies available through the Americas, Africa, and Asia, “progress” 

became a self-perpetuating mantra rather than, as it had been for More, an ongoing question 

of civics and morality: to be the better citizen gave way to being the better master. To know 

something was to control it, and thus it is during this period that travel narratives began to 

give increased attention to cataloging the behaviors and rites of native peoples in the lands 

marked out by colonial governments for occupation and extraction. But if what we talk 

about when we talk about creating the other is how that other is holistically represented in a 

textual field of knowledge, it is not to say that these areas and people do not exist 

independently of western empiricism and discourse; it is only to say that how they have 

been figuratively constructed over the history of western thought influences global 

representations of reality for those locales to this day. It is to say that such constructions are 

historically and epistemologically mediated, as was most artfully and exhaustively theorized 
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in Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978). And this is not to say, either, that the imaginative 

geographies and anthropologies created by westernized discourse are themselves “unreal.” 

While, say, for Benedict Anderson (1991), all nations are “imagined communities,” this in 

no way assumes that such imaginary constructs do not exert real influence in political space. 

As Kwame Anthony Appiah clarifies, “Imagined...doesn't mean unreal: nothing could be 

more powerful than the human imagination.”26 

The separating line between anthropological survey, travel diary, and imaginative 

travel tale is, on a subjective level, ambiguous at best. The schism between here and there, 

home and abroad, center and periphery, us and them all replicate the politics of difference 

necessary for the long-term maintenance of colonial power for capitalist expansion (see 

Kerslake below). All journeys, to be sure, are by nature confrontations with alterity, but 

those journeys which found their destinations in the “peripheral” holdings of various 

European empires engaged not in a dialogic comparison—as, for example, More's 

Hythloday does with the Utopians assessing not only their culture against his but also, 

perhaps more forcefully, his against theirs—but monologically, assuming the cultural 

superiority of the metropole and thus interpreting indigenous populations against 

hierarchical models of maturity, opening the door to the mission civilisatrice, a global 

bildungsroman in which western culture and practice stood in for the community into which 

countries must enfolded if they were to reach “adulthood.”  

David Spurr describes the long-term impact of these journeys, especially those in the 

nineteenth century, as a “crisis of interpretation”: that the appropriation of foreign culture 

like that exercised by explorers and naturalists has “real consequences for living people who 

[have] little control over how they [are] represented to more powerful nations and 
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cultures.”27 We see the historical effects of this crisis in the ways in which racialist 

discourse begins to reinscribe itself in the observational positioning of European travelers 

and explorers. Carl Thompson proposes that when, for example, Henry Morton Stanley 

deduces cannibalistic behavior based upon what we can now see as poor evidence, he may 

be, like Sagan earlier, simply applying something always already known.28 In this sense 

Stanley is operating within Homi Bhabha's model of the stereotype as fetish, that absence 

which must be re-presented, something that “is always 'in place', already known, and 

something that must be anxiously repeated.”29 If Stanley knows before he arrives that all 

Africans are cannibals, even if only subconsciously, then evidence will tend to verify a truth 

already known.  

V.Y. Mudimbe,30 in the Invention of Africa (1988), coopts Said's approach to 

orientalist discourse, adapting it to the discursive space of “Africanism,” the examination of 

that “larger body of knowledge” representing “African societies, cultures, and peoples as 

signs of something else,” “conditions of possibility” which incorporate not only socio-

historical origins but also epistemological contexts.31 One of the tactics Mudimbe identifies 

within colonial discourse is the civilizing mission. For him, “the discrepancy between 

'civilization' and 'Christianity' on the one hand, 'primitiveness' and 'paganism' on the other, 

and the means of 'evolution' or 'conversion' from the first stage to the second” marks one of 

the central approaches validating colonialism.32 The crux of this re-temporalizing of the 

colonial border is that such progress becomes synonymous with modernity, and as the 

Industrial Revolution came and went, the boons of technology were continuously folded 

into what it meant to be civilized. The ships, cannon, and rifles that often allowed for quick 

European work of native resistance became part of the narrative of divine providence, so 
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that to have greater technology was to be more civilized, was to be of the present—rather 

than fixed in the past—and more so, was to be involved in a teleological dialectic that 

involved Spencerian evolutionary principles, human movement in the direction of moral 

progress over time. It is this commonplace that each of the texts in this study explicitly 

foregrounds in its own way. Understood in this fashion, the argumentative stance of these 

novels is frequently not against technology, but what technology dialectically represents in 

colonial and neo-colonial discourse. 

That a teleological approach founded on technology is embedded in Victorian travel 

literature and ethnography is undeniable, but if such views carried into the emergence of 

sf—those voyages on the “final frontiers” in search of “new life and new civilizations”—

then sf in part represents a literary continuation of the colonial imaginary which 

“constructed” and controlled portions of Africa for centuries. The belief in progress, for 

some theorists, is a necessary prerequisite of sf. Following Fredric Jameson, it was sf that 

reinstituted a means of conceiving the future after the historical novel’s reflection of a 

“mutation in our relationship to historical time itself,” one that critically linked past and 

present, dissolved into a kind of exoticism. By “transforming our own present into the 

determinate past of something yet to come,” Jameson argues that sf reenergized the notion 

of progress.33 It was only because colonialism had provided western authors with a 

temporalized understanding of civilization through the extemporaneity of the colonial 

frontier that they could then embed the metropolitan core in the role of a historicized 

periphery, as with Edward Bellamy “looking backwards” from the year 2000 on the now 

relatively primitive inhabitants of 1880s Boston. It allowed the Global North, in other 

words, to aboriginalize its own present. These theoretical antecedents are part of what lead 
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John Rieder to suggest that “the ideology of progress act[s] within science fiction as one of 

the most important features of the intersection of colonialism and science fiction,” 

representing a “persistence of the structure of the colonial gaze in the frame of science 

fiction.”34 If one cannot sever from sf its debt to colonial forms of discourse, it would 

represent a complicated form for colonial and post-colonial practitioners, an approach that 

always asks for resistance even as it is utilized as a literary conceit. 

 

  

III. Bucking Genealogy: Sf, Imperialism, and Resistance 

 

The interrelation between sf and colonialism has been an increasingly important subject in 

sf studies over the past decade. While M. Keith Booker (1998) and Ralph Pordzik (2000) 

earlier linked African utopias and dystopias to colonial-era optimism and post-colonial 

reality, it was John Rieder who first exhaustively investigated the association between sf 

and its imperial roots in the travelogue. In Colonialism and the Emergence of Science 

Fiction (2008), Rieder contends that “the anachronistic structure of anthropological 

difference” by the likes of Fabian and Mary Louise Pratt, “is one of the key features that 

links emergent science fiction to colonialism.”35 As with Jameson, Rieder takes the temporal 

schism between the colonizers and the colonized as a catalyst for conceptions of historicity 

in the Global North that allow for the juxtaposition of competing temporalities as a fictional 

pretext. Beginning with the work of H.G. Wells, Rieder coordinates the rise of futuristic 

fabulism alongside the colonial literature which shared its vanguardism—works by authors 

like Edgar Rice Burroughs, H. Rider Haggard, Arthur Conan-Doyle, and Jack London as 
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well as earlier influences like Robert Stevenson, Mary Shelley, Jonathan Swift, and Walter 

Scott—tying these early influences into the formation and expansion of the pulp sf industry 

of the 1920s and 1930s.  

At the core of Rieder’s investigation are the romantic “lost race fictions”—those of 

Haggard, Hugh MacColl, Burroughs, Thomas Janvier, Wells, and Conan Doyle—in which 

“the social contradiction that the stories repeatedly ‘solve’ ultimately lies between the 

colonial claims to the territory’s resources and land, and the competing claims of the 

indigenous people.”36 This contest for resources was of course an integral part of the 

colonial enterprise, previsioning what we now think of as economic globalism: 

Without reducing the complex political and cultural history of colonialism to mere 

secondary effects of a primary economic process, one can still say that one of the 

most comprehensive and inclusive ways to think about colonialism is by way of its 

role in the construction of a world-wide, unified capitalist economy, a process that 

gets seriously underway in the sixteenth century and reaches a climactic fulfillment 

and crisis in the period…from between the mid-nineteenth century through the world 

wars.37 

It is at this point that the term “development,” in the sense utilized by financing agencies 

such as those emerging from Bretton Woods and critiqued by most of the authors in this 

study, coheres into a marker both for civilization and progress. To move “forward,” to 

“progress,” countries must develop: in other words, be coopted into the sphere of global 

finance, debt, lending, and consumerism. Hence, the conflation of these terms continues to 

agglutinate: progress, development, modernity, civilization, capitalism and technoscience all 
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become interlocking elements of a single hegemonic diktat, with sf representing one of the 

central literary genres both initiating and surfing the tide of its dissemination. 

Rieder makes clear that he is not arguing simply that “colonialism is…the reality that 

science fiction mystifies,” or that “colonialism is science fiction’s hidden truth” but that it is 

part of the genre’s texture. It is, he notes, “as if science fiction were polarized by the 

energies of the colonial field of discourse, like a piece of iron magnetized by its proximity 

to a powerful electric field,” a metaphor that basically suggests “that science fiction exposes 

something that colonialism imposes.” In Rieder’s view, the sf novel, “while staying within 

the ideological and epistemological framework of the colonial discourse, exaggerates and 

exploits its internal divisions.”38 This exposure can, and frequently does, occur within a 

context of critical resistance to the very structures that enable the sf in question. Yet more 

commonly, what the works Rieder studies reveal is the ways in which early sf’s content 

focused on the impingements of colonialism in the writers’ own worlds, “including the 

fantastic appropriation and rationalization of unevenly distributed colonial wealth in the 

homeland and the colonies, the racist ideologies that underwrote colonialist expansion, and 

the cognitive impact of radical cultural differences on the home culture.”39 He suggests, in 

line with Albert Memmi and Homi Bhabha, that sf represents part of the bilaterally 

infectious nature of colonialism, with both the colonizer and the colonized redefined and 

influenced by the other at the imperial margins. 

In Science Fiction and Empire (2007), Patricia Kerslake, while making passing 

mention of such works as More's Utopia (1516), Swift's Gulliver's Travels (1732) and 

Voltaire's Micromegas (1752), largely engages her study at the historical moment at which 

Rieder ends. She also starts with H.G. Wells but immediately jumps ahead to the futurized 
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representations of imperial structures in the epic post-war novels of Isaac Asimov, Kim 

Stanley Robinson, Iain Banks, Robert Heinlein, and Philip K. Dick. For Kerslake, sf shares 

with post-colonial theory a focus on the dialectic of the “us-them” relationship and the 

manner by which it both enables self-definition on the part of the colonizer and reductively 

defines away the voice of the colonized. It is a continuation of the protocols of the 

colonizing gaze, and in this sense she argues from a very similar space as Rieder. Where she 

differs is to point to the continuing presence and influence of empire as a positive or even 

necessary element of portended futures in these novels, no doubt in part a reaction to the 

ways in which Empire, as an international matrix of cultural and economic relations, was 

already “global” by the time the texts she investigates were written. 

In Kerslake’s view, sf texts continue the expansionary aims and inventions of 

otherness that marked the era of colonial intervention. As she frames the connection, 

“exchange the term 'East' for 'extraterrestrial'” and you get a sense of the ways the wondrous 

worlds described by orientalist texts figure as templates for later voyages to the stars.40 “To 

successfully position a character as the Other demands the a priori binary construct of centre 

and periphery,” she continues, “as discussion of the Other is impossible without a primary 

definition of the self.”41 Even if we argue, with Kerslake, that the colonial Other was 

“known” (or considered known) by imperial systems, the rhetoric of “inscrutability” also 

remained endemic to discussions of the native other in such a way as to equate knowledge 

here as simply a new synonym for control (over). This should not feel alien insofar as the 

Enlightenment codes of reason and knowledge like those of Francis Bacon staged empirical 

investigation as a form of violence, a means of wresting free Nature's secrets, of exposing 

that which remained hidden and by doing so to laying claim to a form of ownership over 
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it.42 Yet, if Kerslake can assert, near the end of her book, that “empire [is thus] not 

intrinsically wrong; it is outward evidence of the social needs of the human species to 

develop, progress, and grow,” it is itself due to the ways in which the totalizing humanist 

narrative of modernity and the post-Enlightenment politics of knowledge enfold and 

influence even her own critical stance.43 

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay (2003), while engaging the topic several years before Rieder 

and Kerslake, investigates the most recent movements of sf within the context of 

coloniality, moving from a discussion of the nineteenth- and twentieth centuries into the 

period of what Hardt and Negri have coined “Empire,” the post-modern globalized present 

which “exhausts and suspends historical time, pragmatically (i.e. cynically) taking up 

typological justifications from the past and the future as the occasion demands… the 

consummate replacement of nature by artifice.”44 The crucially relevant observation that 

Csicsery-Ronay makes involves the shared centrality of technological dissemination in both 

sf worlds and imperial epistemologies. As he explains, “the conditions for the emergence of 

sf as a genre are made possible by three factors: the technological expansion that drove real 

imperialism, the need felt by national audiences for literary-cultural mediation as their 

societies were transformed from historical nations into hegemons, and the fantastic model of 

achieved technoscientific empire.”45 Sf, Csicsery-Ronay contends, has “been driven by a 

desire for the imaginary transformation of imperialism into Empire,” the latter understood 

not solely as a struggle between communities on the level of politics and economics but as 

“a technological regime that affects and ensures the global control system of de-nationalized 

communications. It is in this sense,” he concludes, “that Empire is the fantastic entelechy of 

imperialism.”46 Although elements of the fantastic journey have been incorporated by 
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African novelists as a method of critiquing earlier European narratives regarding African 

culture and historicity,47 adopting a boilerplate sf future vision threatens to accede to 

colonial paradigms even at the site of critique. As Paul Zeleza frames the question, “How is 

(conquered) Africa to be like (her conqueror) Europe?...[C]an Africa be like Europe, i.e., 

absorb European rationality into herself, without ceasing to be Africa and if so how? Can 

Africa be similar without being assimilated?”48 

To adopt the kinds of technological future visions often representative of sf 

threatens, then, to accede to western technologically mediated readings of history. Csicsery-

Ronay suggests that technology’s role 

in propelling imperialist projects is often neglected…Imperial future shock blew 

back into the home country, consolidating a new idea of political power linked to 

technological momentum, essentially colonizing the homeland too, and at a speed 

that made all resistance futile. Each global technological success brought power and 

money to technological projects, creating a logrolling effect that drove irrational 

political and economic exploitation beyond its tolerances, in grand-scale 

uncontrolled social experiments. It also fueled ever more focused and complex 

technological momentum—until social conflicts, both within and beyond the national 

borders, could only be seen as politically manageable through technological means. 

With imperialism, politics became technological.49 

One effect of this transition is that “technology impinges on artistic culture not only as a set 

of tools, but as a mode of awareness.”50 It is this awareness that motivates the works 

investigated in the following chapters. Technological development over the past decades, 

especially in the areas of telecommunications and infrastructure, have made the continued 
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story of African underdevelopment a case of cherry picking—if Southern Sudan, Mali, and 

Somalia regularly return to the news cycle reinforcing post-colonial African images of 

social collapse and genocidal struggle, the technological literacy in urban centers like 

Nairobi, Lagos, Johannesburg, Capetown, Windhoek, Maputo, Blantyre, and Dar es Salaam 

suggest the ways in which Africa is a study in contrasts. Writing in early-80s and the mid-

90s, Emecheta and Armah—the subject of the first two chapters of this study—faced a far 

more uneven technological dissemination; their treatment of technology as a figure of neo-

imperialism remains, therefore, more agonistic than that of Ngũgĩ and Laing’s whose 

novels, appearing between 2005 and 2006, expose a transition in the relation to technology, 

exaggerating the image and figure of economic development while also naturalizing 

technologies through incorporation into traditional structures of folklore and orature. Such 

work reflects the ways in which resistance to development becomes merely a refusal to 

meekly homogenize to the norms of capitalist and consumerist modernity rather than a 

rejection of the boons of human technological ingenuity. This is not to say that the African 

continent is universally underdeveloped, something we know to be false, nor that all, or 

even most, African nations, or their authors, wish to remain so: something which is also 

erroneous—a point made well by Simon Gikandi in “Globalization and the Claims of 

Postcoloniality.”51 It means only that, within the generic experiments with sf from African 

novelists over the past several decades, one of the core motifs has involved an ongoing and 

fraught dialectic between traditional culture and technological modernity and between 

urbanity and rurality, magnifying via the use of futurist technologies parallel elements in 

many non-sf African novels where the present and the past also compete for narrative 

allegiance. 
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For Simon Gikandi, postcolonialism and globalization, in addition to being “perhaps 

two of the most important terms in social and cultural theory today,” are additionally both 

“concerned with explaining forms of social and cultural organization whose ambition is to 

transcend the boundaries of the nation-state, and they seek to provide new vistas for 

understanding cultural flows that can no longer be explained by a homogenous Eurocentric 

narrative of development and social change.” This is not to say, for Gikandi, that the two 

terms are synonymous. The difficulties, in fact, of discovering where postcoloniality “fits” 

into narratives of globalization is part of what separates the discussion for him into “two 

competing narratives, one of celebration, the other of crisis.”52 The increasing discussion of 

sf in the context of postcoloniality, and the crises therein, in recent works like those of 

Jessica Langer (2010) and Hoagland and Sarwal (2011) raises issues surrounding the 

manner in which sf has often been engaged in post-national discussions of planetarity while 

postcoloniality has long struggled with the structural necessities and complications of the 

nation-state—the latter especially marked by the heterogeneous cultures grouped together 

under the auspices of colonial-era boundary building. It should not be surprising, then, that 

the four works analyzed in this study all, to varying extents, attempt to think liberation 

outside the construct of the modern state. Whereas all of these authors’ earlier works 

focused on familiar geographies and their respective histories, in these particular works, the 

spaces are all imaginary—if Emecheta’s Shavi, Armah’s Hapa, Ngũgĩ’s Aburĩria, and 

Laing’s Gold Coast city often appear representative of familiar geo-political spaces, the 

choice to fictionalize them engages in the kind of critical distance familiar from earlier 

utopian allegory. These authors’ increasing prioritization of globalizing structures over the 
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period covered here—roughly 1980 to 2006—suggests the marginalization of state-oriented 

solutions to increasing global divisions between “developed” and “undeveloped” zones. 

The question, however, for Gikandi and for this study is whether, being “unsure how 

to respond to the failure of the nationalist mandate,…citizens of the postcolony are more 

likely to seek their global identity by invoking the very logic of Enlightenment that 

postcolonial theory was supposed to deconstruct,” and in the context of the authors in this 

study, whether the adoption of sf—as shown above, a legacy of that logic—risks the kind of 

assimilation that scholars like Paul Zeleza fear. To be certain, the majority of the authors in 

this study formulate technology as a complex topic, seeking ways to indigenize science 

without submitting to the corporate structures of knowledge that increasingly manipulate its 

global dissemination. Even with continued disparities in education, computer and internet 

penetration, and manufacturing between Africa and the post-industrialized North, it is no 

longer possible to maintain an image of Africa as either non-modern or non-global. The 

ubiquitous smart phone and increasingly available cellular networks since the turn of the 

twenty-first century require that technoscience as a signifier in African contexts must be 

seen as both mandated and mediated. Zeleza’s collected edition entitled Science and 

Technology in Africa (2003) confirms the wide ranging conversations on subjects from 

internet technology to bioengineering that establish the fact that the question is no longer 

the whether but the whence of post-industrial technology’s effect on the citizens of Africa. 

Hence, in the context of the technologically mediated spaces introduced by each of the 

authors in this study, the question of how to utilize these ever more quickly transforming 

technologies represents at least one of the major themes. Where do technology and the 

human body intersect, and how does each affect the other in the individual cultural contexts 
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portrayed by these novels? Not surprisingly, the concept of the cyborg recurs in the majority 

of these chapters as a discursive space investigating the motile boundaries that separate 

human from machine.  

It is in the context of such transitions that one must recall sf’s legacy as site of 

resistance against its own establishing narratives and this potential remains especially 

dynamic in texts emerging from former colonial holdings. Gerry Canavan points to the risk 

that “critical readings of postcolonial science fiction” that reduce all discussion to 

colonialism’s influence upon the form “could become as over-determined as the similarly 

exclusionary Suvian approach: postcolonial science fiction as a tamed and domesticated 

genre, whose meaning and political import,” in a manner similar to Aijaz Ahmad’s critique 

of Fredric Jameson’s “Third World Literature in the Era of Multinational Capitalism,” “is 

always safely known to us in advance without ever having to bother to read any of it.”53 If sf 

has emerged from the violence of European expansionary geopolitics, it is in that way little 

different from the novel in general with its own bourgeois roots in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century leisure culture. If the African novel overall can resist that genealogy, 

African sf can as well, and while at times clumsily or haltingly performed, the works in the 

chapters that follow make important gestures in this direction.  

 

IV. Black Is the Future 

 

Indeed, black is in. The tide has turned; black is the future—not because of some 
defeat of ‘racism’ but because Africans are a part of the dispossessed, the Wretched 
of the Earth that are overturning a world social system whose ideological foundation 
is racism. This system is no longer able to withstand the tide of history sweeping all 
forms of capitalist parasitism into the proverbial dustbin of history. 
--Omali Yeshitela, “What Is African Internationalism” 
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In a 1988 interview in The Paris Review, Doris Lessing claimed, “it never crossed 

my mind with these later books that I was writing science fiction or anything of the kind! It 

was only when I was criticized for writing science fiction that I realized I was treading on 

sacred ground.” Lessing quickly walked back her remarks with the assertion, “I don’t really 

write science fiction,” suggesting that, having read Solaris that year, it was clear she was 

doing something different.54 Her comments open up three important reference points for the 

project that follows. First, mine will not be an investigation into the totality of African sf, 

per se. I will not be concerned here, for example, with the long tradition of white post-

apocalyptic writing coming out of Africa. From Karel Schoeman’s Na die Gehefde Land 

(translated as The Promised Land, 1972), to Doris Lessing’s Memoirs of a Survivor (1974), 

to J.M. Coetzee’s Waiting for the Barbarians (1980), to Nadine Gordimer’s July’s People 

(1981), to Lauren Beukes’ Zoo City (2010) and Henrietta Rose-Innes’s Caine-Prize winning 

story “Poison” (2011), the sf-apocalyptic legacy of white African writing is long, well 

established, and disproportionately well rewarded on the global literary scene. My reason 

for not discussing these texts is, in part, because they have already received and continue to 

receive ample critical attention.  

Second, Lessing’s metonymizing of sf into one example of its production is 

indicative of the ways categorizations of sf have changed over the past decades. Lessing is 

not, in denying her work a place in the sf canon, speaking ill of the form. Quite the contrary, 

she is quite “pleased,” she says, of her invitation to the World Science Fiction Conference in 

Brighton that year. Rather, by invoking Lem’s genre classic, she is confining sf to only hard 

sf, one trend within the larger tradition. In a very different but related fashion, there is a 
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tendency to reduce sf to the pulp topics of the Hugo Gernsback and John Campbell years in 

the 40s and 50s—bug-eyed aliens, spaceships, laser guns, and colonies on the moon. While 

both of these compose parts of the overall legacy that sf criticism investigates, they remain 

only a part. As Istvan Csicsery-Ronay suggests, “Many—perhaps most—important works of 

sf violate the strict rules of scientific plausibility and introduce heteronomic realities into 

their stories.”55 When Lessing conceives of a massive disaster in the future and describes the 

remnant bands of feral children that prowl the now-empty streets of England in Memoirs of 

a Survivor (1974), or creates a galactic empire nurturing a colonial planet in Shikasta 

(1979), she is explicitly engaging with texts like Shelley’s twenty-first century plague in 

The Last Man (1826) and Asimov’s galactic political history in the Foundation series (1951-

1986). Like the concept of “games” for Wittgenstein, sf cannot be reduced to a checklist of 

incorporated features but is, rather, a fluid matrix, sharing commonalities of which some, 

but rarely all, apply to any given sf work.56 

Third, there continues to be a tendency to relegate writers considered “genre” to 

artistic realms outside of what is popularly referred to as “literary fiction.” By noting that 

she does not write sf, Lessing acknowledges the ways in which forces throughout the 

literary world put great emphasis into separating genres from each other. When she was 

awarded the Nobel Prize in 2007, Lessing joined Gordimer and Coetzee in the 

overwhelming global praise accorded to white southern African novelists, even those that 

regularly partake of sf themes (and all three do). But it was also important to focus on her 

“feminist” work, like The Golden Notebook (1962), rather than her speculative work, like 

Memoirs of a Survivor, as the prize does not regularly admit of sf as a viable candidate for 

such a historic honor. Sf, for most of the last century, was not literature—a categorization 
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often actively accepted on both sides of the generic divide. In this decision there has 

remained the Adornian tendency to be suspicious of the “popular.” However, as more 

renowned critics—such as Hannah Arendt, Raymond Williams, Darko Suvin, and Fredric 

Jameson—began not just to identify the literary merits of the sf tradition but in some cases 

its centrality to the lineage of the novel itself, sf has slowly become a fixture in academic 

literary studies. Yet, resistance on the grounds of subject matter and quality remain, and 

they are evident in Lessing’s confusion that her own work, often clearly futurist and post-

apocalyptic, would be categorized alongside the likes of Heinlein, Asimov, and LeGuin. To 

write “science fiction” is something for which to be criticized. It is “sacred ground” but only 

in the sense of an author having strayed into areas in which the “proper” novelist should not 

engage. 

Sf’s generic location is thus fraught. While clear examples of sf are regularly listed 

among the twentieth century’s most well regarded works, they are often held up as 

exceptions, projects by otherwise more literary authors having a lark; exceptions whose 

quality reflects nuances from that other work rather than emerging from the form they are 

using. Genre, in this sense, matters.  So when Nigerian-American sf writer Nnendi Okorafor 

and Nollywood director Tchidi Chikere debate the question, “Is Africa ready for sci-fi,” 

what they are asking is whether black Africa is primed for interest in an sf tradition as 

delineated by global publishing agents?57 The purpose of this study is to suggest that, 

regardless, such a tradition already existed, and that, for reasons closely aligned to the 

academic reception of sf in the west, these novels have been largely overlooked despite, or 

even more likely because, their authors—like Aldous Huxley, Jack London, and E.M. 

Forster in their own contexts before them—were critically renowned for earlier work that 
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held more closely to expectations concerning literary fiction. But unlike the Euro-American 

examples above, the sf experiments engaged in by the likes of Kojo Laing, Buchi Emecheta, 

and Ayi Kwei Armah were generally rejected as important works of African literature and 

did not get the attention accorded to pieces like The Iron Heel (1908), “The Machine Stops” 

(1909), and 1984 (1948). 

It is the aim of this project to remedy this situation for some of the novels which fall 

into this larger history of sf in the African novel over the past thirty years and to ask what it 

is that the novels attempt to do and how they can be put into a discussion with other texts 

both in sf and African traditions. Nearly all of the texts studied here were initially published 

outside mainstream publishing houses, even in the case of authors whose previous 

reputation would have made them likely candidates for traditional publication. The Rape of 

Shavi (1983) first appeared through Buchi Emecheta’s own imprint, Ogwugwu Afor. Ayi 

Kwei Armah, with the exception of The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born (1968) (and very 

much because of his experiences with Heinemann during that work’s publication) refused 

thereafter to publish through western outlets, developing his own publishing house in 

Senegal—Per Ankh. Kojo Laing released his most recent novel as an online pay-to-print 

release, and Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, whose Wizard of the Crow is likely the most critically 

renowned of the works included here courted limited initial readership by his decision to 

publish first in Gĩkũyũ, thus resisting linguistic foreclosure in African literary publishing. 

This trend in publishing outside the constraints of western structures cannot help but evoke 

the Onitsha market literature that has also been extensively studied for the varieties it offers 

of discourses disseminating in the space of African authors writing for African readers and 
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the kinds of topics prevalent in the reading arenas outside of more global networks of 

publishing oversight. 

In order to discuss sf as a feature in African literature, especially in light of the 

publication routes of these authors, it is important to say a little more about genre. If sf is 

categorized as “genre fiction” in contemporary publication, we are clearly working with a 

specific concept of what “genre” means for the purposes of identifying what counts as 

proper literature.58 What I refer to as “genre” in this context is a set of tropes, themes, and 

techniques shared across a collection of texts used for purposes of packaging and publishing 

in the literary marketplace. As Jameson explains, genres are “essentially literary institutions, 

or social contracts between a writer and a specific public, whose function is to specify the 

proper use of the particular cultural artifact.”59 If novels earmarked as “science fiction” 

remain separated from the more canonical tradition of the “literary” (with temporary, if 

grudging, exceptions for the likes of the Aldous Huxleys, the Margaret Atwoods, the George 

Orwells and the Kurt Vonneguts of the world), then one must first ask to what extent 

literary areas like African literature were themselves initially packaged as products in the 

orbit of the literary canon, per se, rather than at its center. African literature in English—

what Ali Mazrui calls Afro-Saxon literature—could represent, in this sense, a genre in and 

of itself. Is sf a subgenre of literary fiction? Would African sf be a subgenre of African 

literature, and the latter itself a subgenre of literary fiction? And if so, can they be compared 

across the chasm that separates the two larger sub-generic orders? Is there anything 

suspicious in these Linnean literary strata? 

To clarify, beginning in the late 1950s, African literature became increasingly 

constructed through a discourse of cultural displacement and separation which followed in 
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many ways on the heels of the marvelous journey—for western readers, the literary output 

from Africa served as a kind of escapism; African culture remained, in terms of 

international publication circuits, something “discovered” by a western audience with the 

assistance of editorial and authorial “native informants.” The remarkable commercial 

success of the Heinemann imprint of Things Fall Apart (1958), which led to the 

establishment of the African Writer’s Series (AWS) in 1962, in turn effectively delineated a 

categorical genre: the Anglophone African novel. Yet, despite the fact that by 1970, eighty 

titles had been released through the AWS, when Cambridge hired Wole Soyinka, he was 

assigned to the field of social anthropology since the English department “apparently [still] 

did not recognize African literature as a legitimate area of study.”60 In other words, while 

African fiction in English was now available through a reputable publisher, it could still not 

be considered “literature,” much less English literature (a highly protected category in 

itself). 

By 1992, arguments surrounding the literary qualities of African literature had 

largely receded. However, analyzing the over-200 AWS titles then in print, Bernth Lindfors 

traced the prominence of specific authors in the fields of criticism and pedagogy and 

concluded that approximately forty authors dominated the field of “African Literature” in 

U.S. and African universities and that 75% of those authors were initially published through 

AWS.61 One could conclude from this that AWS, along with several smaller publishers, 

effectively established what the academy understands as “African literature.”62 The 

prominence of AWS in highlighting authors deemed worthy of academic categorization 

further suggests a kind of reader-response feedback loop—that the kinds of texts authorized 

by publishers like Heinemann, and the general thematic prototypes that they represent, fuel 
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an expectation for similar subject matter, which further cements a continuation of insider 

narratives of village life, of colonial resistance, of pre-colonial culture building, or of post-

colonial malaise being given the green light for international publication. 

In that sense, the need to “locate” African literature into a continental-Anglophone 

form recapitulated structures of the discovery narrative—it is not enough to suggest that 

“English” literature represents an all-encompassing generic space delineated linguistically 

as few African Anglophone works are regularly included at the canonical level of English 

Literature (part of the reason for Ngũgĩ’s now famous institutional changes to literature 

pedagogy at Nairobi). At best, we have seen the rise of disciplines like Global Anglophone 

Literature or the much-harried World Literature. The African novel, regardless of the 

language in which it is produced, was long relegated to a peripheral, orbiting status 

compared to the centrifugal body of literature-as-such and further classified under the 

continental auspices of spatial identification—as with any docile reading of so-called 

“primitive” cultural production, what can be seen in one can be assumed to be valid for all. 

What African literature did was to “be African.” As recently as 2003, Chimamanda Ngozi 

Adichie was told by her publisher that it was a shame she was not Indian because “Indian 

writers were in vogue.” Adichie “didn’t take this as commentary on her work…but on the 

timidity of the publishing world when it came to unknown writers and unfamiliar cultures.” 

If the past decade has seen a wave of young African authors rising to prominence, they 

remain “mostly young cosmopolitans who write in English.”63 African sf in the 80s and 90s 

rarely made headway into the global publishing world, and such “timidity” could represent 

one reason why. 
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The point I wish to assert, to quote Derrida, concerns the “origin of literature and its 

aborigine, or its abortion.”64 What has been aborted within the hegemonic trend of literary 

boundary building? In travel literature, it was the modern African herself who was removed 

from the realm of “who can write” and relegated to an object written about, much as the 

District Commissioner at the end of Achebe’s Things Fall Apart co-opts the narrative and 

reduces Okonkwo’s novel-length narrative into a terse byline in a forthcoming colonial 

ethnography concerning the “native” (TFA, 208f). If the colonial period helped define what 

Europe was by establishing what it was not—i.e. not primitive, not barbaric—and if that 

definition stemmed in part from the rubric of discovery, what do the “discovered” people 

discover when they turn the literary tables on the colonizers and discover their discoverers? 

When they “discover” themselves? When they expose the lie behind the act of discovery 

itself? Further, if we interpret African literature as a genre, is there space for an sf turn 

within that genre—are the “weird new worlds” of sf redundant given a western publishing 

apparatus already distributing “weird new worlds” in African contexts. Asked another way, 

if Africa is already the “alien” in the history of the colonial voyage, what purpose is there in 

adding aliens to the alien? To be sure, works like Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart and 

Tayeb Salih’s Season of Migration to the North (1966) are more or less explicit 

appropriations and inversions of the Conradian journey into the “dark heart” of Africa, so 

the precedent for the counter-travelogue has already been established. What would a 

counter-sf look like? 

In assessing this question, it is important to resist strict demarcations of a genre’s 

orbit. As John Rieder explains, “Genres are best understood by way of the practices that 

produce…resemblances and the motives that drive those practices,” a fact that is “doubly 
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true because, first, genre itself is an intertextual phenomenon, always formed out of 

resemblances or oppositions among texts, and second, no individual text is generically 

pure.” Rather, “every text produces within itself a set of generic values in tension with and 

interacting on one another.”65 Although Carl Freedman, in Critical Theory and Science 

Fiction (2000), hews closely to the definitional parameters of Suvin, Delaney, and Heinlein 

in focusing his analysis of sf around Suvin’s concept of “cognitive estrangement,” he 

nevertheless admits that texts do not fit into genres, but rather “a generic tendency is 

something that happens within a text,” allowing for the opportunity to read sf elements in 

works that might not, on first glance, fit the moniker.66 In the works that serve as the 

subjects of the chapters of this study, these elements emerge from the ways that future 

technology and future progress taint or disrupt the texts. Technology is always a complex 

signifier that is both acceded to and resisted, desired yet distrusted, ever-present yet always 

also figured as absent as these various sf narratives of and by post-independence Africans 

meet and intersect. These are all narratives that additionally resisted the generic forces 

initiated by outfits like Heinemann’s AWS. They are all alternative publications, and in 

many cases, that approach marks a conscious refusal to abide by the expectations of the 

publishing industry regarding African themes and styles. Armah explicitly describes 

Heinemann, and by extension Euro-American publishing centers in general, as neo-

colonial67; Ngũgĩ’s choice to compose in Gĩkũyũ stemmed in part from a resistance to the 

Anglicization of African Literature through such outlets as the AWS; and Laing’s increasing 

experimentalism puts him at odds with publishing expectations, his work rapidly 

approaching what some critics have described as “unreadable.”68 These texts, in other 

words, have broken out of the orbits assigned to them, and it is my contention that in doing 
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so, they have collided with sf, that other satellite spinning at a slight remove from the 

gravitational well of literary prose. 

My project focuses on works that have thus far been overlooked in the growing 

discussions surrounding global or postcolonial sf.  I suggest that not only is Africa ready for 

sf, but that it has long been a feature in novels by central figures of African fiction writing. 

Is there, then, a genealogy of sf in the African novel, where can we find it, what does it look 

like, and what does it do? One answer to these inquiries is that African sf takes 

technologically influenced teleologies to task, putting advanced technological paradigms 

into contest with local cultural norms and assessing the ways they are both threatening and 

also always already present. Whether it takes the form of the dystopic security network in 

Armah, the parochial ethnographies of Emecheta’s near-future Europeans, or the critique of 

economic development in Ngũgĩ, the hegemonic threat of global networking and capital acts 

as a central antagonist. The primary feature in all these works is that in every case, they 

unfold in an alternative dimension or an imaginary place—these authors all invent alter-

Africas as allegorical backdrops to their meditations on technology and tradition, and the 

space of their interaction in the postcolony. 

“An explicitly postcolonial science fiction,” according Andy Sawyer, “not only has 

to be written from outside the traditional strands of Western science fiction…but explained 

and criticized from outside them too.”69 In this spirit, then, I not only trace the intertextual 

value of the works investigated here to works in the tradition of western sf but also to 

precedents in African literature, in global economics, and in other post-modern traditions 

whose own relationship to sf can also be seen as complex or peripherally inspired. My hope 

is to incorporate these texts into the wider discussions of Afro-futurism and global sf.  
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In the aim of clarifying the choice of texts for this study, I should note that the 

following novels are all drawn from former holdings of the British Empire. This should not 

be taken to indicate that there is no early tradition of sf in Francophone or Lusophone 

African literatures: certainly Emmanuel Dongala’s “Jazz et vin de palme” could appear here. 

Nor do I wish to ignore other African sf short fiction like Tendai Huchu’s “The Sale.” The 

decision surrounding the texts that follow reflects instead the limited space available to this 

project in its current incarnation. In a longer treatment, the study would incorporate other 

linguistic and colonial traditions as well as considering more short stories and attending to 

more film, but in the aim of simplification, the related historical contexts of Kenya, Ghana, 

and Nigeria—as former British colonies—allows for some continuity between the works as 

does the decision to focus on the novel form. The glaring exception, of course, is Ngũgĩ wa 

Thiong’o’s Wizard of the Crow, published originally in Gĩkũyũ. The choice to include this 

work stems from its affinities with the texts that frame it—Armah’s Osiris Rising and 

Laing’s Big Bishop Roko and the Altar Gangsters. The thematic and stylistic overlap 

between these three works made Ngũgĩ’s presence necessary, and while there are certainly 

issues related to translation not covered in this particular version of the study, I am aware 

that it poses unique problems. For my immediate purposes, I am forced, however, to accept 

Ngũgĩ’s self-translation of the text at face value. 

At their core, the four texts here also all grapple with utopia, whether investigating 

the dystopic realities of colonial and neo-colonial social architecture, imagining a more 

perfect future, or refusing the concept on its merits. A word on definition: throughout this 

study I use utopian/dystopian to refer to moods of a setting and utopic/dystopic as locations. 

In the first example, the perfect or imperfect state is implicit, the subject of a quest; it is an 
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ideal, something characters strive towards. In the second, the utopia is explicit; it is 

displayed, explained, investigated, like the communities of Morris and Bellamy, Huxley and 

Orwell. Thus, Ngũgĩ’s Wizard of the Crow and Armah’s Osiris Rising are utopian inasmuch 

as their characters envision a universalized African franchise and expression, but the worlds 

they dream of are never fully made manifest within the texts themselves. They are, however, 

both dystopic, occurring within oppressive and static states that exercise mass political 

control over their subjects and whose explicit presences serve as the novels’ backdrops. 

When M. Keith Booker identifies a dystopic turn in the literature of the twentieth century, 

he means that detailed presentations of “diseased social spaces” overtook the “good 

places/no places” that had re-captured the imagination of America and Europe at the end of 

the nineteenth century, a move that also signaled a shift in cultural attitudes towards society 

and the beneficence of the State. In this sense, utopia and dystopia are positive and negative 

valences of the same basic premise, concerning themselves with the social and political 

while the arcadia and the post-apocalypse probe the positive and negative poles of political 

absence: the state of nature as Rousseauean Eden or Hobbesian nightmare. The alternate use 

of “anti-utopia” in place of dystopia usually aims at valorizing the individual over 

homogenized society, the contention that it is the very idea of utopia—so often hegemonic 

and socially engineered—that is the problem. 

It is in this sense that I argue in the first chapter that Buchi Emecheta’s The Rape of 

Shavi is anti-utopic in that it refuses the central utopian remedies to the aftermath of 

colonial contact. I read The Rape of Shavi as an apocalyptic allegory of the Europe-Africa 

contact zone. Staging the cultural meeting in the future allows Emecheta to dehistoricize the 

moment of first contact, freeing it from the political events and cultural traditions that 
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delineated the experiences represented in her earlier, autobiographical, novels. In order to 

outline what results from this future setting, I read The Rape of Shavi against two other 

authors who also focus on coloniality as their site of critique. The first, Achebe in Things 

Fall Apart, provides the texture of traditionalism to Emecheta’s novel. However, like 

Emecheta’s access to the Shavian worldview, Achebe’s relationship to the pre-colonial past 

remains mediated and, in Emecheta’s retelling, subject to gendered violence in a way that 

complicates it as an alternative to colonial modernity. The second, Robert Heinlein—most 

notably in Farnham’s Freehold and The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress—fashions his rejection 

of coloniality upon a reliance on the sovereign individual and the utopic equilibrium of the 

unfettered market, both of which Emecheta negatively codes in The Rape of Shavi.  

In chapter two, I read Ayi Kwei Armah’s Osiris Rising alongside Ishmael Reed’s 

Mumbo Jumbo and Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 as three alternative reactions to 

the rise of the “postmodern condition.” If, for Pynchon, postmodern fracture and 

decentering results in paranoia—a dissemination of meaning into any and all ephemera—

and, for Reed, in the opening up of alternative approaches to historicization following the 

destruction of the metanarrative of History, for Armah, such fracture is figured as 

destructive to practical post-colonial agency. Rather, Armah looks to revise and recuperate 

traditional metanarratives of History and Identity by locating Africa as the birthplace of 

civilization as the latter is conceived within western paradigms of temporality—highlighting 

Egyptian roots in the utopian aim of a pan-African futurity. While some of Armah’s 

previous work, like Two Thousand Seasons and The Healers, rejected technology and 

modernity as fecal spaces of foreign disease, the discourse surrounding technoscience in 
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Osiris Rising is markedly ambiguous, suggesting a more pragmatic approach to 

renegotiating the politics of knowledge in post-colonial Africa. 

Chapter three looks at Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’s Wizard of the Crow as a narrative of 

utopian resistance to economic neo-colonialism. Staging “development” as a hegemonic and 

dystopic strategy, Ngũgĩ indigenizes sf as a satirical tool to critique the neo-colonialism 

initiated by structural-adjustment programs and the corrupt comprador bourgeoisie that 

emerge from the penetration of westernized finance into the politics of post-independence 

Africa. Pointing to Ngũgĩ’s more nationalist and patriotic anti-hegemonic stances in his 

previous novels, I suggest that, in understanding the reach of global capital, Ngũgĩ’s 

narrative of resistance moves from the national to the global, and that this planetary 

movement of resistance reflects a new utopian response to the otherwise failed utopia of the 

free market as well as a retreat from Ngũgĩ’s earlier nationalism. 

In chapter four, I examine the latest work by Kojo Laing, Big Bishop Roko and the 

Altar Gangsters, as a literary indigenization of sf. Laing’s work is the most self-consciously 

postmodern of the four, locating his story in a world that rejects stable figures of space and 

time, undermining by extension such metanarratives as History, Race, Nationalism, 

Religion, Science and the stable Self. The resulting story follows no clear chronology and 

dissolves the borders that typically separate the spheres of tradition and modernity, magic 

and science, initiating a slipstream sf approach I refer to as jujutech. By this, I mean that 

magic results in scientific technology, and science produces magic, a blurring of difference 

that raises the concept of the cyborg to the central image and ontological concept in the 

novel. Laing’s apocalyptic narrative represents the clearest example of African sf in this 

analysis and, I contend, points to the ways that African subject matter and styles can absorb 
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the genre in ways that provide a concrete space to reevaluate the distance between the 

fabulism of magic realism and the structural fabulation of sf’s “stories of wonder.” 
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Chapter 1 
 
Strangers in a Strange Land: The Rape of Shavi and the Contact Zone 

 

I. 1. Introduction 

 

On a practical level, all fictional stories are imaginary. Nevertheless, Emecheta’s repeated 

clarification regarding the geographic and narrative displacement of The Rape of Shavi 

(1983) in the novel’s dedication—she describes it as an “imaginary story of imaginary 

events in an imaginary country”—hints at experimentation beyond the pale. Emecheta 

explicitly differentiates this work from her other novels, noting that The Rape of Shavi was 

a venture into “imaginary [work] based on ideas and ideals”70 as opposed to the 

“autobiographical writing” that had already established her as one of the foremost women’s 

voices coming out of West Africa.71 

Emecheta’s experimentation initially led to confusion on the part of publishers, 

critics, and reviewers. While Judie Newman suggests that The Rape of Shavi received some 

positive feedback—including by the New York Times and the New Yorker—she also 

concedes that it has largely remained critically overlooked,72 and much of the contemporary 

discussion surrounding the novel following its release reflected the sense that Emecheta was 

doing something radically unfamiliar. Charlotte Bruner described the book as somewhere 

“between allegory and adult fairy tale” but deemed it of “only modest virtue,”73 and Marilyn 

Richardson, writing for The Women’s Review of Books, suggested that it was merely an 

“overlong recitation of the obvious.”74 Later, despite such reactions, the novel would be 

republished under the Braziller imprint,75 and it has been increasingly discussed in tandem 

with Emecheta’s other works76; in order to highlight thematic overlap between this novel 
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and her other work, however, most critical perspectives over-emphasize elements of gender 

and colonialism and under-emphasize or ignore those features that likely confused the 

novel’s early readers.77 This is why, I contend, the novel continues to be read today as if 

existing western technology only appears to be an otherworldly intrusion into the Shavian 

experience—as a novum, one might say, of misperception on the part of the villagers—

rather than a true application of sf.78 That elements of familiar European behavior are 

registered as alien to the Shavians is, undoubtedly, part of what the novel does, but western 

technology in the novel is characterized as foreign even for western readers—displaced to 

the near future and introducing unknown devices—while the African culture is estranged 

from African readers by implementing a “lost tribe” motif, highlighting the “imaginary” 

nature of the people and the place in question. Unlike the Igbo communities outlined in The 

Bride Price and The Slave Girl, Shavi comes across as more of a template, familiar in its 

outlines but not in its details. In the case of both the African and European cohorts, then, the 

novel presents technologies and cultures that, while recognizable, are nonetheless not 

immediately translatable.  

The Rape of Shavi relates the story of a group of European scientists escaping from 

nuclear war in a specialized aircraft called the Newark. Soon after registering extremely 

high levels of radiation, the plane crashes into the Sahel, near a village, Shavi, which has up 

to this point been largely isolated from the modern world. The Shavians, following initial 

fear and suspicion, come to the opinion that the crew has been sent by the gods, and thus 

welcome them into the community. For several months the Newark crew, with varying 

levels of enthusiasm, learns to surivive in Shavi, until one of their members, Ronje, rapes 

the future queen. The Shavian women, concerned to prevent a scandal, abscond with Ronje 
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into the desert and leave him for dead. When, however, evidence of the crime is revealed, 

the crew is forced to flee in their, now repaired, plane. The prince of Shavi, Asogba, stows 

away on this return journey, however, and making contacts to export a gemstone common to 

the lands surrounding Shavi, returns with weapons and a plan to conquer surrounding tribes. 

When his initial assaults turn sour, Asogba returns to Shavi to find that his European 

contacts have abandoned him and angered local tribes have demolished Shavi, killing nearly 

all the men of the village. The novel ends with Asogba’s mother bemoaning the “rape” of 

Shavi, and those who remain dwelling upon the village’s future.  

If the novel was not originally received as and remains rarely analyzed as sf, this is 

unsurprising79; after the early futurist elements of the novel recede, they make space for a 

more recognizable narrative of the European arrival in Africa and the deleterious 

consequences thereof—the unraveling of traditional structures of politics, religion, and 

family and the exploitation of local resources by European agents. Given the familiarity of 

such themes in canonical works from the region like Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart 

(1958), Gabriel Okara’s The Voice (1964), or Ayi Kwei Armah’s Two Thousand Seasons 

(1972), it is easy to overlook or forget the manner by which the European crew of the 

Newark originally finds itself crashing into the outskirts of Shavi. Why would Emecheta 

initially choose to incorporate these modest sf elements into this one novel, a work which 

might otherwise have been seen as simply of a piece with the style and subject matter of her 

larger oeuvre to that point? Given that the novel quickly develops away from any need for 

the sf backdrop, why retain it in the final product?  

The answer, I believe, lies in Emecheta’s attempt to position the Rape of Shavi at a 

dialogic intersection between utopian themes of pre-colonial traditionalism and the western 
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neoliberal utopias of the sovereign individual and the market’s “invisible hand.” In order to 

frame this contrast, this chapter closes by reading the novel against speculative pre-colonial 

visions like that of Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart and the libertarian utopianism of 

Robert Heinlein. By resituating the space of the colonial encounter into the future, 

Emecheta effectively dehistoricizes it. If, in Emecheta’s earlier work, her relation of the ills 

of colonialism was bound by both Nigeria’s historical record and her own lived experience, 

Shavi offers a more neutral space of investigation for the mutually alienating discourses of 

the contact zone. Emecheta uses sf to allegorically position a historical moment as one yet 

to come, which in turn allows her to maintain access to the historical record without being 

delimited by it. Approaching the matter in this way, the The Rape of Shavi operates at a 

critical nexus of both nativism and narratives of western progress, refusing the empty 

dichotomy that lies behind the linear narratives of return and development, and rejecting the 

utopianism that informs both.   

Perhaps most centrally, adopting a near-future backdrop allows Emecheta to connect 

the Europe-Africa “discovery” narrative to its influence on sf as well as to utilize later sf’s 

capacity to critically confront those influences. Centralizing The Rape of Shavi’s futurism 

affects the ways in which one attends to the central foci of the novel and suggests a reason 

to revisit The Rape of Shavi’s importance. Rather than avoiding the speculative elements of 

the novel, it is necessary that they be retained and approached as a valuable experiment in 

competing strategies of historicity as well as a potentially key text in the emerging space of 

African sf studies in the academy.80  

 

I. 2. Through a Mirror Darkly: Unraveling the Unity of the Objective Observer  
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Emecheta’s tale is not about the future. Neither is it technically about pre-colonial pasts. 

Rather, the near-future setting and the narrative estrangement it provides aim more towards 

social satire than speculative world building. Nevertheless, Emecheta does structure the 

meeting of the Shavians and the Newark crew on a model of an alien encounter in the spirit 

of works like those of Pierre Boulle. The fall of the flaming craft from the sky, the crew in 

pressure suits stepping into an exotic, otherworldly landscape, these stage a now familiar 

motif of interplanetary contact against a geographic backdrop common to early twentieth-

century sf. This collocation additionally links earlier travel narratives to the rhetoric of the 

sf journey, marking the fact that the colonial frontier has always been a form of alien-

visitation, of lost race fiction leading to the extraterrestrialization of the other. In works like 

those of Wells and Burroughs, this alienation of racial difference was simply literalized—

albeit more critically in the case of Wells. What Emecheta investigates in The Rape of 

Shavi, however, is the bilateral impact of cultural mistranslation. Most narratives of the 

contact zone, as Mary Louise Pratt has suggested, begin with the fallacious premise that 

each side of the cultural meeting is unary or can be understood or merely assumed in some 

privileged fashion. Burton’s The Lake Regions of Central Africa (1860), Henry Morton 

Stanley’s Through the Dark Continent (1878), and Mary Kingsley’s Travels in West Africa 

(1895), for example, all analyze the African other in a systematic way that is not turned 

back upon the observer. Traditions and cultural mores convene behind the observer’s 

position as the known: in Weberian language, the already rationalized. But the decryption of 

difference, and the misconstruing of behavior, is a multilateral affair, one that occurs not 

just across the contact zone but also on either side of it.  
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Examples of characters misperceiving each other’s motives suffuse The Rape of 

Shavi. Admittedly, such a feature is not unique to this work or the others in this study; 

contemporary anthropological literature is rife with critical examples of the ways 

ethnographic inquiry can be skewed by an observer’s preconceptions or epistemological 

biases.81 What makes The Rape of Shavi interesting is that this misapprehension is both 

multi-directional and further problematized by the novel’s awareness that not only are all 

the characters relatively poor judges of the other but of themselves as well. If the Shavians 

and the Newark crew can define each other in terms of difference, this is only possible to 

the extent that they believe they understand what the other is different from; it begins with 

the premise that each side understands its own cultural context well enough to structure the 

other as pro forma alien. Emecheta resists such cultural interpretations in The Rape of 

Shavi. For both the Shavians and the Newark crew, the “alien” remains located both in the 

other and at the heart of the self’s own cultural discourses simultaneously, like Ridley 

Scott’s biomorph waiting to burst forth. 

Unlike earlier work in which she established recognizable settings either in England, 

Lagos, or in Nigerian Igbo communities, Emecheta attempts in the opening pages of The 

Rape of Shavi to disrupt reader expectations surrounding narrative verisimilitude. Despite 

Emecheta’s trifold characterization of the novel’s setting as “imaginary,” The Rape of Shavi 

largely conforms to Emecheta’s earlier style of storytelling, introducing readers to a Shavian 

culture which, however invented, retains familiar elements of West African socio-political 

and religious performance while also—in the spirit of works as diverse as Tayeb Salih’s 

Season of Migration to the North (1969), the opening scenes of Jamie Uys's The Gods Must 

Be Crazy (1980) and Walter Wippersberg's parodic Dunkles rätselhaftes Österreich 
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(1994)—simultaneously turning the tables on privileged western anthropological structures 

by staging the same narrative of discovery of the Europeans and their culture by the 

Shavians.  

While Emecheta's tale is perhaps most obviously a retelling of Achebe’s Things Fall 

Apart, where the downfall of Okonkwo and Umuofia are precipitated by the arrival of 

colonial influence and hastened by the collusion of the protagonist’s son, Emecheta more 

effectively balances the directionality of the ethnographic eye. On the one hand, The Rape 

of Shavi introduces a familiar rhetoric of alterity, cataloguing the western travelers’ 

struggles to interpret and explain their “savage” hosts. It restructures the Conradian journey 

into the “dark” jungle in alternative ways, pointing to areas of contention with the manner 

by which early western observers of Africa not only de-temporalized and homogenized their 

ethnographic objects but also themselves. It represents a discourse at the margins, the 

“contact zones” of imperial geography, and, as Mary Louise Pratt proposes, “[involves] 

partial collaboration with and appropriation of the idioms of the conqueror.”82  This 

idiomatic collaboration occurs most explicitly through the itinerant incorporation of western 

vernacular into the Shavian-oriented narrative angle. The narrative voice plays both sides, 

so to speak, by framing observations from the perspective of the group currently focalized. 

Occasionally, though, the two worlds seem to meld, as when Patayon is described as sitting 

in his “piazza” (2) or mentally suggests to Egbongbele that “the ball is in your court” (44), 

phrases that feel misplaced as they have no Shavian referent. These choices could be, and 

have been, described as editorial oversight on Emecheta’s part,83 but another possibility—

especially given the interpretive nuance available from reading the novel’s narrative 

allegiance as inherently ambivalent—is that Emecheta wishes to create an equilibrium in the 
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conflict between the cultures by seeming to privilege or condemn one perspective or the 

other while subtly fusing them throughout.  

Literary critiques of European ethnographic texts—including such seminal works as 

Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) and V.Y. Mudimbe’s The Invention of Africa (1988)—

frequently outline the ways in which cross-cultural observations produce rather than report 

their objects, misreading or miscoding “native” reactions that then become renarrated as 

stereotype. The most evident element of contact zone misperception is in the way each side 

of the cultural divide first distorts then continues to reinscribe that distortion in an 

essentialist manner. In the context of The Rape of Shavi, even as the crew and the Shavians 

learn more about one another, they sustain their initial misperceptions. On the side of the 

Shavians, the primary question concerning the crew is their “humanity.” Given their 

physical differences, the Shavians initially classify the Newark crew as animals—fitting, 

given the Diluvian allusion in the craft’s name (see below)—thereby barring the Europeans 

from social interaction. Patayon, on first seeing Flip and the others emerge from the 

wreckage, “couldn’t swear to the fact that they were human” since their “color” was 

“frightfully strange,” their “clothes were odd,” and their cries were “akin to the ones made 

by wild things when provoked” (11). When Asogba offers to go and introduce himself to the 

“leprous looking” albinos, his father once more questions whether the Newark crew are 

“human or not...[They] might be dangerous animals for all we know” (14). While the 

Shavian council of chiefs does finally accept the Europeans’ humanity, once Ronje assaults 

Ayoko, her mother, Siegbo, readily re-adopts the theory of the Newark crew’s animal nature 

to facilitate the Shavian women’s violent retaliation. “These leper-looking creatures are not 

human,” she explains to Ayoko. “You can only be violated by humans” (97). 
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Likewise, for the Newark crew, the question regarding the Shavians concerns their 

“rootless savage[ry]” (50). For the first two weeks, the crew constantly fears an imagined 

penchant for cannibalism (51) or other violence in the hosts. Even when it has become clear 

that, so far as the Newark crew is concerned, the Shavians are “nice, friendly people” (129), 

following Ista’s inability to gain access to a birthing room to offer her skills as a 

gynecologist, she once more refers to the Shavians as “savages,” albeit “noble” ones (132). 

The Newark crew regularly mistakes individual Shavians’ role in the community (41, 50) as 

well as the Shavian’s ages (54), while consistently drawing general conclusions from these 

errors. Flip’s self-conflicting perception of the Shavians as, on the one hand, “wallowing 

and growing fat in their apparent ignorance” (55) and on the other, “contented” and in a 

state of “perfection” (76) is explicitly contradicted in the opening pages of the novel which 

highlight the horrors of the recent drought, the existence of political factionalism, the 

complexities of family interaction, and the work required as “cattle people.” Through this 

narrative strategy and its switching allegiance, Emecheta undermines any stable narrative 

position.   

More interesting, however, are the moments in which the novel exposes mistaken 

analyses of the cohorts’ own cultures. When the Queen Mother, Shoshovi, hears that her 

husband is soon to take on a ninth spouse, she approaches the all-male Shavian council to 

remind them of the first-wife’s traditional right to cattle preceding her husband’s marriage 

to a new bride. She initially delegates to Patayon’s close friend and council member, 

Egbongbele, the responsibility for this legal claim. Egbongbele, in turn, asks the Shavian 

council’s most undiplomatic rhetorician, Mensa, to broach the subject to the king. Mensa, 

bypassing the cultural delicacies attendant to such a request, bluntly announces, “Shoshovi 
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wants a cow” (6). Shoshovi’s subsequent inner monologue exposes the ways that tradition 

remains a fraught environment even for those at home in its practice: “Why let the tactless 

Mensa speak to King Patayon like that? What were these men up to? Trying to amuse 

themselves at her expense? Trying to trivialise her anger and her pride? ‘Shoshovi wants a 

cow,’ just like that, as if she were a lion hungry for flesh” (6). It is not entirely clear that 

Egbongbele, the King’s closest friend, has any such callous motivations in mind—only that 

he remains unaware of the proper fashion by which to raise such an appeal on Shoshovi’s 

behalf—however, Shoshovi continues to assume ulterior motives. Egbongbele eventually 

concedes the failure in protocol by admitting that Mensa had “put it rather crudely,” leaving 

Patayon to meditate on Egbongbele’s lack of propriety: “[Patayon] didn’t like the way 

Shoshovi’s case had been given to tactless Mensa to present by [Egbongbele]” (8). 

Shoshovi’s suspicions, then, are shared by the King, who like her reads the tradition in this 

moment better than the others—Patayon, to himself, muses that he was “going to give [the 

cow] to her anyhow on the night of the bride’s arrival. But he had been going to make sure 

that all the arrangements were made before he informed her” (9). He considers that “[i]t 

looked as if Egbongbele was making a joke at his expense” (8). This space of conflict within 

the complex interactions of culture muddies those anthropological and ethnographic 

approaches that historically reduced into fixed forms traditional performances which, in 

Shavi, clearly remain fluid and complex systems of social interaction; the novel rejects what 

Anthony Appiah describes as the myth of a “fully autochthonous echt-African culture.”84 

There is little unchanging about the Shavian ritual—rather, culture functions under the 

auspices of the performative, retained and redacted based on the continuing consensus of its 

citizens.  
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Later, during the dual initiation/marriage festival at the novel’s textual center, 

Shoshovi, being presented with the aforementioned cow, dances before her prize: “The 

cheering was deafening. It was a beautiful, graceful dance, of which every movement 

conveyed a meaning, lost to the outsider.” The outsider(s) in question would seem to be the 

Ark crew, but the designation also incorporates the reader—whether African, European or 

otherwise since Shavi is, as Emecheta emphasizes, an “imaginary” people in an “imaginary” 

place. In an interesting twist, the next paragraph then provides the readers with the very 

meaning that we are meant to consider “lost” on us: 

Shavian people expressed themselves in music, dance and song. Shoshovi knew that 

she was powerless to stop her husband from bringing a ninth woman into the palace 

and in her dancing she expressed movingly her individuality and that all women, 

whether the first or the ninth wife, were people, just like men, and her wishes should 

not be swept aside. She obeyed the precepts of Shavi as the Queen Mother, and 

Shavi, including her husband, King Patayon, should equally respect her wishes. (78) 

Following this narrative interpretation of the dance’s significance, the perspective switches 

to a sotto voce conversation between Patayon and Egbongbele with the narrator probing the 

latter’s inner thoughts. What this view into Egbongbele’s inner consciousness shows is that 

even being an “insider” does not promise understanding.  

“Your wife,” Egbongbele whispers to Patayon “is delighted with her cow, I see.” His 

reading of the dance as one of enjoyment and gratitude, especially following the narrative 

voice’s annotation, displays Egbongbele’s failure to comprehend the rhetoric of the gesture, 

an oversight which the novel emphasizes as his “inattention.” Patayon’s “cutting” corrective 

is composed only of the observation, “She’s a good dancer.” In doing so, he shocks 
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Egbongbele by similarly, but ironically, over-simplifying the import of Shoshovi’s gesture. 

The sarcasm of the interchange insinuates that, unlike Egbongbele, the King has understood 

the subtext of his first wife’s dance. Egbongbele, however, continues to misread the 

situation, thinking the King “one of those people who one minute condemn their women and 

the next want them,” answering aloud that “our queen is a beautiful and expressive dancer” 

(78-79), again reducing the performance from the political to the merely aesthetic. The 

King, comprehending the feminist nuance of the dance, is less pleased with the dancing than 

he is receptive to its message and Shoshovi’s “abruptness” at its close. He understands the 

challenge she has provided to him and his council in a way Egbongbele has not (78). If the 

meaning of the dance is lost on the “outsider,” comprehension is no more promised to the 

“insider.” 

It is important, however, not to see Egbongbele as occupying the role of a fool, like 

Mensa—a name, according to Judie Newman, which Emecheta satirically borrows from the 

well-known club for geniuses.85 Instead, Egbongbele is among the most nimble in threading 

the delicate balances surrounding shame and honor. Elsewhere, when Patayon loses face to 

his son before the men of Shavi, Egbongbele quickly and deftly reframes the narrative to 

save the king’s pride. Rather than a son subtly defying his father’s wishes, Egbongbele 

explains for the assembled warriors that Asogba “needs to show the people of Shavi that he 

can rule without fear when you’re gone, our ruler” (16). In other words, it is not 

Egbongbele’s unfamiliarity with tradition but rather the complex and unfixed nature of it 

that the novel explores. 

It is fitting that so many of these moments of auto-cultural mistranslation occur with 

Shoshovi at their center; gender relations in Shavi frequently undermine those areas of 
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cultural consensus the Shavians have regarding themselves. Emecheta’s concern with 

feminism, both western and African—and the points at which those two collide—remains a 

central theme in this work. Emecheta continues to challenge a notion, common in some 

theories of African socialism, that pre-contact African cultures were spaces of gender 

equity. Emecheta’s narrator instead notes that dignity in Shavi arose from a combination of 

being “a chief, middle aged, and above all, [male]” (2). Emecheta’s early novels, especially 

The Bride Price (1976), The Slave Girl (1977), and The Joys of Motherhood (1979), 

regularly highlight the gendered character of power and the ways in which women are 

forced to negotiate patriarchal privilege even, or especially, under the aegis of African 

traditional culture. When we are first introduced to Shoshovi, the Queen Mother of the 

Shavians, she addresses the king and the chiefs as “our owners.” Soon after, this wording 

shifts to “my owners,” leaving ambivalent whether such ownership stems from their 

position or their male-ness. At the time, the latter is only implied by the fact that no other 

male character addressing the assembly makes such an obsequious address (4). However, 

the gendered political hierarchy soon becomes clear. Patayon patronizes Shoshovi, telling 

her to “Get up…you know you’re always welcome to the gathering of men at any time,” a 

statement described in the text as “cynical” (4). Later, Shoshovi merges the two categories, 

addressing the council as “our men and owners.” It is fitting that this interchange occurs so 

soon after the narrative voice informs the reader that the Shavians had “learnt through their 

ancestors what it was to be enslaved,” and that, therefore, “no one should oppress or use his 

position to treat the other subhumanly” (3; emphasis mine): that Shavi was a “free kingdom” 

(5), a point seemingly contradicted by Shoshovi’s use of the possessive vis-à-vis men and 

women in the village. Rather, the king notes with sarcasm that “even Shoshovi is speaking 
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her mind,” suggesting the impropriety of a woman’s voice in this context. This taboo has 

been interiorized by all the Shavian women, as seen when one of Anoku’s junior wives 

criticizes her sister wife for rushing to the king’s compound when it is Anoku who has been 

called. “Our chief wife is now a man,” she says bitingly. “[G]oing to the palace when the 

King wants our husband, the priest” (122). While the Shavians, and even the omniscient 

narrator, might believe that the people of Shavi “prospered under democratic freedom” (24), 

that they dwelled in “the only place in the whole of the Sahara, where a child was free to tell 

the king where it was that he had gone wrong” (3), the novel makes clear that while a child 

might be able to question a king in Shavi, it must be a male child. 

Emecheta also places African femininity in a contentious relationship with 

patronizing forms of western practice that all too often replicate gendered power under the 

auspices of a racial and technocentric presumption: that of the western feminine subject’s 

increased sophistication in mediating and defying structures of difference or the supposition 

on the part of western males that women receive more respect in western cultures. For 

example, ruminating on the “arranged marriages” between Flip/Andria and Ista/Mendoza, 

Ronje considers the Shavians “simple” because they “would never be able to understand 

that women, grown-up women, could be single” (91). Elsewhere, he critiques what he 

senses to be (assumes must be) a caste system in Shavi. Meeting the future Queen Mother, 

Ayoko, during his morning jog, he asks her, “Do you have to wake up this early to sweep, 

poor girl? Here women are used as chattels, aren’t they? Tell me, are you a slave or simply a 

serving maid?” (41). Ronje’s deeply mistaken understanding of Ayoko’s place in the 

Shavian social system is portentous, of course, given his later violation of her, and serves as 
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well to expose his own embedded caste system—her being “simply” a serving maid 

justifying his use of her as a sexual object.  

This western sense of an ennobling feminism continues to fall short when the actual 

question of gender equality arises among the Newark crew. Flip sees no problem, for 

example, in the Newark women conforming to the duties relegated to Shavian women, and 

by the time the Newark is rebuilt, the men have fallen easily into gendered patterns. As 

Mendoza and Flip leave the date-oil test flight, they “put their arms around each other, 

oblivious of the two very amused women trailing behind” (128). While such behavior can be 

construed as the crew’s “playing along” with Shavian mores, it does not change upon their 

return to Europe. Although they are now, supposedly, back in the land of “equal 

opportunity,” Flip and Andria make “real” the Shavian arranged marriage, and Andria, so 

far as the novel allows us to see, retains essentially the same status of wife and mother—not 

so much different from Shoshovi or Siegbo. In fact, both Andria and Flip attempt first to 

shame and then to shun Ista for aborting the baby conceived in Shavi, in which they 

apprehend some form of gendered failure (168).86 

For her own part, Ista’s “civilized” gender privilege is displayed on one of her last 

days in the desert when she attempts to interfere in the breach birth of a Shavian woman. 

She approaches the women, announcing, “I am a doctor.” The language barrier interfering, 

she is left to try to indicate through hand gestures a concept clearly foreign to the Shavian 

women for whom this particular pregnancy is not, as Ista believes, outside their knowledge 

or capacity to handle. When Flip suggests that she leave the issue alone, she exposes her 

racial and cultural sense of superiority: “The trouble with you…is that you too want to leave 

them as untouched noble savages. Noble or not, they do need western ways sometimes, they 
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do” (132). While Ista can retain control over her own reproduction, she cannot stand by and 

allow the Shavians to do the same. When she returns to the birthing chamber the delivery is 

over and successful, and her “western arrogance” suffers a sudden “deflation”: 

She regarded herself as a modern, progressive doctor who kept an open mind on 

many issues, but now when confronted with something that went contrary to the 

grain of her western training, she found herself unable to cope. (132) 

The conflation of the terms “modern,” “progressive” and “western” (as well as “doctor”) 

exposes the manner in which they tautologically reinforce one another: as Judie Newman 

observes,“[t]he equation of the West with modern progress” in the novel “does not go 

unchallenged.”87 Even after this event, however, Ista remains ambivalent. Rather than 

having learnt a lesson about the inherent value of her opinion in the context of Shavian life, 

back in Europe she continues an inner debate regarding her former hosts. “Maybe she would 

return to Shavi and use her skills to improve their lives,” she muses, only to disqualify this 

residual patronization: “what did she think she could teach them? No, she could only go 

there to learn, to study their ways” (169). This, of course, is Flip’s plan as well, yet neither 

he nor Ista do so, and, ironically, her musings imply that in the three months spent there, she 

had not, in fact, bothered to study the Shavians’ ways. 

 

I. 3. The Blind Leading the Blind 

 

As if to clarify the elements of the previous section, Emecheta represents the characters that 

appear most effective at reading the other—Flip and Asogba—as, in turn, among the worst 

readers of themselves. It is perhaps only for these two characters that any true sustained 
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development occurs; the arc for both of them is more dynamic than the other Shavians and 

Newark crewmembers and, ultimately, both are tragic figures in parallel ways. Each 

challenges any firm designation of outsider/insider status between Europe and Shavi, but 

both learn the wrong lessons from their experiences. 

Flip plays the ethnological detective throughout; he “adapts” to the expectations of 

Shavian culture, even seeming to enjoy them. He is the only one to gain some proficiency in 

the language (102-103), to wear his cloth in the correct Shavian style (103), and to clap at 

the doors in Shavian fashion (99) as well as falling into other traditional habits quite by 

accident.88 He learns the various political roles of the different members of the village and 

serves as leader and liaison for the Newark crew (48). Yet, even given these efforts, and his 

regularly professed respect for Shavi, while he is able to make some small steps towards 

understanding the other, he never fully commits to this process. Although he is prone to 

nativizing the villagers’ lives, Flip is nevertheless quickly aware that the Newark 

crewmembers are uninvited “gate crashers” (50) and warns of the dangers of “caus[ing] 

trouble” and “abus[ing]” Shavian hospitality (42). He defends Shavi to Ronje, noting that 

“this place may be geographically a desert, but not culturally” (100) and reaffirms that he 

has no interest in “introduc[ing] [the West’s] corrupt ways to this people” (104). For Ronje, 

Flip had “made the people of Shavi out to be a chosen race” (105), but it is not so clear 

whether this stems from a positive attraction to Shavian norms or Flip’s temporary rejection 

of the civilization trope as it concerns the West. In the buildup to what Flip and the others 

still consider the reality of the Global North’s auto-annihilation, the modern West was 

“polluted,” as well as corrupted by “money” (103). It is, for Flip, a culture that had run its 

course: “Sometimes I think we should blow ourselves up, and give Mother Africa an 
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opportunity to produce a new set of humans, better equipped to cope with the world. All 

we’ve so far produced are instruments of physical and moral destruction” (102).89 The 

Shavians remain, however, mere objects of curiosity, an academic challenge to negotiate 

and categorize. At one point, Flip suggests that he “intend[s] coming back and studying the 

life of the people” (100) thereby closing the ethnographic loop.  

Elsewhere that same curiosity is laced with paternal charity. “I’d like to come back 

here and help,” he notes. “[C]ome here with proper food and medicine—but especially food. 

So many people needn’t die from the drought” (128). The phrasing of “proper” food and 

medicine (as opposed, one assumes, to the improper food and medicine of the Shavians) 

contradicts many of Flip’s earlier observations. The crew largely enjoys the “white 

pudding” and the celebratory “barley beer” that the Shavians consume, and the crew has 

also seen Shavian medicine succeed, first with Shoshovi’s treatment of Kisskiss’s injuries 

(55) and then later with the Shavian women’s successful breach-birth delivery. Although 

Flip contends that “[there] was no way [the Newark crew] could claim western superiority 

in Shavi,” during the celebration for their departure, it is clear that there is, certainly, such a 

way for Flip. The transition that begins at this dinner finally leads to Flip flipping once 

again: from being disdainful of western civilization to returning to and embracing it, and 

from feeling some responsibility for the Shavians’ well being to largely forgetting them. 

Flip, in short, is a flip-flopper, a strange characteristic in a man for whom “one and one 

must always be two” (144).  

When—unbeknownst to the Newark crew—Flip and Mendoza are being given 

Shavian wives, Flip is suddenly able to read the significance of the dance he sees before 

him: that cultural rhetoric which the text earlier suggested would be “lost” on outsiders. “He 
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had heard that particular music before, he had seen someone invited into the ring to 

dance…it was the King, the day of his bridal night” (136). This sudden realization and his 

attempt to reconcile the provision of the new bride with his own entrenched monogamy, 

represents—as with Ista and the breach birth—“something that went contrary to the grain” 

of western thought, leaving him “unable to cope” (132). The result is that just after his brief 

glimpse across the dividing line of untranslatability, he is once more at a loss, pushed 

further back beyond the border mediating cultural understanding and forced to admit soon 

after, when asked what was happening to the girl behind closed doors, “I’ve no idea” (136).  

The crew, alerted by Asogba to the sudden danger in their situation following the 

discovery of the syphilis Ayoko contracted from Ronje during her rape, flees aboard the 

Newark. Once airborne, the novel exposes the ephemeral nature of any cultural education 

the crew might have received. Discovering Asogba hiding in the Newark’s lavatory, “Ista 

came screaming from the toilet, with the news that there was something there, something 

huge, black and formidable” (139). Asogba is rendered back into inchoate otherness now 

that the spatial and historical context has shifted to the European enclave represented by the 

Ark’s interior. Whereas the Ark crew, in Shavi, understands that Asogba is “an important 

person in the community” (89)—Flip even refers to his “friend, the Prince Regent, Asogba” 

as a “great philosopher”—with Shavi back beneath them, Asogba is once more reduced to 

Orientalizing paradoxes of animalism and passivity: on the one hand something “huge, 

black and formidable,” and on the other hand, “rickety,” “bandy” and “ridiculous” (139). 

Asogba’s sudden lack of importance to the crew is further emphasized when they deplane in 

Hebden Bridge. The locals greeting the lost plane wonder about the “tall black man,” 

postulating that he might be “[the crew’s] servant or something, or is he their fool?” (141). 
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When Asogba’s royalty is sarcastically dismissed by the local constables (only Ista even 

attempts to explain his status within Shavi), and he is led away by the police, the demeaning 

disinterest in his fate is pronounced by the group’s continuing dialogue. “Poor soul,” 

Mendoza sighs. “We told him not to come…so the fault is entirely his” (142). The group 

then immediately shifts topic to the western validity of their Shavian couplings, Flip’s job 

prospects, and the state of the nuclear war, which, it appears, was averted. From then on, 

Asogba becomes a minor side issue for the crew.  

The second thing Flip does once back in Europe, after “dealing” with Asogba’s 

incarceration (with limited alacrity and success) is to have the Shavian stones appraised, 

noting that “[i]f they’re worth anything, we’ll have to meet again and share the money,” 

adding, now only as an afterthought, “or, as I’d prefer, use it to send drought relief to 

Shavi” (143). While Ista remarks that she would like to return in order “to help the women,” 

she does not, and in any case this statement seems naïve given the fact that, when there, it 

was clear that whatever help she was in a position to supply was unneeded and invasive. 

This may be a symptom of what the narrator suggests, that “the sophisticated doctor, the 

woman with a brain, was coming back” (144), implying that, in Shavi, a woman with a brain 

would be unnecessary despite evidence to the contrary in Shoshovi, Ayoko, Siegbo and 

Iyalode. It is clear, too, that the primary profit motive has returned, as Mendoza looks to 

“how much we can make from those stones” as a solution to his newfound unemployment. 

“If they’re worth a lot of money,” he concludes, “only earthquakes will stop me from going 

back” (145). Flip concludes from this observation that Mendoza is “much more English than 

any of us,” assigning greed as a feature of “Englishness,” and warning that Mendoza should 

“know what will happen to the Shavian culture” if mineral extraction begins—something 
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historically evident—but with the added implication that British-ness in this case represents 

precisely those urges that would and will repeat the horrors of the colonial period.  

While Flip at one point refers to his Shavian domicile as “home,” he nonetheless 

regularly talks about getting home with the latter referring clearly to Europe (115). Flip 

“[forgot] all about going back to help the Shavians” and “didn’t feel guilty at all that he had 

in a way disturbed the Shavian’s quiet life. He was an academic and a scientist. His work 

was to invent, to discover, and that was where his responsibility ended” (167). The 

subsumption of academic science into colonial invention and discovery is biting here, as is 

the language of “responsibility.” Mendoza, too, feels he “had acquitted himself of his 

Shavian responsibility” after several food and weapons runs (156). The irresponsibility of 

the concept of the responsible is a direct critique of European paternalism. “We have 

modern technology,” Mendoza says to himself as he considers ceasing the Shavian food 

runs, “so they should learn from us…They should learn to do things the western way” (156). 

“Modern technology” acts as the sole signifier of civilization in this equation, and while 

Mendoza seems to think it is in the Shavian interest to learn western mores, his critique 

follows Asogba’s eager adoption of westernized models of behavior. It is as if Mendoza 

feels threatened by the very implementation of the solution he demands.  

Flip’s time in Shavi, meanwhile, is reduced to an “adventure,” something for which 

he has no time once back in the real life of Europe. While in Shavi, when challenged 

regarding his decision not to bring children into the world, Flip responds, “Ah, not this 

world, not this Shavian world,” where he thinks children would be a positive addition. “I 

meant our own polluted world, where the acquisition of money reigns supreme” (103). The 

use of the word “world” locates Africa as “another world” as opposed to “another region of 
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this world,” playing further on the planet jumping theme of the space epic and hyperbolizing 

difference. As Andria remarks on the eve of the Newark’s departure for England, “It’s not 

that the Shavians aren’t friendly, it’s just that they’re not us” (128). Additionally, the 

suggestion that children are somehow “safe” in Shavi ignores both the treatment of children 

born with deformities—they were “got[ten] rid of”—and the dangers inherent to all during 

the drought cycle. Finally, there is Flip’s anathema to capitalism. Despite his first instinct 

on finding the Shavian diamonds being to conceive of their for-profit trade, far from being 

tempered by his extended stay in Shavi, the urge is immediately resurrected after their 

return to England. Even though his initial desire is that the trade alleviate the dangers of 

variable food supply in Shavi, when it’s clear that the trade is, in fact, deleterious to the 

Shavians, his own work in Europe takes precedence and he ceases to care about their well 

being. While he “[doesn’t] want…to introduce [the Newark crew’s] corrupt ways to this 

people,” he nevertheless acts in such a way as to do precisely this, pointing once more to the 

failure of self-reflection even on the part of the most “adaptable” of the Newark crew 

(103f). By the end of the novel, Flip chooses both to bring a child into the western world 

and, rather than send the “couple of thousand pounds” he receives from the stones to Shavi, 

plans to send only “part of the money” to aid them (146). There is, however, no evidence 

that he does even that. 

 

Asogba’s tragic arc is foreshadowed more substantially, with his “progressive” 

notions of change on display early in the novel. Like Flip, he is effective in comprehending 

the Newark crew. He accurately cuts through the xenophobia that grips the older men of 

Shavi with his commonsense query, “They feel pain, they talk, they walk on two feet. What 
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other evidence do you want them to produce to show that they’re human” (14): itself a 

critique of colonial anthropological assessments that frequently required far more evidence 

when it came to humanizing Africans. However, despite the narrative voice’s assurance that 

the Shavians were offering “kindness without strings” (67), like Flip and the Shavian stones, 

Asogba’s interests in the “albinos” transcends mere kindness for its own sake. During his 

second address to the council after the arrival of the Newark crew, Asogba pitches his 

imperial message:  

Do you realize what advantage it would be to us if we could fly? We could extend 

the borders of Shavi to take in Bordue, and Afli, our troublesome neighbours. Wait 

until they see us fly, then they will respect our Ogene and not the Mohammed they 

wail to day and night…We have until now been swallowing their insults, but not any 

more. Not since we made friends with these leper people. They will tell us all their 

secrets. Our neighbours will hear from us by and by. (47) 

The artificial progress/tradition Manichaeism probed by the novel finds its most potent 

purchase here as Asogba begins to adopt the truism that with increased technology (most 

specifically weaponry) comes a concomitant spiritual and cultural superiority. To obtain the 

Newark’s technology, according to Asogba, is to improve, to move into the future, to rise 

above (with morality sketched once more, as for the Newark crew, in terms of verticality). 

Mensa, swept up in Asogba’s “youthful enthusiasm” notes that the nearby Muslims “call us 

Kaferi, infidel. Now we’ll be able to show them how great Ogene is” (47), a stance which 

posits that spiritual significance is a function of social dominance obtained by force. 

Similarly, Asogba wonders later, “Why are we so behind other people?” demonstrating that 
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his concerns center upon “talking about our future, not our past,” juxtaposing the horizontal 

linearity of historical progress with the vertical axis of ethical superiority.  

Egbongbele’s dismayed response to Asogba’s initial speech reflects the novel’s 

critical position regarding such dogma in addition to foreshadowing later events. He exposes 

Asogba’s misapplication of Shavian history and culture by suggesting that the Shavians 

“have never made wars on our neighbours because we didn’t possess great birds to show 

off. Now we have great birds to show off, we talk of wars. That isn’t progress” (47). In 

response, Asogba produces an argument fittingly based in realpolitik: “If we lose this 

opportunity…how do we know that [Ogene] won’t send [the Newark] to our neighbors?” 

(48). The debate is reduced to temporality throughout—with Egbongbele charged by 

Asogba with channeling “things [which] happened a long, long time ago,” and Asogba 

claiming to speak for the future as one of the “children of today” (48).  

Like Flip, Asogba treats the Newark crew as an object of curiosity and study. He 

“become[s] interested in” the Newark crewmembers’ repairs, assisting in “fetching this and 

that” (89). He learns enough English to communicate with the crew even before departing 

for Europe (129) and, once released from prison and rented out to a farmer in the English 

countryside, quickly “adapts” to his surroundings, dressing in “grey wool dungarees and a 

felt hat” and adopting other gestures such as throwing “his head to one side, the way he had 

seen the white men do…screw[ing] up his face” (149). In other words, Asogba appears to be 

the flip side of Flip. As Flip turns his mind to profit immediately upon discovering the 

Shavian stones, Asogba’s aim in “want[ing] to learn [the Europeans’] wizardry” is to adopt 

a similar, comprador, mindset. He wishes to occupy the sky with the albinos, to become “as 
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great as these white people” (149) even while he later describes them as callous and selfish, 

people who “won’t give anything for nothing” and who are “dangerous” (152). 

Unlike Flip, however, Asogba does essentially flip into his adopted culture, bringing 

with him attitudes and desires that position him as an outsider upon his return to his native 

land. When he arrives again in Shavi, he seems to his family and friends  

faintly patronizing. Even his walk was different. Why, for example, did he put his 

hands on his hips, why did he have to throw his head back when he emitted his new 

empty laugh and why did he preface every speech by making a fist of one of his 

hands, placing it before his mouth, and letting out a cough that was as empty as his 

laughter? (151) 

Whereas Flip returns to his original life and his original behaviors upon landing in 

England—even going so far as returning to his job as a weapons manufacturer (147)—

Asogba retains his European habits. When he looks upon the village, he is “surprised to see 

the condition of his parents. They looked emaciated and weaker than he could ever 

remember. He was not aware that the drought affected the people of Shavi this much, 

because he used to be one of them” (153, emphasis mine). Instead of being a “native son,” 

Asogba now sees the village “with the eye of an outsider” and decides that “Flip was right,” 

opting to accept the food aid from Flip and Mendoza in exchange for the stones.  

Although Asogba is quick to judge the Europeans for their treatment of him, his 

phrasing of their faults reflects back upon the Shavians themselves. He is discouraged to 

find that “they made it seem as if my blackness was a disease, akin to stupidity. They 

dehumanized me” (153) forgetting the Shavians’ own first impressions of the Newark crew, 
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where white skin color was also presumed to be a disease (leprosy), and the question of 

their humanity was always at the forefront (12).   

 

I. 4. Tradition at a Distance: Nativism in Emecheta and Achebe 

 

While The Rape of Shavi has been defined as “non-realist,”90 there is nothing mythic-

fabulist about it; if anything, Emecheta endeavors to undermine the local mythos of Ogene 

by exposing the naked political posturing of Anoku, the head priest. Any deviation from 

literary realism in Global South texts is often immediately relegated to variations of 

fabulism, thus the comparison by at least one critic of The Rape of Shavi to a “fairy tale.”91  

The arrival of the Newark does initiate introspection on the part of the Shavians 

regarding their mythic-religious beliefs, causing them to wonder, “How come the Ogene 

priests never foretold this event? They who were supposed to know everything?” (17); 

however, this is not the first time such inquiries have occurred. King Patayon is already 

aware that elements of the mythic architecture are utilitarian rather than supernatural, and 

while he believes in Ogene, he is able to assess the religious façade pragmatically.  He notes 

that “The priests and prophets were very useful in instilling fears into the minds of the 

people of Shavi, by adding a tinge of the supernatural to everything,” so that he could not 

“go out openly and ask the people, ‘But how do we know the dead really do speak through 

the priests?’ [The priests] were doing their work, and he was doing his…why should he 

complain?” (1). His resistance to faith-based dogma is one of the first qualities introduced 

by the novel belying his reiterated designation as the “Slow One.”  
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Patayon’s inner suspicions are later validated by the narrative voice when it exposes 

Anoku’s leveraging of his authority to ensure the marriage of his newborn daughter to the 

King’s then-young son Asogba. Anoku hears the announcement of the birth of a girl from 

his wife’s delivery room in the distance then provides, as if in ignorance, a prophecy to the 

king that the goddess Ogene had decreed Anoku’s wife would soon bear the future queen 

(45). Anoku is also aware that the King understands the balance of power in Shavi, noting 

that through subtle acts—such as suggestions that tamed the dangerous impulses of young 

Shavians or warned of dire consequences for intended actions—Anoku “controlled Shavi. 

The King knew it, and so did [Anoku’s] assistant and priestess, Iyalode, and they kept 

silent” (119). This awareness of the manipulation behind the magic is not limited to those in 

command. Elsewhere Shoshovi and Siegbo “burst into laughter” at the idea that Anoku is, in 

fact, communing with Ogene (121). In contrast to suggestions by some readers that 

Emecheta’s Shavi is a “traditional, timeless culture,”92 the Shavians’ belief in the Ogene 

goddess, and their trust in the existence of a mythic backdrop to the world as they know it, 

is tempered by a complex interaction with local structures of belief. Myth serves a nakedly 

political function for the culture—one not always immediately navigable, but one that is 

occasionally manipulated—in addition to helping to contextualize the Shavians alongside 

their natural surroundings. 

This skeptical interpretation of Shavian customs both recalls and complicates nativist 

renderings of pre-colonial African cultures as arcadian spaces. Tiziana Morosetti and others 

have already established that Emecheta drew upon Achebe as a literary resource for The 

Rape of Shavi,93 but Shavi’s debt to Umuofia is not one of mere setting and mood. Rather, 

Emecheta’s narrator both adopts Achebe’s multi-locative affinity and pushes back against 
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his sympathetic treatment of tradition. If Achebe, from his position as a Christian, western-

educated Igbo, cannot avoid exposing the magic behind Umuofian tradition, he nonetheless 

remains largely compassionate regarding its cultural traditions and social formations. It can 

be argued, in fact, that, like Senghor’s Femme Noir—Africa as a promised land from whose 

“warm and gentle” values one is alienated while in Europe94—Achebe’s “image of Africa… 

was hardly of African origin,” being “‘discovered’…by virtue of his education in the works 

of anthropologists.”95 Both Umuofia and Femme Noir are in that sense, alongside other 

imaginary states “like Lilliput or Utopia…always described in some detail because their 

definition is inseparable from their discovery by a foreign observer far from home,” whether 

“far” in this instance is understood in terms of time, space, or cultural affinity.96 

It is generally accepted that Achebe’s landmark novel, Things Fall Apart, acts as a 

counter-historical corrective to popular narratives like Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness 

(1899) and Joyce Cary’s Mister Johnson (1939) which reduced the “African” to mere 

savage backdrop.97 In doing so, however, Achebe is forced to engage in multiple forms of 

anthropological speculation distanced as he is from his subject by time, education, and 

social class.98 The result is that at several points during Things Fall Apart, the narrative 

voice, stemming from what Isidore Okpewho identifies as its “objective distance,”99 

undermines traditional Igbo belief even as it introduces it to the reader. Rather than the 

narrator’s perspective here embodying “a wise and sympathetic elder of the tribe” or “a 

recreation of the [communal] persona [like those] heard in tales, history, proverbs, and 

poetry,”100 its ambiguous location in relation to the Umuofians allows it instead to 

programmatically expose the empirical causes behind the ritual environment of the novel.  
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Carey Snyder, covering this feature of Things Fall Apart at length, points to several 

examples during which the characters’ acceptance of the mystic environment is tempered by 

a narrative voice that regularly adjusts its proximity to Umuofian culture. Snyder points to 

the narrator’s comment early in the novel, “Darkness held a vague terror for these people, 

even the bravest among them” (TFA 7), highlighting the use of “these people” as a method 

of establishing the narrator as one “who presumably is not afraid of the dark, and likely does 

not believe in evil spirits.” However, in contrast to this empathetic remove, she notes that 

just afterwards, the narrator shifts allegiance. “Umuofia,” it suggests, “was feared by all its 

neighbours. It was powerful in war and in magic, and its priests and medicine-men were 

feared in all the surrounding country” (TFA 8). In this instance, Snyder identifies the 

narrator’s introduction of magic “in a declarative sentence that renders without question or 

judgment the native point of view.” Having established this dual insider/outsider status, the 

narrator manages both to be “sympathetic” while simultaneously casting doubt on the 

various mythic spaces it introduces. For example, when describing the lair of the oracle, 

Agbala, the narrator points out that some visitors “had heard the spirits flying and flapping 

their wings against the roof of the cave” (TFA 12), a description that “above all conjures the 

image of bats.” Elsewhere, upon introducing the egwugwu, ancestral spirits, the narrative 

voice notes that “Okonkwo’s wives, and perhaps other women as well, might have noticed 

that the second egwugwu had the springy walk of Okonkwo” (TWA 64).  For Snyder, “[t]he 

narrative voice draws the female characters into complicity with its skeptical perspective, by 

tentatively attributing to them a glimmering awareness of Okonkwo’s telltale walk; they 

‘might have noticed’ what the narrator knows for certain: there is a human being beneath the 
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ceremonial disguise” but the narrative voice explains this by clarifying earlier that “[n]o 

woman ever asked questions” about the egwugwu cult (TFA 63).101 

In all of these examples, Achebe’s status as, in Snyder’s terms, a “native 

anthropologist”—an author who “complicates the inside/outside binary that governs 

characterizations of conventional fieldwork”102—is on display. While providing a 

sympathetic introduction to pre-colonial Igbo culture, the narrator cannot shed traces of 

analytic cynicism. The same “double consciousness”103 applies to Emecheta, whose 

autobiographical texts have highlighted her ambivalent and, at times, agonistic investment 

in both Igbo and British culture. However, by establishing Patayon’s ability to “step back” 

from the performative elements of the Shavian ritual space, Emecheta complicates the 

epistemological homogeneity of the traditional past and the post-colonial present. If what 

“falls apart” in Achebe’s novel is, in part, the established Umuofian worldview, for 

Emecheta this worldview is always already under examination and edition. Just as the 

Newark crew can critique the cultural commonplaces they have inherited, as when they 

realize that “there was no way they could claim western superiority in Shavi” (Rape 77), 

various members of Shavi do the same. Part of this stance towards disenchantment lies in 

Emecheta’s own dual affiliation—her youth spent in Nigeria and her adulthood in England. 

This multi-locative approach allows her both to provide a compelling and viable amalgam 

of a pre-colonial West African civilization while retaining the critical distance needed to 

assess the political and mythic spaces from the perspective of European doubt, working both 

sides of the cultural fault line.  

However, although The Rape of Shavi is not fabulist in the typical sense, neither does 

“realism (both in contents and form),” as Tiziana Morosetti has suggested, “[remain] 
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sovereign throughout the whole book.”104 Rather, if the mythic structures of Shavi are 

objectively exposed, the non-realist elements of The Rape of Shavi belong to its technology: 

what Robert Scholes has dubbed structural fabulation. The novel takes care to establish the 

Newark crew as epigones of hyper-modernity not simply because they are western but 

because they are engineers, doctors, and scientists. Flip is “one of the architects who 

perfected the nuclear bomb” (31). Ista is a gynecologist, Moshem an aeronautical engineer. 

The crews’ children dream of becoming astronomers (71). As opposed to the cynicism of 

Anoku’s wives regarding his ability to commune with nature and thereby bend it to his will, 

the Newark crew does just this through Flip’s creation of the bomb, Flip and Moshem’s 

construction of the Newark, and Flip and Mendoza’s repairing of the vessel in Shavi using 

indigenous flora.  

When Flip devises a method of refining oil from the fruit of the local date palms that 

acts as a makeshift jet fuel, Mendoza proclaims, “We’ve perfected the impossible! This is 

the only plane I know that can fly on date oil” (128). The procedure serves as a case of 

imaginary science, a “breakthrough in the history of aviation” (101), and its existence 

depends upon the mechanical knowhow of the crew, their ability to channel the “special 

happiness and indescribable self-fulfillment that belongs to the creative scientist” (127) to 

manufacture viable equipment from the limited materials surrounding the village. While 

discoveries like the date oil also acts as a plot convenience, allowing the crew to leave, it 

reminds the reader that the Newark crew manipulates the natural world to the service of the 

technological (101).  

Additionally, while Achebe approaches his vision of pre-colonial Africa using 

multiple sources, both experiential and academic, his perspective nevertheless privileges 
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masculinity. Having fled from the strictures of an “African marriage” and the familial 

constraints that pressured her to return to her estranged husband years after their separation, 

Emecheta’s resistance to the elegiac space of traditional African culture reflects the personal 

crises that inform much of her work.105 While Derek Wright argues that The Rape of Shavi 

“crudely offset[s]” colonialism “by the ultra-dignity of saintly Africans…[passing] 

immediately from the dehumanized to the superhuman, missing out on the complex 

humanity of modern Africa which lies in between,”106 this criticism overlooks multiple 

examples of Emecheta’s ambivalence regarding Shavian culture. While the narrator does at 

one point claim that “[t]he albino people would have to learn to accept kindness without 

strings” as kindness was the “only way [the Shavians] knew for one human to behave 

towards another” (67), it is a mistake to accept automatically the authenticity of the 

narrator’s sympathetic location. When Asogba reveals that he wishes to return with the 

Newark “to learn their tricks,” Emecheta makes clear that the kindness offered the Newark 

crew was never entirely “without strings” (134). Rather than reflecting Asogba’s early 

contamination by the Newark crew, his anti-establishment desires are present before the 

Europeans arrive when he “disobey[s]” his king (14). Later, when his desire for “progress” 

is related to long-standing resentment towards “Bordue and Afli,” the other Shavians 

understand it as a product of “youth,” not alien influence (47).107 By complicating the 

characters’ epistemological authority (as well as that of the narrator), Emecheta offsets what 

Wright explains as an over-simplification of both western racism and indigenous nobility in 

the novel.108 Emecheta refrains from exclusively blaming either side of the cultural contact 

zone for the trauma that occurs. Rather, the various threats to culture, North and South, are 
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located in the faulty readings by individuals and cultures of themselves in addition to 

orientalizing simplifications of the Other. 

Rather than treating the Shavians as “saintly” or overprivileging the community in 

the aims of a sympathetic historical re-presentation, Emecheta’s reconstruction of pre-

colonial culture is inherently mediated by her present. As Ralph Pordzik suggests, The Rape 

of Shavi “implies that the emphatic rejection of European notions of universal humanism” 

on the part of thinkers like Chinweizu might encourage “a return to indigenous values which 

also acts in support of the oppressive traditions women suffer from in many African 

societies."109 For her part, Judie Newman points to the xenophobia enacted on the white 

visitors, in which they “are given menial jobs, and the high priest Anoku (a wickedly funny 

caricature of Enoch Powell, the patron saint of British racism) conjures up visions of 

blood.” In Newman’s accounting, “the Shavians come off rather better in the comparison [to 

the Newark Crew], but at considerable cost.”110 

The central similarity between Umuofia and Shavi is that their traditions favor 

systems over individuals. When Okonkwo accidently kills the son of Ezeudu during the 

latter’s funeral, the cohesion of the community demands that he exile himself to Mbanta 

regardless of the event being largely outside of his control (TFA 124). Likewise, when a 

future Shavian royal wedding is threatened by Ronje’s rape of Ayoko, Siegbo invokes the 

“fabric of Shavi life” in opting to quietly solve the problem without publicizing it. However, 

while Emecheta’s representation of traditional systems is, on the whole, largely positive and 

multi-valent, she nevertheless points to the capacity for violence within those systems. For 

example, while Ayoko decides that Ronje “[w]as no longer human” after he assaults her, 

“for what human would rape?” (94)—and although her mother suggests that they had “never 
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had a case like this in Shavi before” (97)—Siegbo nevertheless muses, after her daughter 

has left the room, that “[r]ape ages and humiliates any woman, young or old,” a declaration 

that affirms that such cases have occurred, by human hand, and intimately enough to the 

community for her to understand the long-term repercussions. Shavi is no arcadian fantasy, 

in other words, before or after the arrival of the Newark.  

In the end, “tradition” as a practical, utopian route for the post-independence future 

is disavowed both implicitly by Achebe and explicitly by Emecheta. While, for Achebe, a 

sympathetic rendering of pre-colonial African spaces serves as a necessary historical 

corrective, his own life indicates the impossibilities of turning back the clock. Emecheta, in 

figuring an African cultural space outside of that of her youth, allows her to reproduce a 

more egalitarian version than is typically represented in her earlier work regarding Igbo 

village life. However, even with its rough edges smoothed out, Emecheta seems to suggest 

that were such a community as Shavi available, it would be unlikely to provide any escape 

for African women. If The Rape of Shavi takes the reader inside the imaginary space of 

Shavi—into its rituals and into the thoughts of its residents—the narrative voice 

nevertheless holds it at a distance, neither entirely excusing nor accusing it, but allowing its 

flaws to share space with any implied nostalgia. 

 

I. 5. A Bow in the Cloud: The “New Ark” and Heinlein’s Libertarian Utopianism 

 

Assuming the model of tradition represented by Shavi cannot be accepted as a viable post-

colonial alternative, the western future space represented by the novel’s Europeans elicits 

similar suspicion. As noted earlier, if anything evokes elements of the fantastic in The Rape 
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of Shavi, it is the Newark and its crew. The description of the European cohort begins in 

front of the “curiously shaped aircraft” (25), which is soon after described as “proof[ed] 

against explosion” and resistant to burning (30). The narrator’s highlighting of the 

airplane’s “curious” shape is important since, as noted earlier, the novel’s shifting narrative 

allegiance borrows language, relies on commonplace knowledge, and describes 

surroundings by turns from the perspective of both the Shavians and the Newark crew. For 

example, whereas the “bird of fire” crashing into Shavi is described as “huge”—by Shavian 

standards it is like an “unusually long house” (57)—upon reentry to England, the plane is 

described as “small,” according to the “people in Hebden Bridge” who see it (140). In the 

absence of any Shavians at the Collingdale “aerodrome,”111 we must conclude that the 

airplane looks strange even to the world-wise party of scientists now preparing to board it. 

This indicates that the vessel is something new, formerly unseen, and its explosion-proof 

properties indicate technology just beyond that commonly available at the time of the 

novel’s publication. The ship’s strange nature is further alluded to when it is described as “a 

glider and capable of landing straight, helicopter-wise” (127). These features introduce a 

paradox; a glider suggests a lack of reliance on engines while the vertical landing would 

require a good deal of propulsion, the engines necessary for which would make the gliding 

function of the craft impossible. This mix of opposites—a technological chimera—goes 

some way to exposing the futurism of the novel’s setting. The plane is a technological 

artifact from a future space, constructed for the purpose of escaping a cataclysmic event 

threatening to consume the Global North. It is a “marvelous machine” that would “never 

crash…could stay days in the air…would never burn or burst into flames…and would 

protect [the crew] from radiation effects by its lead shielding” (51). The Newark is a vehicle 
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of the Apocalypse, its barely hidden denomination as the “New Ark” made explicit later in 

the novel when its crew begins referring to it solely as the “Ark” (74), and its Biblical 

affinity clarified by Flip who notes, “The first Noah saved his people. I didn’t. I crashed 

into this place” (52).  

If the utopian alternative of traditionalism represented in Things Fall Apart fails for 

Emecheta, so too does the hyper-individuated techno-future embodied by the Newark crew. 

The imaginative notion of Euro-Americans emerging from an apocalyptic event into a world 

ruled by Africans is not without precedent. In Robert Heinlein’s Farnham's Freehold 

(1964), a band of mostly white, American survivors of a nuclear holocaust leaves a fallout 

shelter to find that the radiation and power of the explosions have created a rift in space-

time and projected them into a future when the U.S.’s eastern seaboard has become a nature 

preserve for the use of a highly technological society of Africans—the latter having risen to 

global dominance after the mutual destruction of the Cold War powers—for whom the few 

Caucasoid survivors are little more than pets and slaves. In both Farnham’s Freehold and 

The Rape of Shavi, the crews struggle to adapt to a loss of modern infrastructure with both 

Farnham and Flip discovering a new sense of self-reliance in the absence of modern 

amenities. However, following Farnham and his group’s capture by the African Chosen 

Ones,112 the novel dwells upon the subject of white slavery, insinuating that the loss of the 

technologies inherent to modernity threatens to upend established racial hierarchies, 

subverting white dominance. While, in Farnham’s Freehold, Heinlein appears to critique 

the sustained racial suppression embodied in the Jim Crow laws of his time, he is more than 

happy to end the story with Farnham and his new wife overseeing their all-white, barricaded 

capitalist redoubt. When Joe, Farnham’s black housekeeper—the only non-Caucasian 
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allowed access to the Farnham’s bomb shelter—is accepted as a Chosen One based on his 

African heritage, he grows quickly accustomed to his new status. Turning the tables on his 

diminished position under the Farnhams, he suggests to the family patriarch, Hugh, that he 

might buy Farnham’s wife and son. Joe admits, “I won’t say I won’t enjoy teaching them. I 

owe them a little,” referring to the constant demands of Hugh’s wife and the “patronizing 

contempt” of their son (Farnham 271). He suggests pragmatically that “I was a servant, now 

you are one” (269), calling out as hypocrisy Farnham’s increasingly anti-racialist rhetoric 

now that he is the object of racist strictures. However, the overall treatment of Joe in the 

novel suggests ingrained weaknesses of racial character, painting him as capricious and 

ungrateful in contrast to Hugh, who “promotes” Joe, despite his race, to second-in-command 

over his own son following the nuclear attack. The overall effect of the novel seems rather 

to paint an ominous portrait of the dangers inherent when one does not keep “them” under 

control. Heinlein has tied himself to the conceit of History as technological development but 

seemingly only in the direction of European models. While European dominance, in 

Heinlein’s nightmare future, has been a footnote in the history books for a millennium, the 

infrastructure and social caste system of the future Africans resembles nothing so much as 

eighteenth-century France, with mansions and royal families, ostentatious dress and 

personal chambers, and a Lord Protector whose introduction to the game of bridge by Hugh 

is, apparently, enough to see him throw aside any rules delimiting social or racial status. For 

Heinlein, the future of any culture, especially any technical culture, must develop in the 

direction of European templates.  

The Rape of Shavi also meditates on western fear of white slavery. Unlike Farnham’s 

futuristic slave-owning Africa, Emecheta’s Shavi is technologically pre-colonial and, as 
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noted earlier, ostensibly anti-slavery, having “learnt through their ancestors what it was to 

be enslaved” and thus of the belief that “no one should oppress or use his position to treat 

the other subhumanly” (3). Nevertheless, the Newark crew repeatedly invokes the specter of 

slavery. Andria, merely upon being asked to sweep her own domicile, fumes that the 

Shavians mean to enslave them (63). This recurs after the initiation into the village when 

Andria and Ista are again handed brooms, and Andria bemoans, “[T]hey’re turning us into 

white slaves,” missing for the moment the broader point that, as Flip observes, “[M]ost 

women do this kind of thing here”—indeed, up to this point that work had been delegated to 

the future Queen Mother of Shavi, Ayoko. The fact that Ista and Andria’s medical and 

technical skills are unneeded in Shavi reduces them to basic gendered labor. Ronje seconds 

Andria’s concerns, noting at the time, “they want to make slaves out of us” (87) while later 

referring to the Shavians as “slave drivers” for asking him to help them dig boreholes for 

water (114). Flip notes wryly that this situation may involve some “reverse discrimination. 

Here they think we whites are good only for menial jobs,” foreshadowing the treatment of 

Asogba in England and further inverting colonial tropes, which are quickly debunked once 

Flip begins to understand the nature of some of the jobs they have been assigned (realizing, 

for example, that his position as cowherd is a distinct honor). Emecheta’s Shavi can be seen 

then as a wry rejection of the kind of “nightmare futures” represented by works like 

Farnham’s Freehold, replacing fears of white slavery under black rule back into established 

colonial paradigms of power distribution and filing such concerns under hysteria rather than 

history. 

If, in Achebe’s work, we can see a model of pre-colonial tradition that is 

problematized under the pressure of cultural contact, in The Moon is a Harsh Mistress 
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Heinlein looks to a futurized anti-colonialism that reflects a western capitalist orientation 

more akin to the company aboard the Newark. Heinlein roots his tale of colonial resistance 

in the context of settler colonies like Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, 

highlighting the error implicit in conflating the colonial paradigms of the settlers and the 

settled which led to the most damning criticism of works like The Empire Writes Back. The 

novel follows computer technician Manuel “Mannie” O’Kelley, who resides on the Moon, 

which has been settled over a period of seventy-five years by forced migration and the 

relocation of prisoners in a fashion similar to the early penal-colony days of Australia. A 

mixture of new “Loonies” coming from Terra (Earth) and multi-generational legacies 

established in the colony have developed novel cultural traditions and legal structures that 

become increasingly incompatible with the Terran civilization which still economically 

controls the moon. With the help of a self-aware supercomputer and several anti-statist 

radicals, the protagonist stages a revolution, eventually freeing Luna from the shackles of its 

foreign overseers. 

An important distinction between the anti-colonialism of works like Heinlein’s and 

those like Achebe’s is that for the former, colonialism is reduced to merely a set of 

economic relations, privileging these relations over questions of race and culture which 

become subsidiaries of the economic question. If capitalism’s contemporary practice 

remains contested by evidence of both class entrenchment and racial and gendered bias, 

Heinlein silences such arguments by casually effacing racial difference (as the protagonist’s 

name indicates, the Loonies are all mixed race and nobody “care[s] about skin color”) and 

staging the culture as matriarchal (based on a vague arrangement surrounding supply and 

demand) while at the same time hypersexualizing and intellectually subordinating Wyoh, its 
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female protagonist. As Herbert Klein argues, “although women are nominally given high 

status” in Heinlein’s novel, “this seems to accord them only sexual liberty, whereas all 

political issues remain firmly in the hands of men.”113  

If the apocalyptic catalyst in Things Fall Apart is the deterioration of local ethical 

systems and traditional structures of inclusion and exclusion, marked most forcefully by the 

killing of the egwugwu through its unmasking (TFA 186), for Heinlein, culture is a 

materially subordinated superstructure to a more influential economic base—“free trade” is 

the sole marker of freedom in the novel, a symbolic stand-in for all individual liberties 

(Moon 49f, 168). While, as I will discuss in the context of Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o later in this 

study, economic interests serve an integral role in colonial history, they are not the only 

stimuli, and Emecheta’s novel outwardly highlights the failure of trade as panacea. The idea 

that the trade of the Shavian stones will ameliorate the effects of the region’s cyclical 

droughts seems at first to be successful, with “the people of Shavi [thriving]” while “many 

of the tribes of the desert died like locusts” (Rape 154). Patayon’s concerns about “what 

will happen…if for any reason [the Europeans] fail to bring food,” however, are eventually 

justified when weak demand for the stones causes the bottom to drop out of the market 

leading Mendoza to abandon the trade (156). Free trade, in the context of material 

inequalities between Europe and its former imperial holdings, is figured as in no way “free” 

and thus becomes merely a form of external subsidy and control.  

Heinlein’s projections of westernized development center around unfettered 

capitalism and a dogmatic faith in the discrete Self: what The Moon is a Harsh Mistress 

defines as “rational anarchism.” As Professor de la Paz explains early in the novel: 
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A rational anarchist believes that concepts such as ‘state’ and ‘society’ and 

‘government’ have no existence save as physically exemplified in the acts of self-

responsible individuals. He believes that it is impossible to shift blame, share blame, 

distribute blame…as blame, guilt, and responsibility are matters taking place inside 

human beings singly and nowhere else. But being rational, he knows that not all 

individuals hold his evaluations, so he tries to live perfectly in an imperfect 

world....In terms of morals there is no such thing as ‘state.’ Just men. Individuals. 

(56-57) 

This “Randian” individualism suffuses the work, both here as well as in the figure of Jubal 

Harshaw in Stranger in a Strange Land114 and Farnham’s post-apocalyptic frontier trading 

post, unburdened by pesky external regulation and steeped in self reliance, a utopian 

redoubt offered as a fair deal in return for the end of the known world. Likewise, this 

construction of “responsibility” informs the manner in which Mendoza and Flip divest 

themselves of blame for their roles in the destruction of the Shavian cultural infrastructure. 

“It’s his own fault, poor thing,” Mendoza can say without a trace of irony precisely because 

for him “blame, guilt, and responsibility are matters taking place inside human beings singly 

and nowhere else.” Emecheta’s The Rape of Shavi attempts to answer the kinds of utopian 

and dystopian visions set forth by authors like Achebe and Heinlein as a method of exposing 

the extent to which the “contact zone” operates through multiple locations rather than being 

purely economic or purely cultural. 

  

If Shavi represents a testing ground for the validation of either traditionalist pasts or 

postmodernist futures, the verdict appears to be that neither by itself suffices. If traditional 
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African structures, as they have been conceived in African colonial and post-colonial 

fiction, often threaten the individual by overprivileging social bodies, the technological and 

market-oriented futurism represented by Heinlein over-emphasizes the individual in a way 

that threatens collective identities and cultural continuity while commodifying that same 

individual in ways that cannot help but mark and exoticize difference. In this sense, The 

Rape of Shavi is pragmatically anti-utopic. The tradition/modernity divide, for Emecheta, 

represents a competition between hypothesized utopias neither of which satisfies the 

realities of African identity in the wake of colonial contact. 

Sf has rarely, at its core, been about the future; rather, it displaces the present so as 

to observe it from the position of an outsider, producing a form of future ethnography.115 

Emecheta’s hybrid use of two common sf approaches—future world and lost/alien race—

combines both anthropological and neological elements in order simultaneously to stage the 

ethnographic encounter from both directions: allowing both for the Ark’s crew to make 

assumptions (frequently incorrect) about the cultural positions and traditions of the Shavians 

while the latter make parallel assumptions (also frequently incorrect) about their visitors 

from the sky, ultimately delegitimizing both. Emecheta stages the story in the future in part 

as a space-clearing gesture in order to reassess pre-colonial patterns which marked much of 

her early work, in which Ibuza represents the last vestiges of a cultural past quickly 

dissolving in the multi-ethnic and multi-racial hub of colonial-era Lagos. Orchestrating a 

pre-colonial encounter in the post-colonial period with an “imaginary society” in an 

“imaginary land” allows for what Istvan Csicsery-Ronay describes as “the ecstatic sense of 

being freed from pre-determined relations, the opening up of a familiar, fully mapped, and 

hence seemingly enclosed world out from the authoritarianism of the current version of 
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technoscientifically defined reality.”116 By drawing back the curtain on an imagined 

geography in a near-future setting, Emecheta narrates the contact zone of West Africa and 

Europe bilaterally, with the anthropological eye pointing in both directions. All attempts to 

bridge the gap of colonial contact, like those of Achebe, involve a kind of sf, the recreation 

of a culture that must be strategically inferred: an anthropological sf, using the sociological 

sciences to form unfamiliar worlds. In this sense, Emecheta and authors like Achebe and 

Heinlein are engaged in similar ventures, imagining cultures only indirectly known—the 

pre-colonial Igbos, the Loonies of the Moon, or the Shavians of the Sahel—and 

investigating them over the course of the work. However, in Things Fall Apart and 

Heinlein’s work, the cultures that house the narrative are frequently treated as something 

knowable, or perhaps more so, something already known. For Heinlein, Manny’s 

understanding of the Moon’s culture is effectively performative. Despite the supposed 

mélange of races and backgrounds that come together on the moon, the anarchist culture is 

represented as being evident and explicit, its secrets always visible to the narrator. Likewise, 

Achebe’s rendering of the Igbo occurs from a position of authority even if the narrative 

voice sometimes exposes an outsider perspective. Emecheta, by contrast, treats both sides as 

imminently unknowable and unpredictable.  

Related to this is one of the most valuable functions of sf as a literary tool: the 

manner by which it reads the present from the perspective of imaginary futures, or 

alternatively, identifies the present by the predictions of the imagined effects of 

contemporary actions. The Rape of Shavi both opens and closes with meditations on the 

future on the part of the Shavians, and the same concerns motivate the European contingent 

to flee their continent. The King, from the beginning, while “reminisc[ing] leisurely about 
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the past” also “ponder[s] a little about the future" (1). By the novel’s close, however, the 

attention has switched entirely to the space of the imagined future, with the King’s sons, in 

a more sober pose, “[sitting] for a long time, pondering about the future” (178). It is this 

future that the novel investigates but for which it has no answers. The decision, however, is 

not between tradition and modernity. Neither of these choices, for Emecheta, serves 

Africans, especially women, well. 

 

I. 6. Apocalypse and Ambiguity 

By positing a nuclear catastrophe in the Global North, Emecheta exposes a pervasive 

absence in apocalyptic literature following the advent of the nuclear age: the fate of the 

Global South.117 Soon after the Newark first takes flight, Ronje awakens Flip with some 

concerns regarding the ship’s readings and leads him to the cockpit:  

“We feel something is really happening, judging from the reading on the binoark,” 

said Ronje as Flip impatiently wrapped a lightweight house coat around him… 

 “Just look at this Flip,” Moshem cried, his eyes no longer twinkling.     

Flip took the instrument, a highly sensitive Geiger counter perfected by Moshem and 

to which they had given the name binoark. (29) 

The introduction of this new technological apparatus represents a combination of the tactics 

of what Csicsery-Ronay describes as “fictive neology” (the introduction of new words 

meant to distance the setting from the present) and “imaginary science” (discoveries that 

project improvements in technology over time in future settings).118 The “binoark” is 

offered to solidify both “an illusion of projected historical reality” as well as to provide a 

kind of “scientific patter,” a “language that adheres closely to discursive models of 
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empiricism.”119 There is, after all, no need to include the “binoark” unless its role is to 

introduce previously unknown technology to the plane; a “Geiger counter” would have 

otherwise sufficed. As numerous sf theorists have noted, one of the ways sf differs from 

other forms of literature is in this free use of neology, new words and ideas—occasionally 

un- or under-defined—that alert the reader to the estranged space of the fiction.120 While the 

novel makes a point of emphasizing the binoark, however, it curiously fails to function; 

even though it registers “a level of radiation far above the optimum…destruction for all the 

people of their own world” (29), the crew later discovers upon their return to England that, 

in fact, no such radiation spike occurred (143).  

Added to this, the Newark is described as being designed never to crash, yet after 

only hours in the air, it lies smoldering on the ground. Oddly, within weeks of crashing, the 

crew already aims to return to Europe, and the text never fully explains how the crew can be 

sure that their home is still there waiting for them. While they have not seen any evidence of 

the war from their remote oasis (although there appeared to be evidence of war on the 

binoark shortly before they crashed), there seems, by the end, to be a blithe confidence that 

the earlier binoark readings were either inaccurate or unimportant, and that if the Newark 

flies north it will “be picked up by western airport radar” (127). This ambiguity remains 

even after the crew’s return to England, where they see in the papers “elections and political 

news” but nothing “written about the nuclear war.” This continuing belief in the war’s 

reality seemingly confirms the crew’s sustained trust in the binoark’s reading even as they 

defy it in order to return; Andria bemoans that “it makes me feel like I’m already dead and 

that we’re all in heaven or hell…One minute it was holocaust, the next, people behave as if 

nothing’s happened at all” (143). As it turns out, a last minute intervention headed off the 
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nuclear conflict, but this explanation still leaves the erroneous mechanical readings a 

mystery.  

This ambiguity clears if the nuclear war is read as a form of MacGuffin; an illusory 

threat that drives the crew to Shavi but which is not, in the end, necessary for the 

development of the core plot angles. So why does Emecheta include it?  I contend that the 

absence of the apocalypse in question—the “holocaust” as Andria calls it—draws attention 

to its very presence not in Europe but in Shavi. The novel is post-apocalyptic, but not, in the 

traditional sf telling, for the technoscientific Newark crew, who return from their 

“adventure” to find little changed in their home countries. The post-apocalyptic genre 

spiked in Cold-War-period sf, but the worlds described nearly always attended to the effect 

of such apocalypses on the First- and Second-World populations. Little was ever written 

regarding the Third-World experience of such nuclear brinksmanship, and whereas Africa 

served as a nexus for—frequently destructive—strategic alliances on the part of the Cold 

War powers, the real effects of Euro-American and Soviet interference on African society 

has rarely served as the focal point of sf. Emecheta remedies this absence. The raising of the 

specter of the Holocaust (143) is suggestive of the ways in which Europe’s fascination with 

the world’s end, especially in the wake of the horrors of the Second World War, never fully 

extended to the impact of the colonial period, to the ways in which it had already 

accomplished a cultural apocalypse in Africa and elsewhere akin to the worst of the western 

post-apocalyptic imagination.121 It is fitting, after all, that Adolf Hitler applied to the 

English Raj as a prototype for German military conquest.122 The colonial period has 

frequently been compared to an apocalypse, with the spread of infectious diseases (not 

unlike that which, in killing Asogba and Ayoko, undermines the Shavian royal lineage) 
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being dubbed by Benedict Carton, for example, as the “imperial apocalypse.”123 When 

Asogba opts to accept food shipments from Mendoza rather than engage in the traditional 

return to farming and herding that followed the usual end of the drought period in Shavi, he 

essentially ends history. As Patayon explains to Asogba, “[t]here is a sense of celebration 

for the achievement when we have survived [a drought]. History is made. We have a 

landmark for the passage of time” (160). The Newark crew, in effect, initiates the end of 

history for the Shavians, the end of time(s). In The Rape of Shavi, Emecheta removes the 

self-involvement of a western fixation on the apocalypse avenir and reorients it to the 

apocalypse already accomplished yet largely overlooked by apocalyptic sf in general. 

On each side of Emecheta’s cultural divide, there are problems: with the (wo)man 

behind the mythic curtain leaking through and undermining the edenic atmosphere of 

Shavian tradition, and the West’s technology either failing or threatening to efface both 

itself and the lands it “discovers.” By combining the cultural estrangement of the pre-

colonial past and the post-modern future, the novel suggests that neither can be expected to 

be the sole practical route for contemporary Africa. Africans, Emecheta seems to imply in 

this novel, cannot be yanked into a technological future without some reckoning of the 

colonial experience nor can they be asked to unquestioningly adopt laissez faire economic 

models which deify individual experience to the detriment of social unity; neither can they 

be forced back into a pre-colonial past largely intuited after the agonies of first contact. 

While The Rape of Shavi provides many points of subtle criticism, it is short on what 

Deleuze and Guattari call “lines of flight.” Although Shoshovi counsels Asogba to “find a 

place for the New Shavi” and not allow them to be “raped twice” (177), the possibilities for 

such a rebuilding are immediately cut off by Asogba’s death. While Asogba and his brother 
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can meditate on the future at the end of the book, the text remains nihilistic. When asked 

what Shavi had to offer the world, Asogba’s half brother, who “carrie[s] on the Shavian 

line” after Asogba’s death, suggests that “We have a great deal to give…We should go on 

living the way we used to live, surviving our droughts, cultivating our land” (178). 

However, the blunt equation of Ayoko’s rape to the “rape of Shavi” suggests that, as with 

Ayoko, “rape ages and humiliates” those that suffer it (98), and there can be no easy return 

to the past.   
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Chapter 2 
 

 
Days of Past, Future: Osiris Rising and the Risks of Historical Fracture 
 

 
A healer needs to see beyond the present and tomorrow. He needs to see years and 
decades ahead 
--A.K. Armah, The Healers 
 
 
“Living backwards!” Alice repeated in great astonishment. “I’ve never heard of such 
a thing.” 
“—but there’s one great advantage in it,” [said the White Queen]. “[T]hat one’s 
memory works both ways.” 
--Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures Through the Looking Glass 

 

II. 1. Introduction 

 

Osiris Rising’s (1995) publication represented the end of a seventeen-year hiatus for Ayi 

Kwei Armah. In his return to the project of the novel—following his previous two works, 

Two Thousand Seasons (1973) and the Healers (1978)—Armah maintained his focus on 

questions of African historicity and the renegotiation of a path through the multifold 

wounds of the slave trade as well as his critique of European colonial governance and the 

rise of comprador neo-colonialism in the face of African independence.124 However, as 

might be expected after so long a break, Osiris Rising—published through Armah’s 

Senegal-based Per Ankh imprint, reflecting his continued distrust of western publishing 

agencies125—approaches these issues somewhat differently. While retaining his meditation 

on rehabilitating post-colonial Africa, Osiris Rising avoids, for example, the valorizing and 

edenic conceptions of pre-colonial African cultural systems occasionally present in his 

earlier work. This tempering of his historical purview—tempering understood in both senses 
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of the term, hardening his focus upon it while also making it more elastic, holding to certain 

earlier paradigms less rigidly—may represent the persistence of his (at times curious) 

hostility to négritude. With particular bitterness towards Senghor, Armah has in the past 

characterized négritude as a “slave mentality,” accusing it of being  

a blind artistic summary of actual relations between Europeans and Africans from 

about the start of the slave trade to the latest adjustment program designed in 

Washington, Paris, London or Rome for adoption and implementation by an African 

elite that still refuses, out of sheer inertia and habit, to do its own thinking.126  

Armah’s critique attacks both the relative privilege of négritude’s adherents and their surfeit 

of nostalgia. In Osiris Rising, Armah focuses instead on futures that might be considered 

legitimately “African.” If, in the parlance of his early work, “the beautyful ones have not yet 

been born,” or as is suggested in Osiris Rising, were “murdered,” then in its mixture of 

ideological historicizing and utopian futurism, this novel attempts to introduce those whom 

Armah’s first literary protagonist could, in The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born, only 

await. 

 As Ode Ogene has noted127, this critique of négritude is puzzling given Armah’s 

own tendencies towards nostalgic pan-Africanism and the pre-colonial cultural arcadias 

described in works like Two Thousand Seasons and The Healers; Armah’s resistance to 

négritude, however, lies specifically in what he sees as a looking backwards to cultural 

forms preceding the arrival of colonialism that frequently boil down to primitivism or 

agrarianism—in other words, the problem is in thinking too small, in “ perpetuat[ing] 

Western assumptions” of Africans’ simplicity “in reverse.”128 “Analyze Negritude,” Armah 

has more recently argued, “and you will bang against one inescapable conclusion: it is a 
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fevered Yes sir! to the European idea of the African as savage child of nature, wholly 

physical, essentially a-historical, incapable of rational thought, and therefore eternally in 

need of European tutelage on the forced march towards universal civilization. Negritude is 

the thinking of slaves.”129 Osiris Rising marks a shift in strategy involving Armah’s 

historicism, seeing him concerned less with a critique of the act of looking back and more 

with how far. Armah, in Osiris Rising and Kmt (2002), does not hypothesize cultural 

elements of an African society before the “civilizing” mission of the colonial period—in the 

spirit, say, of Achebe’s and Elechi Amadi’s reconstructions of Igbo culture—but instead 

stakes a claim to the very concept of civilization itself by repatriating, into African history, 

ancient Egypt and its historical contributions. Such reclamation embeds the continent 

agentially into the sophisticated early stages of human macro-communities, an 

ontic/epistemic influence upon history which opposes Africa’s later relegation to historical 

afterthought by settler anthropologies from the sixteenth century onwards.  

In this spirit, Osiris Rising adopts and adapts the mythic structure of the Osiris-Set-

Isis round from Kemetic literature, with hieroglyphics used for most of the chapter titles and 

the Ankh acting as the central symbol of the novel. The interaction and importance of the 

Egyptian/hieroglyphic intertext and Armah’s considerable expertise therein has been widely 

covered and reflects one of the central ways in which the novel has been critically discussed 

and interpreted,130 and I will say little more about it except as it relates intertextually to 

other novels not commonly examined alongside Osiris Rising. What has received less 

attention are the utopian elements of Armah’s “Egypt of the future,” the ways in which 

today’s technologies and surviving paradigms of the nation-state in the face of globalized 

and interrelated economies factor, or might factor, into Armah’s vision. Osiris Rising, in 
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addition to remapping historical lines of influence and continuing Armah’s tradition of 

scathing critiques concerning neo-colonial African governance, also introduces a sustained 

meditation on postmodernity, technology, and technophilia and how they interact with 

Africa’s present and future.  

Osiris Rising relates the story of Ast, an African-American professor who leaves her 

job to move to the fictional country of Hapa. Drawn to Africa for reasons both professional 

and romantic, Ast believes Hapa offers opportunities for productive and ethical work; 

additionally, it is the home country of her former lover from graduate school, Asar. Found 

in possession of a leaflet that customs agents label seditious, Ast is interrogated at the 

airport then transported to meet with the country’s Deputy Director of Security, Seth 

Spencer Soja, whose control over the military and extensive spy network make him the de 

facto head of state. Seth, like Asar, also went to school with Ast, and the relationship 

between Seth and Asar—the latter an activist working at a teachers college who aims to 

form a more egalitarian and African post-colonial Hapa—is marked by jealousy and 

distrust. Failing to bribe her into working for the security state, Seth releases her and the 

novel follows her from the Hapi Inn in the capital city to Manda where Asar works. After 

joining his cause, Ast and Asar work together and eventually marry before Seth, on the basis 

of planted evidence, assassinates Asar. 

While trying to clear the Hapaian international customs station, in a textual move 

both sudden and ominous, Ast experiences an extended detour through a space-age nexus of 

neo-colonial techno-fetishism. This cyborgian space—inasmuch as it regularly conflates 

man (the scene is entirely male except for Ast) and machine—serves as a framing device for 

the novel. Armah returns in the closing pages to parallel hi-tech spaces in the context of 
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Seth Soja’s boat from which the latter directs the assassination of Asar. Armah, through 

these scenes, conducts a sustained inquiry into technology and the post-colonial African 

state in a manner not present in his earlier novels: one that is in the end both ambiguous and 

ambivalent. Armah’s approach in this novel does not simply focus on comprador Africans’ 

desire for all things western, as with Koomson in The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born. 

Rather, Armah attempts to decouple technology from the concept of Progress while 

simultaneously figuring technological proficiency as necessary to any pan-African future. 

Most importantly, Osiris Rising challenges what would have been, in the early 1990s, a 

growing academic fascination with postmodernity and its related concepts of entropy, 

fracture, desubjectivity, the simulacrum, and the hyper-commodification of culture. Armah 

instead reverses and makes whole the temporality of the historical gaze aiming precisely to 

recoup concepts like History and Identity that have faced increasing criticism following the 

postmodern turn.  

The first sections of this chapter, then, deal extensively with the opening and closing 

scenes, the technological nightmare they portray, the confusing message the novel seems to 

contain concerning the intersection of the machine and the human, and the ways in which 

these elements parallel another Afro-futurist vision of an Egypt returned: Ishmael Reed’s 

Mumbo Jumbo (1972). In the sections that follow I add Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 

(1965) to this intertextual triangle. For David Mikics, “Pynchon is a natural parallel for 

Reed; especially, Pynchon’s flaked out whimsy in The Crying of Lot 49,” which, he 

suggests, “bears a remarkable tonal resemblance to some of Reed’s work.”131 In that same 

spirit, I contend that Armah’s work, while rarely if ever discussed in tandem with either, 

also shares “a remarkable tonal resemblance” to these benchmarks of postmodern style.132 
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However, rather than submitting in an affirmative fashion to the postmodernity represented 

in the sterile sf redoubts of Osiris Rising, Armah refuses the terms of the debate. While all 

three of these novels involve Egyptian myth cycles, secret societies, elusive symbols, spaces 

of logical lapse, and fantastic/fabulist visions, the manner in which each structures its story 

of origins differs greatly. Brian McHale suggests that sf represents “postmodernism's 

noncanonized or 'low art' double,”133 and in that sense, for Armah the space of 

postmodernity and the futuristic environments of Osiris Rising overlap and sustain one 

another. Armah leverages sf against itself, a rejection of the cultural transitions that allow 

for the very conditions of its emergence.  

  

II. 2. Techno Mumbo Jumbo 

 

When Ast arrives in at the airport, Armah presents Hapa as a country in stasis. The clock on 

the wall of the arrivals lobby is “stuck at 02:07” (12) and the “fancy electronic clock” at the 

ticket counter has been “on holiday” for over a year—still ostensibly functioning, yet 

trapped in the same hour and minute (48). When a suspicious leaflet contained in Ast’s 

luggage lands her in the custody of airport security, however, this outer curtain of Hapa—

described for most of the novel as a country in disrepair, with broken doorways (48), 

decrepit vehicles (49), defunct stoplights (49), and roads made up of “tiny islands of tar 

ringed with sand and laterite, survivors from forgotten repairs” (49)—is pulled aside to 

expose a parallel, hidden world whose technological savvy feeds a system of dystopic 

control. The leaflet is part of a collection of tracts which have been sent throughout Hapa 

mapping “a people’s rise from oppression to grace” and demanding “solutions” and 
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“organiz[ation]” to combat a weakening in Africa’s cultural influence following the 

decolonial period of independence. Echoing events from Two Thousand Seasons, the leaflet 

laments “the waste of humanity in the slave trade organized by Arabs, Europeans, and 

myopic, crumb-hungry Africans,” the “carv[ing] up” of Africa “into fifty idiotic neocolonial 

states” and, in another auto-intertextual move, suggests that “the beautyful ones were 

murdered.” Nevertheless, the pamphlet proclaims, “the creative ones left vital signs,” 

notably in the traces “of a moral mindpath” which can “[connect] past time and future space 

through knowledge recovered” (10), a reference to the novel’s own attempt to map a future 

based on resuscitated histories of the ancient past. Ast, having received the anonymously-

sent tract in her mailbox in the U.S., slides it into a book for her journey and forgets it until 

it falls out during the customs inspection in Hapa. 

Upon discovery of the Ankh leaflet, a Hapaian officer in a safari suit, itself a marked 

holdover of colonial-era fashion linking the security state to its colonial forebears, 

accompanies her to a door “padded with thick leather bolted down with diamond-shaped 

studs of polished brass.” Upon looking for a handle on the door, Ast, “saw none. In its place 

there was an electronic panel” (13). If details like the clocks evoke colonial-era descriptions 

of Africa as a space outside of western history and thus outside of History itself, trapped “in 

a condition of static suspense” (215), Ast discovers in the guard room a den of cutting-edge 

gadgetry described in terms of frenetic movement: 

Behind Ast, above the plush door, was set a large rectangular screen flanked by two 

smaller square monitors. Before her the wall was occupied by a series of dark glass 

panels each pierced by four small, square apertures. Projection rooms, she guessed. 

Below them stood four magnetic computer tape units, two on each side of an 
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aluminum door. In the unit on the extreme right the reels were turning. Similar units 

stood along the left wall, lined up close together….Along the right wall stood five 

processing units, four of them under what looked like a horizontal city street map 

divided into four connected sectors….Points of light kept up a nervous, kinetic dance 

on the computers: green, amber, red, blue. (13) 

The focus in these descriptions, on monitors and computing processors, outlines an 

inorganic, mechanized environment made all the more encompassing by its being overlaid 

against maps both of the capital city but also the country as a whole: the electronic, “kinetic 

dance” that colors the entirety of Hapa. The security officers mirror this dehumanization in 

their dress and behavior. The parallel between the guards’ outfits (green, blue and beige) to 

the blinking lights of the computer (green, blue, and amber) as well as the description of the 

man in the green safari suit’s “buttons rippl[ing] as they caught the fluorescent light,” are 

suggestive of the mechanizing totality of the setting (14); it renders the guards more 

machines than men. After questioning Ast regarding her destination and intentions, the 

green officer appears to power down while awaiting instructions from his superiors, 

“focus[ing] resolutely on his console” for “forty-three minutes” and ignoring Ast’s attempts 

to engage him. It is only when “a new sound, bright and crisp, cut[s]” into the earphones 

and “charges” the “still air” that the green officer returns to hyper-activity (17).  

It would make sense to see this room as the symbolic equivalent to the rail depot 

office in The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born and that space’s oppressive atmosphere of 

personal disconnect and government malaise. Yet the two rooms are markedly different. The 

unnamed narrator’s workplace in this latter novel, as an allegorical space of critique 

concerning Nkrumah’s socialist state, is structured through both physical representations of 
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corruption as well as technological regressiveness. While both scenes include explicit 

attention to color—“the windows to the left and right” of the train office having “an oily 

yellow shine” and the railway headquarters’ “control graph” being made up of red, green 

and lead-colored lines “[making a] pattern very clear and quite beautiful just to look at”—in 

comparison to the sleek and shiny interior of the Deputy Director’s various security offices, 

the rail depot appears begrimed: the windows are “oily,” the chairs share the same “feel” as 

the “putrid” and “filth”-ridden banister leading to the office doors, and the walls are covered 

with a “sticky mess” (Beautyful 12, 14, 20). Rather than relying on a merely auto-

intertextual allusion, Armah abandons his reliance on the fecality that so marked The 

Beautiful Ones Are Not Yet Born in favor of the kinds of hyperbolized techno-spaces that 

serve a parallel purpose in Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo. 

Like Osiris Rising, Mumbo Jumbo is also a mystery novel of sorts, with a Harlem-

Renaissance-era “Hoodoo detective,” Papa La Bas, tracing the roots of a “plague” called Jes 

Grew which has been appearing in various cities across the U.S., a “psychic epidemic” that 

leads its victims—from speakeasy regulars to the mayor of New York City to the President 

of the United States himself—to “[shout] and [carry on] like any old coon wench with a bass 

drum” (Mumbo 7). This “sickness”—a satiric treatment of the emergence of African cultural 

forms of dance and music in mainstream America—first appears, the reader discovers, in 

Ancient Egypt. There, Osiris, the original jazzman according to the novel’s alternative-

historian narrator, first began to channel the Dance, but he could not control it. It spread to 

the farmers in the field, who suddenly stopped working and started dancing. Later, Osiris 

tours the world teaching the art to other civilizations. When he is finally, following Kemetic 

legend, murdered by his brother Set in a jealous rage, Osiris is released into the world once 
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more as “Jes Grew,” his broken pieces again seeking out a text, in this case the book in 

which the dance is encoded, “seeking its words” (Mumbo 9). Members of a secret society of 

Osiris break the book into fourteen pieces (the same number Osiris is divided into in most 

versions of the legend) and disseminate them around the globe, keeping them apart lest 

anyone find them, re-compile the book, and destroy it. 

Reed in this way, like Armah, re-Africanizes Egypt, locating in the Kemetic past not 

just the larger history of East and West, Global North and Global South, but embedding 

Africa within, even as, the originary source of History itself. The novel itself is structured as 

a history book, and its narrator, utilizing the new approaches to historicity opened by 

postmodernity, mixes traditional narrative fiction with documents both ersatz and authentic 

which point to the ways this ancient family struggle shaped all of world history. Ever since 

Osiris’s death, a secret society of “Atonists” (those that can’t “hear the music”), based in 

Europe, has been seeking out Jes Grew to destroy it forever. This “Wallflower Order” (they 

also cannot dance) has, through the establishment of deep lines of control into the highest 

echelons of power, by the twentieth century come into possession of amazing technologies, 

ones that read as definitively out of place for the ostensible setting of the novel in the 1920s. 

It is the Wallflower Order’s lair that inspires much of the ambient detail in the 

security offices of Osiris Rising. In “the headquarters of the Wallflower Order,” Reed’s 

narrator explains, “Everything is polyurethane, Polystyrene, Lucite, Plexiglas, acrylate, 

Mylar, Teflon, phenolic, polycarbonate. A gallimaufry of synthetic materials” (Mumbo 70). 

As with the DD’s security office, the original impact is a synthetic one, a space in which 

“nothing” is “real”. This extends to the inhabitants, the dividing line between human and 

machine being here even more fully transgressed. In the initial introduction to the 
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Wallflower Order’s lair, Reed brings in “[a]n Android in mint-green long johns which cover 

everything but his face” who “rolls into the room and salutes the Hierophant” (Mumbo 165). 

The servant of the Hierophant—the latter acting as director of security of the Atonists and 

hence Mumbo Jumbo’s equivalent of Armah’s Deputy Director of Security for Hapa—is an 

“Android”: a figure which in the majority of the novel is encoded as a mechanized “negro” 

capable of infiltrating African-American hangouts with the aim of spotting the emergence of 

Jes Grew and reporting back to the White-dominated Order. Both the green-clad android 

and the green-suited Hapaian guard embody the hegemonic systems that use blackness (as a 

site of solidarity) against itself.  

Additionally, the secret society of the Ankh and the acolytes of Jes Grew, in contrast 

to the mechanized control centers of the Atonists and Seth Soja, represent the anti-

mechanization of the African body, the resistance to channeling its energy into work. The 

“Android Negro” under the control of the Wallflower Order, surveys spaces of leisure as 

well as places of work in the aim of exploiting the labor of the black body. Similarly, in 

Osiris Rising, the “cybernetic sterility and menace of [the DD’s] security fortress”134 seeks 

to limit a leaflet, a prime example of antiquated technology, used as an underground method 

of disseminating information that both threatens the Hapaian powers-that-be and confounds 

their technologically sophisticated attempts to track the authors down.135 The folding of the 

technological into the human has further implications, particularly in the context of black 

literature. Given the ways in which African bodies during the slave trade acted as a sort of 

machinery for use by New World Europeans, and given that African bodies have been 

traditionally coded in the West as less “evolved,” mechanizing the African body, for both 

Reed and Armah, exposes a double threat. First, it serves to comment on the lack of 
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“salvation” provided by western technology, indicating that the African body was always 

already mechanized in capitalist systems. Second, it shows how technological evolution 

may serve instead to reinscribe a subjugated, rather than a liberated, future. It invokes the 

specter of development both in the biological and the urban-geological, the threat that 

someday “Plastic will soon prevail over flesh and bones” (Mumbo 71). 

Following the first set of interrogations regarding the leaflet, Ast’s connection to it, 

and her motives, she is eventually taken to see the country’s head of security, a journey that 

in turn intensifies the technoscientific atmosphere. Chauffeured out of the capital city and 

up a large hillside, denuded at its summit to allow for increased visibility of threats, Ast 

encounters the hub of the police state, a “monumental upthrust of pale concrete and 

gleaming metal” that functions as the base of operations for the novel’s antagonist—Seth 

Spencer Soja (21). The clearing of the trees, the “grim hilltop,” has become a “desert of 

concrete pavement on razed earth,” tying it to Reed’s critique of western modernity as a 

rejection of Osiris’s embodiment as the god of agriculture. The dance Osiris teaches the 

farmers causes plants to grow, and therefore the Atonalists “hated agriculture and nature” 

(Mumbo185-186). They represent those who seek to destroy nature in the service of 

mechanized industry. It is fitting, then, that Soja’s fortress should sit at the heart of such a 

razed space, that “the green country” should “[change] into an administrator-made” 

monstrosity (Osiris 21).  

The language of the umheimlich pervades Ast’s descriptions of the security base, 

something made more poignant in that she, as a highly-educated and sophisticated U.S. 

citizen of the 1990s, should be familiar with most standard technologies of the time. Yet 

what she sees here perplexes and often frightens her: 
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Beyond the humps [the car containing Ast] picked up lost speed, making directly for 

a metallic gray gate set in a long concrete wall. She had expected the security 

headquarters to be imposing. This was chilling. 

There were no identifying signs. The blank wall stretched out on both sides of 

the gate, relieved only by a series of silvery metal guard towers jutting above the 

high concrete at fixed intervals… 

Ast had expected the car to slow down as it approached the gate, but the 

driver maintained the same speed as on the highway. When the car got within fifty 

meters of the wall, the gate began to rise, its motion so smooth it had an uncanny 

beauty. …Turning immediately to look at the road from behind the wall, Ast saw the 

gate drop with noiseless speed, an electric guillotine…an unrelieved sheet of silvery 

metal. No visible lock. No hinges, nothing to suggest that the metal had not always 

been integrated into the masonry.  (21-22) 

The security center embeds its cutting-edge mechanics into the very matter of the country 

itself, the metal grate being “integrated” into not only the building but also the side of the 

hill, into the geological strata of Hapa. The absence of visible locks not just on the gates but 

on the doors of the inner sanctum always threatens to close off lines of flight, and the 

invisible hinges of the sliding doors reflect the fluid incorporation of the hyper-

technological into the brute industrial as well, the “masonry” and walls into which they are 

not so much built than, like Soja’s spies or Reed’s androids, they seem to infiltrate, virus 

like. It is in this sense that Jes Grew, in Mumbo Jumbo, is termed the “anti-plague”; it aims 

to release the body from its transformation into a commodified product or mechanized tool. 

Armah once compared his own position as a writer to “a spore which, having finally 
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accepted its destiny as a fungus, still wonders if it might produce penicillin.”136 If, as Bernth 

Lindfors suggests, Armah sees “Africa as sick, and like the heroes in some of his novels he 

wanted to serve as its healer, ridding it of colonial and neocolonial infections,” Egypt and 

Nubian culture represent the “recuperative spirit, which would behave as a kind of 

prophylactic antibiotic,”137 the “anti-plague” that can serve as a vaccinating agent against 

the spread of neo-colonial sickness.  

On approaching the security sanctum, Ast notices “a huge replica of a medieval 

European castle complete with turrets and battlements,” within which the headquarters 

reside. The security center serves as an echo of those fortresses on the West African coast 

which functioned as relay stations for the Atlantic slave trade and whose importance is 

central to those portions of the novel that outline the secret society of the Ankh. The 

fortress’s new African occupants establish an unbroken line of corrupted influence to the 

likes of Apo, the distant relative of Ras Jomo Cinque Equiano, the latter an African 

American émigré to Hapa who has begun an Orientalized back-to-Africa cult centered 

around his own narcissistic desire for royal lineage.138 Armah in this way connects the 

mechanized space of the DD’s office to the reduction of the African body to a machine, a 

labor commodity. Likewise, the DD’s initial anonymity behind the “objective” security 

cameras, assessing Ast as she waits in the oval room, figure him as a native “factor” of the 

slave trade like those described both orally by the griot historian, Tete, and textually in the 

colonial literature Ast discovers in the Mandan library: those “product” assessors whose 

eye-sized slits in the walls of the slaving centers protected them from identification and 

retaliation. 
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Ast’s next encounter, finally confronting her former schoolmate Seth,139 amplifies 

the space-age nature of the country’s security infrastructure. Once inside the building, Ast is 

left in a room with 

Five doors spaced only a couple of meters apart. Above them rose beige walls 

surmounted by meter-high panels of smoked glass….She picked out television 

cameras set in four corners, their objective lenses shining dully where the walls met 

the ceiling….[she concentrated] her attention on what seemed to be another set of 

doors in front of her. She couldn’t determine what kind of material they were made 

of: wood, formica, plexiglass, or iron. She tapped on one. It sounded like aluminum. 

Solid. (24) 

The reduction of Seth’s presence to the “dull” and “objective” medium of the television 

camera highlights the interfering mechanical gap, one that is later emphasized by his 

physical inability to become aroused during multiple attempts to violate Ast in the flesh (63, 

206). Seth’s role, as neo-colonial functionary, is integrated into and dependent upon the 

mechanical apparatuses that make of him a kind of cyborgian other, something capable of 

interface (with western technology and computing systems, with western flows of 

globalized capital) but not intercourse, at least not with anyone who is not herself 

assimilated into the subjugating trappings of westernized consumerism (300). Further, there 

is a form of sf-stylized fabulism in Ast’s consideration of the door—her attempts to identify 

it through a conflation of radically heterogeneous materials (iron, wood, plexiglass, 

aluminum) classify it as a kind of novum, a product of architectural expertise beyond the 

ken of even Ast’s own perceived time and place. 
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If the antechamber continues to exaggerate the techno-space offered here by Armah, 

Seth’s inner office completes the gesture. In that sanctum, Armah invokes the kind of faux-

sacred spaces that have often hosted the climactic revelations of the core dystopian canon—

Zamyatin’s We, Huxley’s Brave New World, and Orwell’s 1984—and Seth’s general 

designation as Deputy Director (DD) of security echoes those novels’ deceptive and 

frequently alliterative nicknames for the societies’ overlords like Mustafa Mond and Big 

Brother. Ast enters the chamber by way of an elevator in which she finds no “buttons to 

press” and “no light either” which moves “first up, then down” before stopping (26). At first 

blinded by “arc lamps,” Ast eventually makes out a space that resembles a “TV control 

room, lavishly equipped, an infinitely more expensive blowup of the airport security bureau. 

There was no one, only monitors, computers, and an enormous penecircular desk. No chair, 

but the missing arc of the desk seemed made to receive the user’s seat.” After traversing the 

“thick blue carpet” which covers the floor, she sees “electronic clocks stating times in 

London, Paris, Geneva, Bonn, Washington, Tel Aviv, Johannesburg, and Tokyo” and “at a 

lower level, just beneath the clocks…an electronic world map with four cities lit: 

Washington, London, Tel Aviv and Johannesburg. The rest of the world was in darkness.” 

Elsewhere in the room she notices the omnipresent “triple row of giant television screens. 

No controls, no dials were visible. Underneath the screen stood a phalanx of computers, two 

of them with whirling tapes in their windows” (26-27). 

The observation that “there was no one,” only “computers and monitors” 

reintroduces the dehumanizing effect of the technology, the sense of increasing human 

absence in the face of techno-modernity’s presence, or rather, as with the missing puzzle 

piece in the desk meant to contain the “user’s seat,” the integration of the human into the 
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bureaucratic nexus. The fact that the electronic map of Hapa in the airport is now globalized 

highlights the ways in which this techno-culture has infiltrated not only Africa but the 

planet—has infiltrated Hapa, in fact, because of its globality. In the airport office, the lights 

on the map indicated where copies of the Ankh leaflet had appeared and been 

disseminated—the bureau hoping thereby to identify the source of the documents. Here, 

then, the suggestion would seem to be that the leaflet had made its way to the four lit 

cities—two of which in countries which were major architects of macro-colonialism on the 

global scale and two micro-colonial entities which in the early 1990s remained involved in 

systems of apartheid—all settings whose disenfranchised populations might be attentive to 

precisely the kind of anti-colonial humanism the Ankh collective offers.   

What follows during the scene between Ast and Seth moves this technological cross-

section of Hapa’s security ministry from the avant-garde to the patently science fictional. 

Once Seth arrives and their brief amenities are exchanged, Seth sits Ast down for her fourth 

interrogation of the day: 

He took a step toward the desk. Simultaneously, a high armchair covered with gray 

leather, balanced on a column at the hub of an aluminum ring, rose out of the carpet 

behind him, advanced right up to him, then halted….Evidently the ring rode on 

wheels, invisible because of the carpet’s thickness. The arms were unusually long, 

with forward projections about a hand long, carrying small, identical alphanumeric 

keypads above which Ast, as she rose, saw a set of direction keys…In a moment the 

DD was manipulating controls on the desk. The curtain parted, baring a revelation. 

The wall was a single sheet of glass, tinted a light blue-gray. Through it a wide 

expanse of sky hung visible…[Ast] heard a click behind her. Turning, she saw a 
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small sofa advancing from an open elevator. No one was pushing it….Under the sofa 

the robot had four more legs advancing in a smooth rhythm, no two lifting off the 

carpet at once. (28-29) 

The inclusion of self-propelled robotics committed to the service of mere furniture is a 

testament to the ubiquity of the technological prowess at the disposal of the DD. The glass-

enclosed space-age fortress looking out onto the blue sky–like Zamyatin’s glass-enclosed 

chapel to industrialized modernity—exposes the office’s separation from “nature” 

(privileging the products of humankind’s scientific wizardry) and its “chilling” hegemony 

by fiat, with the DD operating and controlling the country’s “direction”, and, outside, 

taming its “strictly disciplined lawns under rectangular hedges and barbered bushes” by 

“forc[ing]” them “into absolute symmetry” (22). 

By locating descriptions of technology alongside systems of control, Armah embeds 

the former into the latter. The novel introduces modern and futurist elements almost solely 

within the context of the autocratic security services and sets them at poor comparison to 

Asar’s own campus “lair,” which Armah represents as both the corollary and ethical 

opposite of Seth’s: “The Audio-Visual Center was a high-windowed hall flooded with 

sunlight. Its walls were lined with screens, charts, photographs. In the center, standing 

before a large chart, a thick green notebook and stacks of index cards to his left, a basket of 

colored slips to his right, stood [Asar]” (99-100). In Asar’s office, the high-tech computers 

are replaced with poster board and the “kinetic” colored lights transform into static, colored 

index cards. The emphasis on technological “devolution” in the aim of ethical purity 

appears clear-cut, even though Asar’s own visions of technological development, as will be 
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shown below, are occasionally at odds with this satisfaction in pre-computing paradigms of 

filing cases and pen-and-paper pedagogy.  

Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo has, since the early nineties, become a fixture in analyses of 

postmodern fiction. While it is frequently difficult to outline just what postmodernity is—as 

Appiah notes, so many of its signature features seem to be hallmarks of high 

modernism140—in general it is understood to “[declare] the death of cultural authenticity,” 

the “deterioration of art and political speech into commodities under late capitalism.”141 

While, as Mikics notes, such cultural indeterminacy might seem to be at odds with “cultural 

authenticity as a means of ensuring communal and individual self-assertion in the black 

diaspora,” he contends that Reed’s willing restructuring of African-American culture as a 

“sampling,” an inventive “assembling” of “snippets from the tradition with which he 

identifies (Neohoodooism) as well as the cultural syndrome he opposes (the Wallflower 

Order)” allows for a “sustained dialogic satire” from which he can—freed from the 

authorizing metanarrative of western History—play in the interstices opened up by 

postmodernity.142 While Armah also assembles his world from a variety of seemingly 

heterogeneous sources, his incorporation of Kemetic myth refuses Reed’s “self-mockery of 

folklore itself,”143 instead positing its ability to delineate ideological spaces, mark zones of 

solidarity and membership, and thus construct agential subject positions. In line with the 

likes of Abiola Irele, for whom postmodernity represents “the most insidious threat to the 

contemporary African mind,” Armah’s Osiris Rising bemoans the eponymous god’s site of 

fracture rather than, like Reed, reveling in his increased potential for dissemination.144 

“African intellectuals,” according to Paul Zeleza, “cannot afford the indulgence or the angst 

of antirationalist postmodern thinking.”145 If Reed represents the aforementioned 
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indulgences of post-modern style, however, Thomas Pynchon reflects, even in its whimsy 

and satire, the angst of decentered signification. 

 

II. 3. Postmodern Civilization and Its Discontents 

 

In contrast to Armah scholars who describe his writing, and Osiris Rising in particular, as 

“steeped in his signature realism”146 or as inventing worlds “so realistic that any reader with 

intimate knowledge of the African and Diasporic world-view, will realize that all Armah has 

done is to cloak in fictional fantasy …the existential actuality of Africa,”147 I see in Osiris 

Rising the influence of political allegories akin to the utopias of the late nineteenth century. 

In the spirit of such allegories, the world of the novel shrinks to fit the protagonist, offering 

a sequence of characters and events which act more as clues than fleshed out contributions 

to a recognizable world. Even the protagonists themselves, Ast and Asar, regularly appear 

one-dimensional, talking heads placed in the story for the purpose of carrying on a proto-

Socratic dialogue which in didactic fashion outlines the political ends of the novel. Said 

another way, all the characters sound alike; they’re all, in one way or another, giving the 

same speech.148 This is what allows, for example, each person Ast meets to be an integral 

part in the larger Ankh conspiracy and the wider historical tale of Hapa’s tortuous slaving 

past. While, to be sure, all fiction takes advantage of moments of unlikely serendipity, the 

pace of coincidence in Osiris Rising goes far beyond the norm. It cannot surprise us that, for 

instance, Seth Spencer Soja and Asar, her former classmates, have become iconic figures in 

Hapa; nor can we be shocked that her innkeeper, Netta, is a schoolmate and former friend of 

both Seth and Asar, and knows the African-American leader of the back-to-Africa cult, Ras 
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Jomo Cinque Equiano; or that Ras’s lackey, Prince Wossen, walks in just as Ast is sitting 

for lunch with Netta; or that merely relaxing on the local beach provides enough opportunity 

to encounter Sheldon Tubman (a.k.a. Ras Jomo Cinque Equiano) who just happens to have 

been the central focus of Ast’s undergraduate thesis research and a former figure in the U.S. 

Civil Rights Movement later brought low by his own hubris, and who just happens to live in 

a castle down the shore within sight of the inn. Not only this, but Ast is capable of 

immediately recognizing Tubman despite his having aged thirty years since she last saw his 

picture and she recognizes him despite his distracting and flamboyant costume of robes and 

belts and chains. Atop all this, Ast retains her memory of discrete details of Tubman’s past 

long after her undergraduate studies, down to the very particulars of dates and names. Every 

taxi driver is a spy, every visitor to the Hapi Inn an integral fixture in the overall plot to 

eliminate Asar. If this is realism, it is a very strange kind of verisimilitude.  

Rather than explain these features, as Derek Wright does, as a lapse of creative 

output stemming from “the tendency of the characters to polarize into principles rather than 

intensify into individuals,” I propose that Armah is consciously establishing Ast at the 

center of a new pantheon, a parabolic heroine occupying a world in which all other 

interlocutors, as with Christian in Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, must provide some new 

clue to her eventual self-discovery. Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 also introduces 

a literary setting tailor-made to suit its protagonist, where every upturned stone reveals a 

clue, every drunk on the street marks a connection to the “center” of an inescapably fated 

mystery. The Crying of Lot 49 and Osiris Rising resonate in compelling ways and while 

their conclusions about what can be done to stem the tide of their shared dilemma may 

appear, ideologically, worlds apart, there is reason to believe they have more in common 
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than might first be expected. That these two authors might interpret the onset of 

postmodernity differently is, in itself, hardly much of a discovery; rather, it is the nature of 

those differences and what they reveal about each author’s grappling with modernity’s 

passing into the era of what Jameson refers to as the logic of post-industrial capital that 

provides value in their juxtaposition despite, or rather precisely because of, the apparent 

distance between each novel’s setting and substance.  

Both Oedipa Maas and Ast are named after iconic and ancient figures of their 

respective cultures’ histories, broadly perceived: Oedipa after the tragic Greek king of 

Sophoclean fame and Ast after Isis, the Kemetic goddess of motherhood, nature, and magic. 

If Armah’s Ankh collective seeks to reposition African historicity by transplanting the 

Greek roots of the western historical arc with that of the Egyptian, these protagonists 

provide a fitting example of such a transposition (Osiris 221-222). However, the irony 

implicit in Oedipa’s name—filtered through Freud’s famous paradigm of childhood neurosis 

(“You’re so sick, Oedipa, she told herself”)—suggests a self-conscious satire in the act of 

naming, exemplified in other characters like Emory Bortz, Genghis Cohen, and Pierce 

Inverarity (Crying 2). The act of naming in Pynchon is capricious, satirical, and playful. 

Ast, by contrast, is earnestly named. If Oedipa’s journey into Inverarity’s pre-scripted 

funhouse threatens to be exposed as the unfurling of a sophisticated prank, Ast’s integration 

into the Osiris-Isis mythic round in Osiris Rising is presented at face value: Armah is 

restaging ancient myth in a modern context with the serious aim of providing a framework 

for a larger African political and cultural renaissance.  

Both protagonists are set in motion by documents put into their care by former 

lovers—Inverarity’s will in the case of Oedipa (Crying 1-2), and Asar’s Ankh document in 
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Ast’s (Osiris 9). Each document impels its recipient on a quest for self-fulfillment. For 

Oedipa, the execution of the will offers “all manner of revelations,” and an escape from “the 

sense of buffering, insulation” and “absence of intensity” that embodies her domesticated 

life with Mucho Maas (Crying 10). For Ast, the trip to Hapa represents a search for “a 

companion” but also for a society that is “a source of strength, not a constant drain on one’s 

energies and self-confidence,” a chance “not to be picked up and consumed” but to “be 

created, lived” (Osiris 111-112).  If Oedipa does not understand what she “desire[s to] 

escape from” (Crying 11), Ast knows just what she’s escaping: the feeling of being “a 

passenger earnestly walking homeward at five kilometers an hour in a plane rushing away at 

a thousand kilometers an hour,” a sense that there can be no forward progress for an 

African-American in the U.S. (Osiris 70). Even though Oedipa is unclear of her motivations 

and Ast assured of them, both begin their voyage with a shared sense that they can no longer 

inhabit the roles American culture has provided them: a housewife in the post-50s counter-

culture era or a black American female intellectual in the face of the many failed promises 

of the 60s Civil Rights movement. Both seek an answer to the fraught paradigms of what 

Armah’s author of Journey to the Source cynically describes as the “American dream,” the 

lie that the children of the suppressed can “not just [survive]” but “[thrive]” (Osiris 2). 

Secret symbols seem to appear wherever the seeker looks and, for both Oedipa and 

Ast, promise some revelation upon the unlocking of their significance, but the manner by 

which the concept of the “hieroglyph” in particular is coded in the two novels is of 

particular interest. For Pynchon, the hieroglyph always represents the untranslatable and the 

hermetic. When Oedipa first discovers the W.A.S.T.E. symbol (fittingly, in a bathroom) she 

thinks to herself in exasperation, “God, hieroglyphics” (Crying 38). Not that the image of 
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the post-horn is part of the Egyptian written language or an Egyptian symbol (although it is 

worth noting that it is not dissimilar to the Ankh, were the latter lying on its side); rather, it 

represents a symbolic cipher, a challenge to her contemporary known. In the world of The 

Crying of Lot 49, the pictographic hieroglyph symbolizes mystery, a departure from rather 

than a return to the realm of legibility. When Oedipa looks down upon a Southern 

Californian suburb and sees there something akin to the tracings on a computer “circuit 

card” she notes that “there were to both outward patterns a hieroglyphic sense of concealed 

meaning, of an intent to communicate” (Crying 14; emphasis mine): the use of intent here, 

for Oedipa at least, indicates failure, that the message is intractably hidden and thus at best 

deferred. 

Ast, by contrast, knows immediately what the symbol of the Ankh signifies: “life” 

(Osiris 1). Rather than representing something mysterious, ancient, or distant, hieroglyphics 

in Osiris Rising embody a living linguistic presence for Ast, a path to legibility in an 

increasingly illegible (because increasingly steeped in westernized desires like computer 

circuit cards) African future. Central to the Mandan circle’s progressive pedagogy is the 

need “to develop students’ ability to read and write the hieroglyphic and demotic codes of 

Ancient Egypt” (Osiris 218). Oedipa’s easy dismissal of the hieroglyph as hermetic antique 

echoes the Mandan manifesto’s claim that Egyptology had come to represent “an esoteric 

discipline sufficient unto itself” fit only for “a closed clan of cabalistic specialists, safely 

entrenched behind the intimidating barriers of hieroglyphic writing” (Osiris 217).  We see 

here, then, one of the ways in which the concept of Progress, for Armah, is inverted. Rather 

than the forward drive of 60s progressiveness that pushes the “young republican” Oedipa 

beyond her comfort zone and into a realization of the way revolutionary tradition can only 
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lurk in the shadows in the face of an entropic landscape, Armah looks backwards for 

traditions to stem the tide of centuries of fracture. For Osiris Rising’s historicity, in line 

with the logic of the red queen beyond the looking glass, one can only reach the destination 

by walking in the opposite direction, can only go farther forward into the future by stepping 

farther back into the past. 

After her original discovery of the post-horn, Oedipa begins to see it everywhere, “as 

if…there were revelation in progress all around her” (Crying 31); she finds it in the 

doodling of a bored Yoyodyne engineer (Crying 67); on the “dull gold signet ring” of an 

elderly man named, fittingly, “Thoth” (once more encoding Egyptian myth as both decrepit 

and mysterious) (Crying 74); in the corner of counterfeit stamps (Crying 77); tattooed on a 

drunken sailor (Crying 101); sketched on the back of a bus seat (Crying 98). Its 

omnipresence becomes for Oedipa an existential taunt, and the seeming impossibility of its 

universal dissemination leads her to posit its recurrence merely as a sign of her own 

paranoia, a hallucinogenic trace of her fracturing reality. It becomes, at worst, Inverarity’s 

attempt to “survive death, as a paranoia” but with no real intention of having the pieces 

reconstructed: remaining, rather, only as “a pure conspiracy against someone he loved” 

(Crying 148); or at best, if Tristero is real, the discovery that the only way to reject the 

System is by doing so in secret. Resistance can only, as the acronym W.A.S.T.E. (We Await 

Silent Tristero’s Empire) implies, wait: “The waiting above all; if not for another set of 

possibilities to replace those that had conditioned the land to accept any San Narciso…then 

at the very least, waiting for a symmetry of choices to break down, to go skew” (Crying 

150). What Oedipa identifies is closer to the concept of universalized commodification, akin 

to the philosophy of the author of Journey to the Source in Osiris Rising: “What you call 
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historical truth is nothing but raw material. As long as it’s not processed it’s no use to 

anybody…a commodity is precisely what our history is. Everybody’s history, everybody’s 

present” (Osiris 6). This, for Oedipa, seems to be the only “legacy” that America offers 

(Crying 147), and it is precisely what Ast flees in order to search for better options by 

reversing the directionality of the diaspora. Oedipa recalls what she considers a central 

feature of Inverarity’s nature: to “Keep it bouncing.” The “secret,” as he calls it, was always 

an act of deferral, the knowledge that what could be read upon the landscape of the present 

or the past was always merely a trace of an answer yet to come (Crying 148). 

Ast, too, sees the Ankh everywhere: in the keepsake left to her by her ancestors; on 

the “seditious” leaflet anonymously mailed to her in the U.S.; upon the lit country map in 

DD’s base of operations where the markers for the leaflets cluster in the “womb” head of 

Bara, at the far north of the map’s contours which itself traces an “organized series of 

articles bearing the same sign” (Osiris 34). The leaflet appears in the hands of bus patrons 

seated behind her on the trip to Manda (Osiris 98); it serves as the climax of Ras Jomo 

Cinque Equiano’s sermon (Osiris 143); she sees it traced in the roof supports in Tete’s home 

in Bara (Osiris 252) (a vision made more interesting by the narrator’s noting later that the 

huckster “Prince Wossen,” who is also in Tete’s house, “gaze[s] wistfully up past the 

thatched roof…at the sky” missing the ankh altogether (257)). But Ast does eventually 

locate the secret society that for Oedipa seems always just out of reach. In joining the 

society of the Ankh, Ast—for Armah—begins the voyage of unity, of union with society, 

with Asar, and, in the form of the future child in her womb, with Asar’s longer dream of a 

global reunion of the African diaspora. If “asymmetry” and “skew” make up the horizon of 

paranoia for Pynchon, it remains the trauma of Armah’s African “past, present, and future.” 
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II. 4. Technology and Ambivalence in Osiris Rising’s Utopian Future 

 

Perhaps then the purpose of this white thing was to draw onto itself the love of a 
people hungry for just something such as this. The gleam, in moments of honesty, 
had a power to produce a disturbing ambiguity within. It would be good to say that 
the gleam never did attract. It would be good but it would be far from the truth.  
--The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born 

 

For Armah, the technological neo-colonial state, despite its submission to western 

logos and capital rationalization, is an illogical Wonderland.149 The spaces of technological 

excess that frame the story are exceptionally notable for the absence of any similar 

environments during the remainder of the novel, where the reality of Africa’s developmental 

challenges takes center stage and Asar generally promotes the thesis that progress begins 

with renegotiating history and trans-national affiliation. If, as many commentators have 

noted, Osiris Rising represents a utopian-revolutionary vision for an African future150 (one 

complete with an embedded educational manifesto), it remains folded into the kind of 

dystopic wrapper that led some early readers of his work, including Chinua Achebe and 

Bessie Head, to accuse him of being “pessimistic” and “sick.” In this way, visions of a 

technoscientific future for Africa remain part of a carceral shell rather than representing the 

burgeoning possibilities of independence. In contrast to the security lairs, the crumbling 

infrastructure marks the resiliency of the Hapaians. Ast, upon arriving in Manda where Asar 

works, is informed that she must abandon a life in which “there are no genuine problems of 

basic material survival” (110). Thus, part of returning to the spirit of Kemet requires 

relinquishing the trappings of the techno-modern world. Technology—understood as 

computing, monitoring, and other electronic representation—appears, on the surface, to be 
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affiliated with the domain of Set, of death, the underworld at the bottom of the pit. Perhaps 

nowhere is this more clearly evident than when Seth takes Ast to his secret storage facility 

beneath the security center. There, after a “rapid descent” into a dark “hole,” Seth turns on 

the lights to reveal “two rows of armored cars, several rows of khaki-painted jeeps…and a 

line of tanks, about twenty, lined up along the far wall,” all gifts of US AID. The lighting 

marks the synthetic nature of this area. “Here,” the narrator suggests “was far more light 

than necessary just to see the place and what it contained. It was electric, fluorescent light 

again, intense enough to outdo sunlight” (43). The implication both of the “electric” nature 

of Seth’s form of “illumination” and its ability to drown out the sun, the purview of Ra, 

outlines the ways in which Armah consistently codes the man-made in terms of both 

destructiveness and coldness (a “cold burn” runs down Ast’s spine when she first arrives in 

the pit). 

However, the relationship to technology and development in the utopian philosophy 

of the novel is occasionally vague, even outright contradictory. In his longest critical 

treatment of Osiris Rising, Ode Ogene suggests that, “in order to work for the good of 

ordinary people in Africa, Ast must first jettison the relative material luxury of America.”151 

To the extent that Ast gives up her position at Emerson and takes on the substantially less 

prestigious role of history professor at the Manda Teachers College, this is true (although on 

the purely material side, it is also the case that few of the descriptions of the instructors’ 

quarters at Manda reflect material impoverishment in any meaningful way, with their nicely 

appointed rooms, cocktail parties, and sufficient space for research and scholarship). 

Nevertheless, Ogene cogently points out the novel’s satirical edge in its contrast between 

African-American émigrés who flee back to the States for the lack of “ketchup” (80) and 
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Ast’s joining her fellow Mandan faculty in a repast of dishes that reflect, instead, the palate 

of Western Africa (187). While Ast’s purported separation of herself from western goods 

and conveniences shows the need to de-technologize in order to move ahead morally and 

ethically, this position is belied by several moments which, while brief, nevertheless 

represent perplexing exceptions to this apparent paradigm and have remained un-discussed 

in the critical literature.  

The first example occurs soon after Asar and Ast’s reunion in Manda, when he takes 

her downriver on one of the town’s communal fishing boats. As they board, Asar remarks, 

regarding the boat’s “Japanese engine,” which “purr[s] to life” as he turns the key, “It’s 

admirable the way the Japanese use technology to make things easier. When we develop that 

spirit…’ ‘Ah.’ The simultaneous echo surprised them both.” (109).  This brief paean to 

Japanese ingenuity—considering Japan’s status during the 1980s as a powerhouse of 

electronics and automotive engineering, its role as a key facet in global consumer 

capitalism, and the manner by which these interacted with state spending to instigate an 

economic collapse (a recession which began four years before Armah’s writing of Osiris) 

that continues to this day—requires some explanation. Rather than the blanket distrust of the 

trappings of technological progress presented in the novel’s opening chapters, this sudden 

moment spent admiring the benefits of technological progress suggests that Armah, in a 

manner similar to that seen in Kojo Laing’s Big Bishop Roko in chapter four, might consider 

the ills of technology as lying more in the vagaries of the its global distribution and use, 

especially in the context of the formerly colonized regions of the planet; while Seth uses his 

technological superiority in order to suppress and control the voice and will of the people, 

Asar looks to the way technologies can help “make life easier,” requiring that they expand 
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in availability to the larger populace (109). In fact, the engine on the Mandan fishing boat 

does just this, facilitating the means by which the local fishermen can take agency over their 

own economic welfare by having access to the mechanical increase in efficiency that it 

offers (108). The boat and its engine are technological boons, but they are used towards the 

greater prosperity and independence of the people rather than as mechanisms for their 

suppression. 

Yet, if the purring of the boat’s engine opens the space for a positive role for engineering, 

the automobile, that other medium of the purring engine, receives a different treatment. The 

figure of the automobile is a common feature in much post-colonial African writing representing 

in most cases a physical manifestation of class difference exacerbated by the ostentation of 

ownership. Armah encodes the corruption implicit in both Ras and Seth, for example in their 

choices of transportation: the latter’s “white BMW” (Osiris 200) and the former’s “highly 

polished white Mercedes Benz” (Osiris 256). Ras and Seth encase themselves in whiteness, are 

moved and empowered by it, their vehicles representing “futureless, automotive projection[s] of 

somebody else’s life” (Crying 5). Fittingly, the automobile is in many ways one of the central 

figures of the age of mass production, with Fordism and the assembly line, yet its significance in 

America is paradoxically coded in terms of frontier individualism. For Pynchon, the car is 

equated with the evacuation of humanity’s individuality through the consumption of a product 

ironically meant to free up the individual to travel towards his or her own specific destiny. For 

Armah, the automobile represents only a product signifying neoliberalism. The replacement of 

human expression by the mechanism of the automobile returns us to the enfolding of the human 

into the machine discussed earlier in the context of Mumbo Jumbo, and identifies an 

apprehension in all three novels of mistaking product for productivity—that one is what one 
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owns. In line with earlier antagonists in Armah’s fiction like Koomson, the compulsion that 

drives both Seth and Ras to regency (the former as a dictator, the latter as an “African king”) 

expresses itself in the exhibition of excess. But, in Armah’s novel, there is a caveat. Both Seth 

and Ras continue to seek the thing they cannot buy. Seth wants Ast, the one woman he’s known 

who does not want “the things that make the others come to me, ready to do whatever” (Osiris 

301), and Ras needs the evidence of a royal birth that can undo the shame he faced as the 

objectified focus of his ex-girlfriend’s sociological study.152  

Another indication that development, broadly defined, is not unnecessary to the 

utopian future undergirding Osiris Rising appears in the Mandan group’s position paper on 

the new curriculum at the Teachers College. The paper claims to restore an Afro-centric 

historical ballast to the education of Africans, replacing the Eurocentric cultural geneses in 

Greece and Rome with those of Egypt and the Nubian and “filling in gaps” in the “heritage 

of traditions of origin, especially those related to the Great Lakes area and the Nile Basin” 

(222). This would lead, it proposes, to a breakdown in “overall syllabus design” of “50-25-

25 weighting for African, Eastern, and Western components respectively.”  

In this sense, Armah’s ideal pedagogical system153 raises the prominence not only of 

African pre-colonial history but also acknowledges and highlights the related colonial 

histories of Central- and East Asia. It is therefore understandable that Armah’s protagonists 

look towards Asia for competing models of growth. The specific countries the position 

paper focuses on, however, raise more problems than they promise to solve. The Mandan 

educational manifesto suggests that “we need to conduct permanent in-depth studies of 

world history, placing special emphasis on transformatory movements, particularly those 

movements and processes that in our time have worked to turn such societies as China, 
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Japan, and [South] Korea into modern, self-developing societies” (218; emphasis mine). Of 

course, this is a confusing mission statement given the Ankh collective’s previous resistance 

both to Marxism (216) and to benign cooperation with neo-colonialism under the guise of 

integration into global commerce (116f). Paul Zeleza suggests that “the modernization of 

Asian countries such as Japan and China shows…that it is possible to modernize without 

becoming westernized,”154 and to the extent that such Pacific Rim economies retain distinct 

cultural features, this is true, but Zeleza and Armah beg the question of just what we talk 

about when we talk about modernization. China’s state economy began to grow 

precipitously in the 1990s in no small part through opening itself to global markets via its 

incorporation into the World Trade Organization during the Clinton presidency.155 

Additionally, with Armah’s novel appearing in print only six years after the tragic events of 

Tiananmen Square, it is difficult to decouple China’s own security state from that which 

Soja oversees within Hapa.156 As for South Korea and Japan, the growth of these two 

economies remains intimately related both to post-war U.S. military presence and ancillary 

regional partnerships as well as the willing acquiescence of both countries to the global 

financial system. In other words, the answer to the query the manifesto initiates is that both 

South Korea and Japan bought into the commodity capitalism game, offering at first cheap 

manufacturing labor and/or cheap exports, then expanding their influence through global 

commerce and currency investment. Japan’s sudden growth, for example, cannot be severed 

from the fact that it remained barred from maintaining a standing army for decades 

following World War II, leaving its defense to U.S. forces and freeing its economy to focus 

on trade and social welfare programs.157 Becoming a protectorate of the West seems 

pointedly what Armah is most against. Japan, after all, is one of the sites marked on the 
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DD’s map of global economic players (with Switzerland, America, Germany, and England).  

It’s difficult, then, to see how Armah plans to separate these states from those other “human 

bridges of death…those…who welcomed the slavers, helped them, served them in their 

enterprise of destruction, now smilingly called development” (264; emphasis mine). 

Economic development, especially through submission to hyper-capitalist industrial 

infrastructure, is what these three named states in part or in full represent and which Armah 

and Asar, at least in theory, reject. While Jerry Rawling’s transition from state socialism to 

austerity economics secured IMF and World Bank investment for Ghana beginning from the 

early 1980s, a move that some argue rescued the country from financial collapse and famine 

following the drought and resultant fires of 1983,158 Armah’s later categorization of such 

financial dealings as “massive program[s] of spoliation…peddled” by the likes of the UN, 

the IMF, and the WTO suggest that such recourses fall outside the kinds of hopes 

formulated by the Mandan educational collective.159 

Bailey, an African American painter visiting Hapa to work on commission for the 

satirical Ras Jomo Cinque Equiano, bemoans that “[Hapa] has a growing middle class, with 

an appetite for money. It’s not a skilled technical or industrial middle class. So they don’t 

make money producing technological or industrial goods” (134). Rather, money comes from 

outside the country through international loans like the aforementioned US AID shipments 

or the optioning to foreign interests of resource rights, the proceeds being disseminated 

through graft and nepotism and always clustering in the ministerial and military classes. 

Armah leaves these issues hanging: how can he reconcile his pan-African plan for 

independence from the control of “the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund” 

who “[beat] out the rhythm for the dance of death” when what he raises as developmental 
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alternatives are precisely what he defines elsewhere as “just…neocolonial societ[ies] with 

racial barriers slightly lowered” (116-117)? After all, nothing in Asar’s Afro-centric vision 

suggests that the goal is to beat Euro-America at its own game; rather, he aims to change the 

game altogether by retaking ownership of the arc of History that begins in Greece and is 

resuscitated during the Enlightenment to “[culminate] in NATO” (216). 

There is, therefore, an odd glitch at the novel’s utopian vision of a reunified Africa 

and a return to Kemetic principles. While the novel opens by draping post-modernity under 

the guise of a comprador techno-colonialism (the computers, TV screens, etc. of the security 

centers), the new pedagogy at Manda seeks to, and must, “include the practical, productive, 

technical and creative study of the uses of different media: print, radio, television, cinema, 

computerized media” (221). Technology remains Janus-faced.  

 

II. 5. Osiris Reconstructed 

 

The country’s name, Hapa, serves as a deciphering key for Armah’s purposes in Osiris 

Rising. The name juxtaposes the Swahili word for “here” against the hieroglyph HAp, 

meaning “secret,” or “hidden mystery,”160 fusing ancient and modern African languages. In 

addition, since Hapa closely resembles Armah’s native Ghana, it unites Africa 

geographically across colonial borders (west/Ghana to east/Swahili and north/Egypt) as well 

as embedding it historically into its roots in ancient Egypt (present to ancient past).  

Although Asar is the novel’s nominal stand-in for Osiris, the central Osiris figure is also 

Africa itself. The geographic separation of Africa into discrete states is related in Osiris 

Rising at its core to the geographic dissemination of the African people during diaspora. 
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Rather than decenter the concept, in his evocation of Africa as “home,” as the source, 

Armah attempts to re-center African history within the established paradigms of western 

historicity (Osiris 1, 8). Armah is not interested in the spaces of “play” opened up in the 

postmodern dissociations of signifier and sign, but rather on “The healing possibilities of 

reversal” and renewal (Osiris 3). 

An early image in the DD’s office provides an apt metaphor for the dual wound of 

the slave trade and imposed colonial borders. When explaining to Ast why Asar has become 

the subject of state suspicion, he draws her attention to a map on one of the many monitors: 

First a black and white grid shimmered as if it were about to go out. But it steadied 

itself into a remarkably sharp net of fine lines. Over this a light blue blur, dancing 

like an amoeba in a state of grace, spread until it resolved itself into a map of the 

country, neatly isolated from the ocean and the environing continent. (Osiris 34) 

The initial grid “steadies” into the “sharp net of fine lines,” the artificial delineation of the 

African states as they developed throughout the colonial period. The “state of grace” 

represented by the blurring of colonial geography is eventually rearticulated as a country 

map. The isolation of the country is notable for being explicitly severed on both sides, 

disconnected from the Atlantic and the history of the slave trade and set at a remove from 

neighboring states, exaggerating the “fine lines” demarcating the colonial state that frustrate 

pan-African political ends. In contrast, Asar speaks of Africa as a single entity: “here in 

Africa, there could be a coming together of souls experiencing life as shared work and 

reward….I think there’s the human potential for great changes here. Not the country. The 

continent” (70). Elsewhere Asar elaborates on the need for this “coming together.” “We 

were born in colonies,” he explains. “Colonies were slave plantations, right here at home. 
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Now we live in neocolonies called Nigeria, Botswana, Senegal, Rwanda, Tanzania, 

Mozambique. We’ll have to work against stiff odds to turn our dismembered continent into 

a healing society, Africa” (112). These statements echo Armah’s own youthful idealism, his 

having noted that “it is probable that in a decade or two Ghana will not be a separate 

country, but one of several states within a federal union of African nations.”161 The map of 

Ghana projected in the DDs office, like Oedipa’s sense of “walking along the matrices of a 

great digital computer,” suggests the shared sense of anxiety surrounding the increasing 

fragility of meaning, of narratives like Identity, History, Community, that for Armah are 

simply too necessary to be sacrificed either on the altar of semiotics or the semiconductor. 

Ast notes early on, “in its ten thousand disguises Cinque’s zombie corpse still ruled Africa” 

and that “those working to remember the dismembered continent were still fugitives in need 

of sanctuary” (11). Here the present and the past join in the idea of “membering” and 

“memory,” the re-embodiment of Africa begins when Ast remembers her roots, her place in 

the lineage of a people by becoming a member of the Ankh secret society, a group of 

fugitives who, rather than need sanctuary, become the very sanctuary Armah resurrects as 

“the beautyful ones” (Osiris 10): a practical healing of the mythical, dismembered Osiris. If 

fission is the post-War reality for Pynchon’s America, and the opening of historical 

interstices in which Reed can play and create new African-American identity forms, for 

Armah, “fission is death” (Osiris 10).  

The differences between what Ast, Papa La Bas, and Oedipa discover at the 

culmination of their individual quests reflect certain cultural complexes that postmodernity 

represents for each, the counter-cultural American and the post-colonial African. For 

Pynchon, the notion of fracture, of the threat of meaninglessness at the heart of greater 
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narratives, anticipates the postmodern analyses of Lyotard and Jameson avant la lettre. For 

Reed, the fracture of History allows for multiple histories, access to auto-narration in a 

world that exists outside established hierarchies determined to silence the oppressed spaces 

and stories of the world. For Armah, fracture is the enemy. Fracture, in Osiris Rising, 

represented by the rending of Asar/Osiris at the close of the novel serves only as prologue to 

the inevitable reunion of those pieces by Ast/Isis, represented in the novel as both Africa’s 

artificial division into discrete states and the global dispersion of the African initiated by the 

slave trade and the related diaspora. What Pynchon sees as a threat of a rising nihilist 

corporate homogeneity, Armah codes as the continuation of the history of violence.  

While Egypt may provide Armah with a root of high civilization on which to focus a 

pre-colonial historical gaze, Egypt itself was a slave state: an issue Armah does not dispute. 

If, as earlier noted, Armah’s hostile position towards négritude appears strange, given his 

own early proclivities towards seeking answers in the past and nativism, it is perhaps 

answered best here—for Armah négritude did not go far enough into the past, did not go all 

the way to Egypt, and thus did not drop anchor in a culture which itself was technologically 

advanced for its time. But this raises new complications. Although the novel makes evident 

motions in the direction of bringing orature on par with literature (218), Armah’s onto-

epistemological root remains the literate Egyptians (at least in its upper echelons); while 

arguing for a socialist equality among all Africans, the cultural roots of Egypt remain 

hierarchical, monarchical, and hereditary. Although the novel points an accusing finger at 

those coastal Africans involved in the European slave trade, the focus on Egyptology honors 

a slave state of its own. Hence the ambiguity of the novel’s attitude concerning 

technology—while the Mandan circle appears to be setting the bow of the boat back to the 
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shore of agrarian and village life in Bara, the ultimate end is empire, only this time an 

African empire, and the kinds of reconflation of technology, progress, and civilization that 

inevitably follow in the wake of such titans of the historical record expose the novel to a 

threat Armah himself warns of through the author of the The Voyage Home’s cynical advice: 

“Historical truth, followed too faithfully, could blunt literary effect” (4). The Mandan 

collective is aware of this side of ancient Egypt, noting that the secret society of the Ankh 

had always worked against the slaving and regency in ancient Egypt to the present (260ff). 

But if this is the case, it suggests that there may be no light of reunion at the end of the 

historical tunnel. The detour past Europe’s brutal history of regents, feudalism, and slavery 

simply leads to another ancient culture rife with the same ills. It also reappropriates cultural 

monology as a political bent against colonialism which, as Anthony Appiah has argued, 

“founds our unity in gods who have not served us well in our dealings with the world.” The 

“Egyptionists” specifically, Appiah says, “require us to see the past as the moment of 

wholeness and unity,” to “tie us to the values and beliefs of the past”: an act he sees as 

merely “divert[ing Africans] from the problems of the present and the hopes of the 

future.”162 As Reed notes in Mumbo Jumbo, “beneath or behind all political and cultural 

warfare lies a struggle between secret societies” (20). The Ankh collective, like the Tristero, 

may need to be reconciled with working from the shadows, communicating through the 

rudest of means, and merely waiting. 

It is in this sense that Osiris Rising is both ideological, in that it “conceals the 

present by attempting to comprehend it in terms of the past” and utopian, in that it attempts 

to “[transcend] the present and is oriented towards the future.”163 If Marxists initially 

attempted to differentiate ideology from utopianism, under the argument that early, utopian 
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socialism “criticized capitalist society, it condemned and damned it, it dreamed of its 

destruction, it had visions of a better order…but it could not indicate the real solution,”164 

then this has always been a rather tenuous distinction. For Edward Bellamy, the Boston of 

the twenty-first century was a form of utopian political allegory, a description of the 

solution without the historical tracing of its formation; however, for the Bellamites of the 

late nineteenth century, it was a practical template, a guide to what should be. Much of 

Asar’s description of the Ankh collective’s goals reads like texts written at the height of the 

utopian renaissance in the late nineteenth century. Consider the following interaction 

between Ast and Asar: 

“What’s her husband do?” 

“A fisherman. He’s a member of the coop.” 

“Only a member.” 

 “Like me.” 

“How did you get to be a member?” 

“I took some first year students to do an economic and social survey of 

the village. Very limited, just to collect data for an essay assignment. From 

the interviews we learned the fishermen worked for one man. He didn’t fish, 

but he owned the boats. He got 75% of the catch. The others hated the 

arrangement, but they didn’t have the capital to change it. After the survey we 

talked matters over. Someone suggested we establish a cooperative and get a 

bank loan to buy a boat. It worked. 

[…] 
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“How can you take the boat out for a pleasure ride? A privilege?” 

 “No,” Asar said. “Any member may hire a boat when it’s not out 

fishing. The coop makes a small profit that way.” 

 “How do you share income?” 

“Coop members who go fishing get regular wages. All investing 

members share profits after costs, wages and taxes.” (108) 

This question-and-answer format with the outcome posited as a fait accompli is standard 

fare in utopian literature, like that between the narrator and Old Hammond that represents 

the heart of William Morris’s News from Nowhere (86-165) or that between Julian West and 

Dr. Leete in Looking Backwards (79-99). In both of these cases, the visitor takes on the role 

of naïve questioner and the native resident of the utopic space acts as the erudite answerer. 

The solutions, in all of these cases, seem almost too easy to be true, as with Armah’s 

convenient delinking of the integral role of banks, lending, and debt from the larger 

structures of development he bemoans. Although the “science” of historical materialism set 

out to act rather than dream, and while the idea of eternal revolution seemed at a remove 

from the stasis of many utopian visions, in Osiris Rising, one witnesses the razor’s edge that 

separates them. For Armah, no doubt, Osiris Rising’s manifesto on educational reform (213-

223) represents a viable path to concrete changes in African education and, as a result, to 

future African governance and interdependence between African states. But, more generally, 

if the characters in the novel have “visions of a better future” they remain short on real 

solutions, and the problematic of technology is central to such solutions; technology 

remains an enigma that can neither be circumvented nor unquestioningly integrated. 
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Armah’s futurism, in the end, is ludic; it wishes to return technology to its role as a 

tool of humanity rather than the inverse: an afterthought of cultural interactions rather than 

the canvas upon which they must, by necessity, unfold. It looks back towards the prehistory 

of modernity rather than attack it through postmodernity. In the world of Osiris Rising, 

wherever technology is rendered useful but ultimately peripheral, the potential for 

community remains; where it becomes the focus, however, rampant ego and individuality 

reign. If this seems paradoxical, it is. Technoscience, for Armah in Osiris Rising, serves as 

both Bond and Borg.  
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Chapter 3 
 
 
Stasis, Cybogres, and Women: Globalism and Near-Future Utopics in Ngũgĩ’s Wizard 
of the Crow 

 
 

[I]t is Africa’s participation in global activity that has shaped the continent’s decline. 
The promise then is not that the African tragedy will be transformed but that the 
continent will continue its slide towards ‘capitalism-produced barbarism.’ 
--Ray Bush, Poverty and Neoliberalism  

Being local in a globalized world is a sign of social deprivation and degradation. 
--Zygmunt Bauman, Globalization 

 

III. 1. Introduction: Wizard of the Crow as Utopian Intertext 

 

That Ngũgĩ’s fiction has increasingly incorporated local folklore and the rhythms of 

traditional orature in the construction of his fictional worlds’ fabulism is widely accepted. 

This especially applies during the 1980s when, following his incarceration at Kamĩtĩ prison, 

Ngũgĩ transitioned to Gĩkũyũ as the literary medium for his work. As Eriks Uskalis claims, 

over the course of Ngũgĩ’s literary career, “allegory” increasingly “stands in as a positive 

act of compensation where other forms of dissent are unavailable for various historical 

reasons.”165 In continuing to rely upon the grotesque in his production of satirical allegories 

of political resistance, Wizard of the Crow follows in the footsteps of these earlier novels; 

however, in this most ambitious work to date, Ngũgĩ performs this mode of estrangement in 

an innovative manner. Wizard of the Crow widens the scope of Ngũgĩ’s counter-hegemonic 

perspective on political action. In the first case, all of Ngũgĩ’s previous novels have 

explicitly taken place in Kenya. Because of this commitment to place and to Kenya’s 

specific colonial history, Ngũgĩ’s novels before Wizard of the Crow have been firmly 

nationalist in their themes and tenor. Even at those moments when Ngũgĩ employs the 
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cadence of Marxian class analysis and the proletarian internationale,166 his primary concern 

in his previous work focuses on the formation of an authentically Kenyan (specifically 

Gĩkũyũ) independence, a redoubt for the “Holy trinity of the worker, the peasant, and the 

patriot” (Devil 230, emphasis mine), for the “worker’s voices, the voices of the peasants, 

the voices of the students and other patriots” (Matigari 175, emphasis mine).  

Like Armah’s early and middle work, Ngũgĩ’s has generally either ignored or 

disparagingly rejected western commodification and technological imports. While the 

automobile as status symbol recurs as a manifestation of comprador corruption, Ngũgĩ 

arranged most his earlier work around a competition not so much between tradition and 

technology as between narrative agencies: the bourgeois individual versus the national 

populist will, Christian exegesis against Gĩkũyũ orature, desire for commodities over desire 

for communities. Wizard of the Crow maintains many of these agonistic battlefronts, but 

several new techniques signal a transition in the scope of Ngũgĩ’s utopian vision. Wizard of 

the Crow is the first of Ngũgĩ’s novels to take place in a fictional country. Even if Aburĩria 

effectively functions as an allegorical mirror for Kenya, this ambiguity allows Ngũgĩ room 

to think independence beyond the context of a specific nation-state. Additionally, Ngũgĩ’s 

seventh novel increasingly incorporates a range of technologies into the mythic round, 

adding significant sf elements to his satiric fabulism in the process and taking special care 

to probe the dividing line between traditional and modern technologies. 

Utopia’s genealogy regularly intersects with, influences, and is influenced by sf. 

Whether we accept Darko Suvin’s, and later Fredric Jameson’s, categorization of utopia as a 

subcategory of sf, many of the same themes of temporal, spatial, and cultural estrangement 

occupy the attention of the two genres. In the case of Ngũgĩ’s Wizard of the Crow, elements 
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of sf and utopia continually interact. In contrast, perhaps, to the texts in the previous 

chapters, this novel is not so much a dystopia as it is what Peter Moylan describes as a 

critical utopia. Whereas in Ngũgĩ’s earlier works, the effacement of the neo-colony 

heralded a utopic rebirth of African nationhood promising community and ethnic pride, 

Ngũgĩ’s movement away from his utopian localism provides an increased “self-reflexivity 

of the text.” For Moylan, “The apparently unified, illusionary and representational text of 

the more traditional utopia is” in the critical utopia “broken open and presented in a manner 

which is, first of all, much more fragmented—narratives intertwining present and future or 

past and present, single protagonists being divided into multiples.”167 For Moylan, the 

critical utopia signals a transition in historical understanding following “the shift from 

monopoly to transnational capitalism, from industrial/mechanical society to post-

industrial/cybernetic society, from modern to post-modern culture, from democratic 

participation to bureaucratic management.”168 These shifts are increasingly represented in 

Wizard of the Crow as the proletarian worker’s collective gives way to a global humanist 

movement, an alliance not just of the Kenyan peasants, workers, and students who storm the 

cave in Devil on the Cross, but a transcontinental movement that resists, or demands a voice 

in the process of, the very changes Moylan describes as resuscitating the utopian project in 

the 1960s. 

It is not enough, however, to simply identify Wizard of the Crow as being a novel 

concerned with the utopic après le fait as a gesture of generic archiving. It is important to 

see Ngũgĩ as setting out to write a utopian novel, albeit one that inverts some of the generic 

protocols. In doing so, he references a number of dystopic novels. Ngũgĩ, more explicitly 

here than in earlier work, forms a textually affiliative network between core works of the 
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genre.  By this, I mean not just his frequent and direct lionization of other texts by name 

such as individual works by Mariama Bâ, Buchi Emecheta and Tsitsi Dangarembga (83); 

Lewis Carroll (412); and, elsewhere, Ngũgĩ himself (63). I refer instead to the novel’s 

indirect references, ones that expose Ngũgĩ’s self-reflexive grappling with older dystopic 

themes.  

From the outset, the all-encompassing title of “the Ruler,” like the Deputy Director 

in the previous chapter, elicits analogous metonymic-autocratic figures in dystopic fiction 

like Big Brother, Mustafa Mond, and the Benefactor: one of the ways in which Wizard of 

the Crow can be read as dystopic is its atmosphere of historical fixity: at times both literal 

and figurative (see section two below). The Ruler’s reign is rumored to be endless, to have 

“no beginning and no end” (5), and the fact that the Ruler’s transition from dictator to 

“president” offers no real material change for Aburĩrians is further highlighted after the 

final coup when Titus Tajirika’s imperial rule neatly replicates—on the level of practical 

effect—both of the former Ruler’s incarnations.169 The sustained entrenchment of perpetual 

autocracy indicated here highlights one of the novel’s core dystopic themes: the inhibition 

of communal agency and the muting of the populist voice, the overcoming of which Ngũgĩ 

has regularly figured as the path to the anti-colonial future. The novel’s recursive political 

entrenchment suggests historical closure, but unlike the more pessimistic treatments in 

Western dystopias, in which protagonists are tragically reintegrated into the homogenizing 

state apparatus, Ngũgĩ leaves his hero and heroine together at the end and outside the 

hegemonic collective, free to engage at some future point in ameliorating change. 

To begin with, Ngũgĩ incorporates certain general features from the most critically 

attended dystopic novel, Orwell’s 1984, as well as the text that inspired much of that 
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novel’s content, Yevgeny Zamyatin’s We. Evidence of the latter arises in the wake of Baby 

D’s explosive emergence. The Ruler announces that as part of “the new global system of 

guided freedom and openness,” a new electoral system “would do away with secret ballot 

and introduce the queuing by which one openly stood behind the candidate of one’s choice. 

Direct democracy. Open democracy” (699). This chilling subversion of the democratic 

process recalls Zamyatin’s “annual election of the Benefactor,” wherein unanimous assent is 

expected in public “elections” and failure to provide “the rustle of a million arms” to 

support the Benefactor’s reign invites lethal consequences.170 Allusions to Orwell arise soon 

after the transition to Baby D. When the Ruler hosts a public open house to field questions 

regarding the new administration, an old man begins a question which is (albeit 

unintentionally) insulting to the head of state. The Ruler asks that the man be taken to the 

State House to discuss the matter further as “every opinion counts.” As the narrator 

explains, “The Ruler was a genius of double talk” (700)—implying that whatever the Ruler 

says in these instances suggests the very opposite of what he means, echoing the 

doublethink of Orwell’s newspeak: assertions like “War is peace, freedom is slavery, 

ignorance is strength” which figure important political concepts as their looking-glass 

doubles. Soon after, the narrator reveals that, despite a prisoner release to celebrate 

increasing government transparency, “The only [prisoners] that the Ruler would never set 

free were those convicted of crimes of thought” (700), an unraveling of the constituent 

elements of Orwell’s thoughtcrime.171 

The more interesting intertextual move here, however, involves another African 

novel. While critics such as Nick Tembo have intuited Wizard of the Crow’s thematic debt 

to Ayi Kwei Armah’s dystopic172 The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born, none have pointed 
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to the novel’s direct citations. When Ngũgĩ first introduces Kamĩtĩ, the narrator notes, 

concerning the street surrounding him, that “instead of being lined with trees the streets of 

Eldares [the capital city of Aburĩria] were lined on either side with mountains of garbage,” 

and he returns to that description several pages later when the reader sees Kamĩtĩ lying at 

the base of a “mountain of garbage, where children and dogs fought over signs of meat on 

white bones” (36, 38). This passage alludes to the stark image early in The Beautyful Ones 

Are Not Yet Born when the unnamed protagonist observes a “square waste box” from which 

the trash has long since poured into the streets: “People still used [the wastebaskets], and 

they overflowed with banana peels and mango seeds and thoroughly sucked-out oranges and 

the chaff of sugarcane and most of all the thick brown wrapping from a hundred balls of 

kenkey. People did not have to go up to the boxes any more. From a distance they aimed 

their rubbish at the growing heap” (Beautyful, 8). If Armah’s usage of the “heap” or 

“mound” of garbage indicates a gesture of allegorical exaggeration, Ngũgĩ elevates the 

symbolism to hyperbole: “mountains,” signifying the extent to which the country has been 

“trashed” by autocratic rule. 

A second example occurs as Kamĩtĩ meets Tajirika during a job interview at the 

development company. As Kamĩtĩ struggles to attend to Tajirika’s self-serving speech, he is 

“overcome by a stench blast to his nose and for a few seconds found it difficult to breathe. 

But he held himself upright, trying hard not to react to the foul smell as he sized up the 

boss” (52). As the novel progresses, Kamĩtĩ frequently experiences a similar reaction, 

always in proximity to money appropriated through corruption—as with the bags of burĩ 

from both Tajirika and Arigaigai Gathere. “Suddenly,” the narrator eventually explains, 

“[Kamĩtĩ] knew the source of the foulness: the police officer’s money” which is further 
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described by relating “[i]ts stench” to “that of a rotting corpse” (130). Those familiar with 

Armah’s first novel should immediately recognize elements of the final meeting with 

Koomson who, on the run from a coup government, escapes to the protagonist’s house in 

search of aid: 

[Koomson’s] mouth had the rich stench of rotten menstrual blood. [The protagonist] 

held his breath until the new smell had gone down in the mixture with the liquid 

atmosphere of the Party man’s farts filling the room. At the same time Koomson’s 

insides gave a growl longer than usual, an inner fart of personal, corrupt 

thunder…The man thought he would surely vomit if he did not get out from this foul 

smell. (Beautyful 161) 

Armah’s amplified symbolism regarding Koomson’s—and by extension all party men who 

rose to the level of a petite aristocracy in the wake of decolonization—inner corruption is 

co-opted by Ngũgĩ, again with additional exaggeration. Just as Armah’s bus driver discovers 

“a vague but persistent odor,” a “rotten stench” that came with a “curious, satisfying 

pleasure” emanating from the lone cedi in his hand (Beautyful 3), Ngũgĩ disseminates the 

source of the odor beyond the cognitively feasible flatulence on the part of Tajirika and 

locates it instead within the true source of the corruption: fetishized accumulation.173 

Armah’s use of the interplay of feces and garbage in staging his recursively static 

world of coups recurs throughout The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born, and Wizard of the 

Crow repeatedly echoes it. Although, by Osiris Rising, Armah had amended the kleptocratic 

redoubts of his literary geography from fecal spaces to sterile ones, Ngũgĩ holds to Armah’s 

early metaphor, using shit to highlight the deep debasement and corruption of the country’s 

comprador capitalists. When Kamĩtĩ changes his clothes to look like a beggar in order to 
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make money from the tourists staying at the international hotel, ducking into the bathroom 

to facilitate his costume change, he notices that “the septic system had collapsed; all the 

pails were overflowing with human waste. Even the floors were full of shit” (Wizard 71). 

This scene conjures Armah’s description of the railway office’s bathroom, where “[t]he 

man…pass[es] his eyes over the row of cans encrusted with old shit….[at] the level of the 

adult anus” and sees that “the wall is thickly streaked with an organic brown, each smear 

seeking to avoid older smears, until the dabs have gone all around the wall” (Beautyful 105). 

The scatological elements of The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born reach their apogee 

during Koomson’s escape at the end of the novel, one which requires him to crawl through 

an outhouse to escape detection from approaching military forces (Beautyful, 166f). 

Likewise, Tajirika, attempting to escape a jail cell he is temporarily forced to share with the 

Wizard of the Crow, uses a bucket of his own feces to threaten the guards into releasing him 

(Wizard 387f).  Ngũgĩ recreates elements of Armah’s dystopia with the aim of renegotiating 

its collapse. Where The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born maintains its tragic fixity by 

ending the story with little hope of escape aside from that contained in the eponymous 

message scrawled on a passing truck, Ngũgĩ wishes to probe just what those “beautyful” 

ones might look like. In this way, Ngũgĩ shares with Armah’s later Osiris Rising a utopian 

desire that transcends the national and ethnic border; but whereas, for Armah, the beautyful 

ones are “murdered,” Ngũgĩ rejects the carefully sanitized spaces of the neo-liberal spy 

state, choosing instead to maintain the earlier representation of corporate capital as a fetid 

intrusion upon the idyllic. 

 Wizard of the Crow incorporates these relevant dystopian dissociative features that 

make it structurally and politically allegorical and also futuristic without conforming to the 
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obsession with the sovereign individual common to western anti-utopias. What 

differentiates Wizard of the Crow from Ngũgĩ’s earlier writings is the manner by which his 

populism has moved from the nationalist to the global scale. The remainder of this chapter 

attends to the different ways Ngũgĩ negotiates these features as well as the manner by which 

he broadens his earlier, more provincial, representations of resistance. 

 

III. 2. Time Indefinite: Fixity and Stasis in Ngũgĩ’s Aburĩria 

 

More than anything else, [modernity is the] history of time: the time when time has 
history. 
--Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity 

 
 

Ngũgĩ’s approach to destabilizing the linear aggregation of western time is to use the 

proleptic space of reflection to complicate rather than concretize a narrative of becoming: in 

other words, to destabilize the very teleology that allows for the “looking backwards” that 

Jameson identifies as reinvigorating narratives of Progress. Ngũgĩ does this, as with Reed in 

Mumbo Jumbo in the last chapter, through fragmenting the authority of historical narrative. 

The past becomes a competing space of stories, a web of interpretational vertexes that 

approximates the reality of the hypothesized past by staging it at the intersection of such 

distinct perspectives as Professor Furyk’s diary recounting the Ruler’s visit and Arigaigai 

Gathere’s often romanticized relation of events at which he was only occasionally present. 

This instability of narrative rendering, even from the position of retrospect, puts the lie to 

the apparent contingency of time, contingencies that trace post-colonial literatures as 

reactions to rather than as parallel occurrences with colonial-era history.  
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Through Big Ben Mambo in particular, Ngũgĩ registers the fashion by which the 

globalization of calendar time becomes the enabling moment for imperial modernity, the 

way time unifies around Greenwich Mean Time.174 Originally named Benjamin Mambo, 

upon his promotion to the Ministry of Information, Mambo changes his name to Big Ben, 

having been “inspired by the clock at the British Houses of Parliament” (15). His 

association of himself, and his success, with this anchor of colonial timekeeping exposes the 

ways in which nineteenth-century clock coordination was, according to Peter Galison, 

driven by “national ambitions, war, industry, science, and conquest” and the relation of 

these spheres to the colonial project.175 Big Ben’s ambitions are overtly neo-colonial, and it 

is additionally suggestive that the cosmetic work done (in the West) on Mambo renders 

“speech impossible” (15). Acceding to western modernity, including or perhaps especially 

its temporality, then—as with western notions of individualized capitalist supremacy at the 

heart of the “white ache” of the Ruler and Tajirika—renders Aburĩrians mute. 

Robert Colson notes that the novel opens in a space mediated by “the narration of 

rumor,” rumors in this case that are “not simply a contradiction of the official versions of 

stories foisted on the people, but…a vibrant discourse and site for debate as multiple 

versions [of the history the novel relates] are debated in the climate of a free exchange.”176 

The rumors which open Wizard of the Crow concern the possible causes of the “expansion 

illness” that plagues the Ruler over the second half of the novel, causing him to swell up 

and even float like a balloon. These interlocking, and at times contradictory, rumors stage 

the forthcoming narration concerning Aburĩria as a collaboration of multiple storytellers: 

these include the popular sites of information that seed the rumor mill that the narrator 

identifies as well as introducing the policeman-turned-storyteller, Arigaigai Gathere, who 
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frequently interrupts the narrator’s tale to confirm or hijack the story with his own variation 

on events. The heterogeneity in both the linear structure and historical authority of the novel 

unmoors westernized historicity which in its turn mapped nicely onto teleological 

renderings of both progress and its conflation with technology, civilization, modernity, and 

perhaps most central to this novel, international capitalism and Global South development 

strategies. 

The Ruler remarks that his name and “Aburĩria” should be used interchangeably: 

“Substitute the word Ruler for the country, as I am the Country” (513), he explains, 

demarcating in this way the boundaries of the country as only that space which is embodied 

by a single human life. Because “[a]fter [the ruler], there is no future” (749), the present 

cannot be adapted into a narrative of progress and is teleologically fixed by the Ruler’s 

control. However, this contention on the part of the Ruler is undermined by the collection of 

voices that contribute to the narrative. Ngũgĩ has recently argued that “the postcolonial is an 

integral part of the intellectual history of the modern world because its very coloniality is a 

history of interpenetration of different peoples, cultures, and knowledge.”177 Similarly, 

utopia exists at geographic, political, and temporal margins, frequently arbitrated through 

the perspective of collectivism, which is rendered by Ngũgĩ as a pragmatic plurality of 

storytelling voices. The dystopia, by contrast, is represented in the novel by the stalling of 

those voices, rendering them effectively silent: most notably in the form of “white ache,” 

which leaves its victims with only the words “if” or “if only.” Selfish individualism is 

symptomatic of the dystopic state in the Wizard of the Crow. Characters suffering from 

white-ache develop the condition when the individual limits of their own wealth and power 

are interrupted by the awareness of race as it functions as a handicap in international capital 
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accumulation. They realize that their power, far from being limitless, is reduced to petty 

control over their own regional spaces, spaces otherwise largely ignored by the 

multinational agents that manipulate their native intermediaries in equivalent ways. 

Kamĩtĩ and Nyawĩra’s utopian vision, by contrast, is a union of populist voices, a 

freedom of and within rather than at the expense of the post-national community. This 

inversion of the canonical dystopic space—privileging collectives over individuality—

avoids “an oppositional confrontation between the desires of a presumably unique 

individual and the demands of an oppressive society,” features which have, according to M. 

Keith Booker, historically “mark[ed] dystopian fiction in many ways as a quintessentially 

bourgeois genre that identifies collective experience as a stifling threat to the freedom and 

integrity of the individual.”178  

In “Ngũgĩ’s Comic Vision,” Roger Berger responds to critics who suggest that 

Ngũgĩ’s comic elements, present in their nascent form in Petals of Blood and later at the 

forefront in Devil on the Cross, threaten either to undermine or to distract from the serious 

political nature of his work. Employing Bahktin’s approach to the grotesque, Berger 

suggests that “Ngũgĩ’s political vision is in the final analysis a comic one and that the 

narrative style in [Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross]—a meshing of popular forms and 

modernistic techniques—allows him in a comic and hence circuitous manner to offer 

‘serious’ political analysis.”179 Like Nick Tembo with Wizard of the Crow, Berger reads 

Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross in the context of the carnivalesque, based on Ngũgĩ’s 

evocation of “folk humor” and his transgression of the boundaries separating “the official 

from the popular.”180 Hence, moments in Ngũgĩ which rely on humor provided through the 

auspices of “song, proverbs, folk storytelling, excremental images, scatological references, 
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and the like [represent] his attempt to incorporate the vernacular…into his text.”181 The key 

element in these texts for Berger is laughter. Noting Bakhtin’s description of laughter as 

“the social consciousness of all the people” and pointing to carnival-life's “clowns” and “its 

emphasis on bodily materialistic life, its parodies of official life and institutions, its 

degradations of ‘all that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract,’” Berger suggests that Ngũgĩ’s 

own use of folk-culture and comedy as subversive tools initiate a “‘utopian element’ that 

denies distinctions between life and death, actor and audience, official culture and sub-

culture.”182 

Inasmuch as Berger identifies the comic intentions of the cave scene of Devil on the 

Cross—with its ludicrous characters, ridiculous names, and buffoonish antics—he is 

undoubtedly correct. More so, by subsuming post-colonial events into the realm of the 

comic, Ngũgĩ allows for alternative models of futurity not constrained by the inevitability of 

neo-colonial control. Traditionally, comedy has involved the reincorporation of the 

individual into the social fabric, the move from exile to assimilation; this is in opposition to 

tragedy, which in part involves the excision of the protagonist from the cosmic round.183 

The turn to tragedy in twentieth-century western dystopias has frequently bucked this 

convention. In Orwell’s 1984, Zamyatin’s We, and even—with some caveats—Burgess’s 

Clockwork Orange and Kafka’s The Trial, tragic closure has ironically involved the main 

character’s reassimilation back into the hegemonizing State, with the moment of the 

protagonist’s drawing oneself away resulting in a compelled return. While this mimics the 

movement of comic plots, it would be hard to conceive of these novels as anything but 

tragic. In this sense, Ngũgĩ’s dystopia returns to a more ancient sense of comedy; by 

refusing to define communalism in tragic terms, Ngũgĩ reinitiates the positive utopian value 
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of the popular, rejecting its representation in the western dystopia as “hostile to 

difference...tending towards the strengthening of homogeny, of time, of the repetition of 

orthodoxy” or of a “systematic wearing down of the individual under the...advance of state 

tyranny.”184 Ngũgĩ's approach hews closer to the bildungsroman save only that the 

community the characters seek to join remains in flux. It is instead the act of seeking such 

community that promises its initiation. “Travelling,” in this case, “is what makes a journey” 

(Devil 32). This is what renders Wizard of the Crow utopian rather than a formal utopia—

the details of Ngũgĩ’s populist community remain vague, a resolution and a utopia avenir. 

This deferral could be seen as Ngũgĩ protecting himself from the kind of counter critiques 

that inspired the rise of the twentieth-century dystopia: Ngũgĩ’s popular front threatens also 

to be ideologically homogenizing and potentially hegemonic—as with the mandated Mau 

Mau oath in A Grain of Wheat (1967)—and while his Movement of the People may reflect 

values that arise from local traditions and needs, once established they may seem largely 

indistinguishable in practice from the kinds of subordination represented in the Ruler’s 

reign. 

One way in which that threat of homogeneity is tempered in Wizard of the Crow is 

Ngũgĩ’s expansion of his revolutionary base. Whereas internationalism in Devil on the 

Cross—marked by Gatuĩria’s foreign education (which has crippled his sense of belonging 

within Kenya and its Gĩkũyũ-speaking areas specifically) and the overseas representatives in 

the cave—is conceived of negatively, the productive internationalism heralded in Wizard of 

the Crow coheres in Kamĩtĩ’s itinerant voyages around the world following his visit to the 

U.S. When Kamĩtĩ attempts to return to Aburĩria without a passport, he is rerouted from 

country to country. First, he is “taken…to Peru by mistake, and the Peruvian 
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authorities…refus[ing] to allow him to enter the country because of course he did not have a 

visa…in turn…put him on another plane…and so on, hither and thither, from plane back to 

plane, and that is how he became so worldly…a person without a home, a citizen of the 

world” (586). This global understanding of the popular front adds an explicitly 

cosmopolitan and diasporic consciousness to Ngũgĩ’s previously more nationalist utopian 

imagination. When Kamĩtĩ is finally welcomed into the Movement for the Voice of the 

People’s headquarters, for example, he sees  

posters and drawings of some heroes and heroines of Aburĩrian and African 

anticolonial resistance who were never mentioned in official documents. Then his 

eyes rested on a big map of the world with Africa at the center….‘We try to locate 

our origins and know all the places to which black people have been scattered, from 

India, where dwell the Siddis, to Fiji in the Pacific, where the people claim 

Tanganyika as the site of their origins.’ (757) 

This repositioning of Africa as the center of a global diasporic nexus both of blackness but 

also of anti-globalization resistance is reminiscent of Armah’s own later pan-Africanism; 

however, by indicating India and other areas of the Global South, Ngũgĩ seems to suggest 

that while Africa may represent the symbolic center, the populism the Movement for the 

Voice of the People advocates stretches beyond continental borders as well as beyond 

national and ethnic ones. 

Part of Ngũgĩ’s purpose in transitioning to Gĩkũyũ as a literary language was to 

transform the African novel’s effect and influence on an African popular sphere, rather than 

tailoring his work to foreign literati. This primacy of audience is additionally couched in 

Wizard of the Crow’s implied orality. Ngũgĩ knows that the novel may, by necessity, have 
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to be read aloud for much of its target audience in Kenya, and more so, he wishes it to be, a 

mark of his dissatisfaction concerning hierarchies between literature and orature.185 Ngũgĩ 

wants literature to create the future community rather than merely reflect it. Tom Moylan 

suggests that “[t]o write utopia is to perform the most utopian of actions possible within 

literary discourse. The form itself is more significant than any of its content.”186 In other 

words, as a critical utopia, Wizard of the Crow treats the act of conceiving utopia as the 

utopic event. In Globalectics, Ngũgĩ takes a similar approach, staging translation as a 

globalized variation on what the readers of his Gĩkũyũ texts do in Kenya: translating the 

written into the oral. He proposes translation as a form of counter-hegemonic resistance. 

Pointing to literature’s resources for turning objects of lived experience into “a kind of 

universality in which readers of different ages, climes, and gender can see themselves and 

the world in which they live, differently,”187 Ngũgĩ recommends a global pedagogy of 

literature, one that transcends limitations imposed by linguistic bias, the literature/orature 

divide, national boundary, ethnicity, and gender. Wizard of the Crow draws attention to the 

ways in which Ngũgĩ has himself gone global, divesting the nation-state of its primacy of 

resistance in favor of a larger view made more conceivable in the internet age.188 

Translation implies movement, a means of communicating information from one 

language to another, from one culture to another. In the context of Wizard of the Crow, 

movement is thematically sacrosanct, with characters’ mobility tied to their ability to effect 

change. By contrast, lack of mobility signifies susceptibility to the neo-imperial status quo. 

In that sense, Ngũgĩ rejects the implied fixity of the traditional utopia, its rigidity and 

timelessness. In the section that follows, I trace this trope of motion and motionlessness in 
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two core events of the novel. 

 

III. 3. Frozen Time, Frozen Spaces: Rachel and the Museum of Arrested Motion 

 

At the center of Wizard of the Crow is one of its more remarkable images: the description of 

what the narrator calls the “Museum of Arrested Motion.” Afraid that their marriage may be 

ending, Tajirika and his wife, Vinjinia, walk to their favorite spot near their house, and as 

they cry for each other and the time they have spent together, their tears form a small lake. 

Later, upon returning to the site, they see a  

flock of birds…frozen in flight above the lake. Some yards into the pool, a dog, 

barking at the birds, suddenly froze before their very eyes…[Tajirika and Vinjinia] 

came back the following day, hoping the whole thing had vanished. It had not, and 

now, in addition to the birds, were bees and butterflies also frozen in flight. On the 

surface, ducks and chickens, including a cock trying to mount a hen, were all frozen 

in motion. So also two antelopes, one in the air and the other about to jump. (442) 

In its general practice, a museum seeks to capture and spatially pause a historical moment. 

As arbiters of memory and encoders of “history,” museums occupy the margins between the 

spatial, temporal, and social spheres; they are gathering places enacting socially sanctioned 

remembrance through vicarious witnessing. While some, following Foucault, regard the 

museum as a heterotopia, a form of disciplinary space,189 the museum also functions as an 

affective praxis between the arbitrated, commoditized vision of historical progress and the 

viewer who seeks “authentic” experience. The Museum of Arrested Motion is not a space 

deliberately constructed, as with other museums, through collaboration between historians, 
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politicians, and workers in the aim of honoring a specific event or aesthetic mode. Instead, 

as a spontaneous outgrowth of the landscape, it erupts into both space and time as a space in 

which time is paused, accreting more artifacts as time passes around it. At the beginning, 

the frozen scene captures only animals in their progress: birds and bees in flight, antelopes 

leaping, and less majestic images like the cock attempting congress. The Museum serves, in 

its way, as an object example of what the Ruler—as will be seen below—can only strive 

towards in the context of his wife and the country as a whole.  

The eruption of a museum into natural space in part represents a preservationist 

impulse that partakes of western obsessions with historical arbitration, manifest in the way 

that, according to Senayon Olaoluwa, “Western modernity tended and still tends to ‘fix the 

African subject outside social experience and history.’”190 The Museum of Arrested Motion 

exposes the constructed space in modernity’s narrative of progress. As an unprompted 

upsurge of the past into the space of the present (or, considered another way, the persistence 

of a fixed present into contiguous futures), the Museum of Arrested Motion represents 

instead a resistance to progress as linear and teleological. The subjects contained within the 

anomaly, initially only animals, provide an eco-critical warning in a country where “when it 

came to forests, indeed to any natural resource, the Aburĩrian State and big American, 

European, and Japanese companies, in alliance with the local African, Indian, and European 

rich, were all united by one slogan: A loot-a continua” (201). The intrusion of economic 

development into Aburĩria, the Global Bank loans that promise Tajirika his fortune, brings 

not progress but a freezing of the existing natural movement of the Aburĩrian landscape. The 

latter, affixed and objectified, is now an observable canvas ripe for commodification: as 
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Anthony Appiah quips in In My Father’s House, “Modernity has turned everything into a 

sign, and the sign reads ‘for sale.’”191 

Compare this museum to an alternate scene in the opening pages of the novel, one 

that also reflects attempts to affix temporal progress within a single moment. This passage 

relates the living conditions of Rachel, the wife of the Ruler, who has been imprisoned in 

her house at the Ruler’s command for daring to question his habit of sleeping with underage 

girls. Rather than a simple house arrest, however,  

All the clocks in [Rachel's] house were frozen at the second, the minute and the hour 

that she had raised the question….The clocks tick-tocked but their hands did not 

move. The mechanical calendar always flipped to the same date. The food provided 

was the same as the last supper, the clothes the same as she had worn that night. The 

bedding and curtains were identical to those where she had once lived. The television 

and radio kept repeating programs that were on during the last supper. Everything in 

the new mansion reproduced the exact same moment. (8) 

The Ruler’s attempt to pause Rachel’s time brings to mind Bishop Roko Yam’s suspension 

of History in the next chapter. However, in the Ruler’s version, the purpose and agency 

behind the attempt are inverted. Whereas Roko stops time to delay the West’s efforts to 

reduce Africans to “biological slaves,” for Ngũgĩ, the Ruler’s actions aim precisely to 

facilitate such geopolitical hierarchy and dominance—to sustain the rumor that “[the 

Ruler’s] rule had no beginning and no end” and thus allow him eternally to maintain his 

profitable relationships with the West and its financing agencies (5). The Ruler’s cessation 

of time for Rachel reinscribes existing relationships of power—of the Ruler over Rachel, 

and by extension, over the state of Aburĩria itself, which, being equated to himself, reflects 
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a form of self-control, the apex of western frontier individuality. His ability to sustain this 

power, in turn, empowers those international agents of global hegemony whose support for 

the Ruler the latter nostalgically remembers, those days when “[his] friends in the West 

needed him to assume the mantle of the leader of Africa and the Third World…[when] he 

mowed down a million Aburĩrian communists” and “[t]he Western media was bountiful in 

its praises” (234). The sense of maintaining imaginary structures like the Nation, Africa, 

even the Third World at the expense of its citizens decouples these concepts from their 

populist elements. If Ngũgĩ abandons nationalism as the site of neo-colonial resistance, it 

may be due to his sense that the nation-state has become a hyphenated redundancy—that the 

cultural authority of the nation has become indistinguishable from the carceral authority of 

the state. 

In the Rachel passage, Ngũgĩ emphasizes the extent to which temporality is only 

artificially manipulated through material items meant to denote time. Clocks, calendars, 

food, linens, and media are all commodities, none of which in fact affects time per se. Their 

purpose, instead, is to register the passage of time, and by maintaining the same material 

circumstances as a method of replicating temporal pause, the scene implies that time can be 

reformulated through products and that our experience of time is mediated only by 

commodities. The attempt to fix Rachel in the moment at which she questioned the Ruler’s 

actions results in an “endless repetition”; it suggests that her life “had been marking 

time...like a cinematic frame on pause” (8), a metaphor which once again encodes 

experience as consumption.192 In fact, an endless present that replicates the moment of the 

violated social contract emphasizes the extent to which modern time must be marked by 

material change.  
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This material change can come only through release by the Ruler, who tells Rachel 

that “I am the past and the present you have been and I am your tomorrow take it or leave 

it.” (8-9).193 In addition to being Rachel’s only way back into time, the Ruler is also her only 

way to return to public space, having been confined to the privacy of a replicated 

domesticity in which femininity is embodied anachronism. The “madwoman in the attic” 

here is not something that haunts the margins of the story but rather stands as a 

representation of the country, embodied and enclosed, as with the Museum of Arrested 

Motion. In this way, the novel rejects the feminism often promised by transitions to 

westernized culture: the idea that with the promotion of the rational laissez faire subject, 

women will shake off the burdens of primitive patriarchy. Instead, the power lent to the 

Ruler in league with colonizing agents only reinscribes and reëmpowers gendered 

hierarchies. As the Global Bank explains to the ruler, “Everything is upside down in your 

country. Your women are challenging the natural order of things” (499). While clearly 

satirical and polemic in its approach, Ngũgĩ—in a way reminiscent of Emecheta in chapter 

one—overturns international political positions concerning gender in areas like the U.S. and 

Europe that amount, in the end, to a kind of “concern trolling.” Rather, the anti-feminist 

protocols of commodity culture are held by Ngũgĩ to be equally endangering to women who, 

like most participants in hypercapitalism, must be intrinsically passive. 

The novel’s interest in manipulated time recurs in more than Rachel’s confinement. 

As the Ruler is the manager of the state, the narrator explains that 

[The Ruler’s] birthday celebrations would always start at the seventh hour of the 

seventh day of the seventh month, seven being the Ruler’s sacred number and 

precisely because in Aburĩria the Ruler controlled how the months followed each 
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other…he therefore had the power to declare any month in the year the seventh 

month. (12) 

Because any month may be resituated in time to suit the needs of the Ruler, the disruption of 

the temporal flow can only body forth from the source of power: he who aims to re-create 

the country in his own image, or more precisely, to rehistoricize it as always already his 

image. For Aburĩria, “[The Ruler’s] biography was really the story of the country, and the 

true history” (21). The conflation of the country with a single man is further interrogated 

when the narrator asserts, “History, particularly African history, was the scene of many 

crimes with many conflicting witnesses. Historians were the detectives of time” (80). This 

remark on the historicist project suggests that, as with the Ruler, historians are also both 

deeply powerful and capable of altering space and time and, hence, are not interpreters but 

intermediaries. In addition, the invocation of the “biographical” and “historical” categories 

suggests veracity not attributed to the term “story.” In the biography and the historical 

account, narratives of progress are constructed and emphasized through the compilation of 

events, while, in Ngũgĩ’s work, the story is created through the negotiation of a series of 

possible truths.  

The witness, receiving a new level of acclaim in the post-Holocaust world, became a 

source of truth beyond that arbitrated by historians and imputed by biographers. The witness 

has been conceived of as the individual from whom other forms of history, biography, and 

storytelling must devolve, but “[h]ow does one separate fact from fiction in telling a 

story…All who [tell] it, and there were many versions, insisted that they had witnessed it 

with their own eyes” (245). This distinction becomes a key question for Ngũgĩ in Wizard of 

the Crow. Rationalizing temporality and utopia in relation to one of the privileged forms of 
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narrative—the history, the biography, the witness—proves again and again to be 

insufficient. In contrast to Walter Benjamin’s conception of progress as “empty” time on 

which history is mapped as a ladder, Ngũgĩ resituates historical, “empty” time as the space 

inhabited by Rachel, in which time does indeed tick away but resists any change and is in 

fact materially controlled against change.194 

The female body, as the “control group” against progress, is also removed from the 

historical and narrative conceptualization of the nation in the Rachel episode. The Ruler 

explicitly remarks upon female roles in his booklet of philosophy, Magnus Africanus: 

Prolegomenon to Future Happiness. “The real threat to Aburĩria’s future,” he claims, “lay 

in people’s abandoning their traditions in pursuit of a stressful modernity…Women should 

get circumcised and show submission by always walking a few steps behind their men” 

(621). The Ruler—again, with the kind of retrogressive nostalgia challenged by both 

Emecheta and Armah—asserts that progress is to be found in a return to tradition. This 

pamphlet explicitly objects to the conflation of modernity with “progress,” and the return it 

advocates involves less a productive redefinition of tradition than an unquestioning adoption 

thereof. The Ruler continues this pretense of refuting Western modernity by challenging the 

structural language of time itself: 

Instead of using the word past, [Aburĩrians] would talk about African modernity 

through the ages, and they should talk of the leading figures in Africa’s march 

backward to the roots of an authentic unchanging past as the great sages of African 

modernity…traditional African healers would no longer be called sorcerers, diviners, 

or witch doctors. Henceforth they would be called specialists in African psychiatry, 

in short, afrochiatrists, and they would be allowed to call themselves Doctor. (622) 
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 “Modernity” is resituated here as an “unchanging” past that can be recovered through the 

alteration of language in redefining the way in which particular disciplinary knowledge is 

assessed in terms of value. The Ruler insists upon a “permanent modernity,” one that 

negates a progressive narrative to a modern point, but instead marks the “primitive” as 

distinctly modern. However, in asserting the “authentic unchanging past,” the Ruler in 

effect simply reifies within Aburĩria anthropological readings of the native as a fixed 

product of the western gaze, marked by evolutionary and civilizational difference. Appeals 

to the myth of a pre-colonial arcadia are, for Ngũgĩ, no longer very compelling. This is 

evident if for no other reason than Wizard of the Crow’s attempts to engage entrenched 

misogyny in East Africa which itself applies to tradition for its authority: cultural structures 

in which “beating [a woman] was [a] male prerogative” (426). 

Anne McClintock argues that “[w]omen are typically constructed as the symbolic 

bearers of the nation, but are denied any direct relation to national agency.”195 This 

formulation, although suggestive, is insufficient for what Rachel represents. It is the Ruler 

who insists upon being regarded as both the symbolic “bearer of the nation,” and in time, 

the literal bearer, as well: this after he becomes “pregnant” with Aburĩria’s future, the actual 

cause of the Ruler’s inflation sickness (504). Rachel, instead, represents what the nation 

becomes when historical progress and economic progress are conflated. Indeed, Rachel’s 

confinement within a realm of unchanging products, herself a commodity that is removed 

from the public marketplace, is a reiteration that “all value is a matter of time.”196 While 

Rachel has been confined to her “proper” sphere, that sphere is disconnected from the 

marketplace through the illusion of temporal recursion thus effectively devaluing her.  
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Conceiving the role of laughter as a curative to issues of post-colonial temporality, I 

wish to return to where this section began: the Museum of Arrested Movement. If we 

conceive of the pool that traps surrounding wildlife as reflecting the Ruler’s dystopic 

implementation of colonial and capitalistic models of time,197 then the manner by which the 

spell of the Museum is undone is particularly informative. The pool, formed by the tears of 

Tajirika and Vinjinia, is finally dispelled by Maritha and Mariko, a jovial elderly couple 

who frequent the same church as Vinjinia. While on a visit home, Gacirũ—Vinjinia’s 

daughter—becomes trapped in the Museum. Approached for help, Maritha and Mariko enter 

the pool and start laughing at the absurdity of what they see, the recollection of the moment 

leading them even in their retelling to “[start] laughing in earnest all over again.”  As they 

observe with one another each of the living things trapped within the space of no time, their 

laughter increases until, “when [their] tears of joy touched the still waters…[e]verything 

that had stood frozen began to move,” freeing Gacirũ (738). They conclude that “laughter 

had conquered tears” (739). This empowering aspect of laughter, finding the comedy within 

the heart of tragedy, stands out in Ngũgĩ’s later work as a provocative reaction to the 

otherwise tragic nature of the literary dystopia. Rather than succumb to a sense of 

inevitability, the invocation of laughter becomes Ngũgĩ’s way of satirically undermining the 

dystopia even during its narration. Nyawĩra makes this point early in the novel when she 

explains to Kamĩtĩ, “Laughter is my secret weapon against adversity” (62). As Ngũgĩ has 

suggested elsewhere, “Dictatorship is a tragedy that manifests in comedy,”198 alluding no 

doubt to Marx’s famous suggestion that history repeats itself “first as tragedy then as farce.” 

The comic initiates the sense of humanity as cosmic. Rather than succumb to the tragedy 

which removes Gacirũ from the social unit, laughter here reverses the tragic fixity of the 
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dystopic space represented by the Museum wherein the African is affixed and frozen, 

anachronized in time, bringing Gacirũ back into the space of family and community. 

 

III. 4. “Space Is Our Refuge”: The Dialectics of Myth and Science 

 

Perhaps Bloch would have been better off to read the literary utopia just as he read 
myth, fairy tale, and fable—as ‘preconceptual philosophical explorations of the 
world.’ 
--Tom Moylan, Demand the Impossible 
 
 
Imagination envisions the reconciliation of the individual with the whole, of desire 
with what has been removed into utopia by the established reality principle, phantasy 
insists that it must and can become real. 
--Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization 
 

“I have heard it said,” Machokali remarks to Kamĩtĩ, “that white science and black 

sorcery do not mix, that they are like night and day” (482). One of the most interesting 

elements of Wizard of the Crow reflects the way these two competing spheres—magic and 

technology—operate through and against one another, a continuation of the modernity 

versus tradition dynamic at the heart of all the texts discussed in this study. As in earlier 

works like Devil on the Cross, Ngũgĩ’s most recent novel frequently engages in the 

fantastic—in many ways, the magical realist elements are even more pronounced in Wizard 

of the Crow as, like the Ruler’s inflating disease or the bush that grows U.S. dollars instead 

of leaves, they are sustained longer and dealt with in greater detail than Ngũgĩ’s previous 

forays into the surreal. For example, from the novel’s outset, the bizarre bodily alterations 

undergone by Machokali, Sikiokuu, and Big Ben draw attention to the role of the uncanny 

in Ngũgĩ’s universe. But rather than limit the estrangement of the novel to the realm of 
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Gĩkũyũ folklore, in Wizard of the Crow, Ngũgĩ integrates indigenous structures of Gĩkũyũ 

orature, comic magic realism, and the language of western science so that fantastic elements 

appear to arise as a result of technology or vice versa. Due to this, the agonism between 

traditionalism and modernity that underlies Devil on the Cross gets restaged here as one of 

multi-directional influence and interaction. 

For Robert Colson, “[Wizard of the Crow’s] opening…establishes a central element 

of the formal logic of the novel, futurity. Wizard of the Crow looks primarily to the future, 

not the past…the future of the nation, a future beyond authoritarian rule, is the novel’s 

principle concern.”199 While I concur with most of Colson’s claim here, I resist what follows 

in his analysis: the suggestion that Ngũgĩ’s previous novels, being “heavily burdened by 

colonial history,” uniformly looked backwards. If anything, the bulk of Ngũgĩ’s literary 

closures have been stubbornly future-oriented, and Wizard of the Crow, rather than 

representing a divergence from his earlier style, simply increases its commitment to earlier 

themes in Ngũgĩ’s novels which always had one foot in the future. For example, in the final 

image of A Grain of Wheat, Gikonyo imagines carving a stool of a “woman, big—big with 

child” (247), providing an image of (re-)birth, and, given Gikonyo’s plan to carve it out of 

local wood, the future promise of a revolution catalyzed by local resistance. Likewise, in the 

closing words of Petals of Blood, Karega thinks about “[t]omorrow,” and looks “to the 

future” (409). Even Warĩĩnga’s ambiguous exit at the end of Devil on the Cross suggests a 

progressive itinerary, “walk[ing] on, without once looking back” (254, emphasis mine). 

Finally, the sound of the future worker’s utopia ringing in Matigari’s ears reflects again at 

least the promise of a radically more egalitarian future. This latest novel, therefore, seems, 

if anything, par for the course. As with these other endings, Wizard of the Crow does not 
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resolve the impasse of state-level corruption or international manipulation of Africa, ending 

rather with Kamĩtĩ and Nyawĩra essentially walking into the sunset, once more with the 

promise, if not the textual realization, of change.  

What I contend Colson notices in this most recent work, rather, is that Ngũgĩ not 

only continues his utopian hopes for an African future beyond corruption, autocracy, and 

global subalternaity, but actually sets his novel in the near future. Wizard of the Crow is not 

only concerned with futurity but is Ngũgĩ’s initial venture into near-future sf. The transition 

is subtle. Ngũgĩ does not commit fully to many generic protocols of sf, but some of his 

language choice and recurring themes point to a new incorporation of technological 

estrangement that in turn interacts with and at times motivates fabulist material drawn from 

Gĩkũyũ myth and other African literary sources. The evocation of technophilic language 

begins early, during the discussions surrounding Marching to Heaven—a proposed building 

so tall that, like the Tower of Babel that inspires it, it would reach into heaven and allow 

one to talk to God. Unsure of the means by which the Ruler would be able to scale such a 

building, “[Minister Sikiokuu] suggested that another committee under his chairmanship be 

set up to explore possibilities for the construction of a space luxury liner called the Ruler’s 

Angel, and with it a land vehicle, something slightly bigger than the one the Americans had 

once launched to Mars, to be called Star Rover or simply Rock Rover in Heaven” (18). 

While the race for space on the part of the U.S., Europe, and Russia (and more recently by 

India, China, and Japan) largely excluded Africa in the areas of production, expedition, and 

consolidation, in Ngũgĩ’s Aburĩria, the “final frontier” is positioned both as conceptually 

accessible as well as strategically important (even if the reader gravely doubts this particular 

government’s capacity to enact any such plan), a place in which Africa both can and must 
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carve out its own territory in order to remain competitive in the future. To that end, The 

Eldares Times, Aburĩria’s main newspaper, warns, “America, take notice that we will not let 

you monopolize Space. We are right behind. We might be several years behind you in 

science and technology, but we shall surely win the race like the Tortoise in the story, who 

defeated the Hare” (23).  Of course, this warning—reminiscent of Museveni’s speech 

excerpted as the epigraph to this study’s introduction—resonates as more quixotic than 

earnest. Aburĩria’s increasing subordination to western models of economic progress in fact 

leads to even less locally oriented development. The message here at the start of the novel, 

however, supplies some points of interest, both by stationing the notion of “progress” within 

a linear temporality of technology (“we might be several years behind you”), its invocation 

of the late twentieth-century space race, and the way that the admonition connects the 

positivist empiricism of space exploration to the metaphysical space of the fable (Aesop’s 

story of the tortoise and the hare). If one of Ngũgĩ’s stylistic goals in the novel is to juggle 

the language of futurist technology and that of orature within the same literary style, this 

passage acts as a premonition for the manner by which technology becomes the driver of the 

novel’s mythic imagination and vice versa, the epistemological grounding for what, in the 

next chapter, I identify in more detail as jujutech. 

Elsewhere, the protagonist, Kamĩtĩ wa Karĩmĩri, introducing his full name for the 

first time, explains to Nyawĩra that “there was a time I used to be called Comet Kamĩtĩ. 

When I was a kid I read somewhere about stars and something about comets streaking 

across the sky, and I said: That is my Christian name” (63). A host of intersecting threads is 

woven into this passage. First, Ngũgĩ has named his protagonist after the prison in which he 

served a year under arap Moi’s rule and where he penned the original draft of Devil on the 
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Cross on a roll of toilet paper.200 It is interesting that the nickname Kamĩtĩ uses initially to 

escape the gravity of his own local name (and metaphorically the prison that shares it), 

Comet, is explicitly identified as Christian. Nyawĩra responds by asking, “Comet? A 

Christian name?” to which Kamĩtĩ retorts, “Why not? It is as European as your Grace 

[Nyawĩra’s Christian name]” (63). Ngũgĩ’s conflation here of Christianity, Europe, and the 

celestial objects of scientific inquiry locates modernity’s roots in the Enlightenment and 

points to possible rationales for historical scarcity of sf coming out of Africa. It seems, after 

all that not only the word “comet” but also the very concept and knowledge of such objects 

“streaking across the sky” figure as westernized, something one can “read” about while “a 

kid” in school but which one cannot access directly when the realities of global production 

and Africans’ position in such economic geographies are revealed. 

The interplay between myth and science recurs elsewhere, as when Professor Furyk, 

assuming that the Wizard of the Crow must by necessity work through the auspices of bogus 

magic, challenges him to a race to find a cure for the Ruler’s “expansion sickness”: 

“Science versus sorcery. The battle between me and the Wizard of the Crow was shaping up 

as one between darkness and light; I felt connected to a long line of Christian soldiers all the 

way back to the Holy Crusades” (493). As with the slippage in the novel between the market 

and missionary activity (discussed in more depth in the next section), the presumption, on 

Furyk’s part, of an intimate link both between strides in scientific knowledge and European 

expansion into Central Asia is figured as implicit. Science as a discipline, Ngũgĩ seems to 

suggest, has historically been structured as western, an element as central to providential 

European dominance as the civilized tropes of capitalism and the Christian God.201 Such a 

connection is made more explicit when Furyk notes that he plans to patent any illness the 
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Ruler might have: “That way anything the sorcerer might come up with, if anything, would 

fall within the intellectual property rights of our new company” (493). The spheres of 

western religion, capitalism, and space-age technology remain inseparable. 

Another area of the novel dense with space-related language is the appropriately 

named Mars Café, a central meeting spot for Nyawĩra and Kamĩtĩ, which was “known for its 

celebration of space exploration.” In the description of the café, Ngũgĩ interweaves a variety 

of allusions to religion, science and sf, and the history of colonialism. “The café’s name had 

changed,” the narrator explains, “to reflect landmark moments. It had variously been called 

Sputnik, Vostok, and Moon-apollo. Gautama [the owner] especially liked Moonapollo 

because it not only alluded to a Greek deity but also rhymed with Marco Polo, who had 

sojourned to the Orient, where space voyages were first imagined in folklore” (107). This 

passage begins by outlining a history of technical achievements from the Cold-War era 

space race, but then, in the compound form of “Moonapollo,” bridges the divide between 

the hard sciences behind the Apollo moon runs and the mythic apparatus of the Greek 

pantheon. The next transition, into transoceanic voyages of trade and discovery which so 

influenced the rise of modernity, and with it centuries of colonial rule, recognizes also the 

ways in which the travel narrative provided the template for the emergence of tales 

surrounding space exploration and colonization. Ngũgĩ continues to represent the neo-

colonial by way of the interpenetration of European expansionism, the religious missionary 

impulse, and the ways that space becomes—within the western imaginary—just another site 

of conquest, another frontier through which to perpetuate the historical violence still evident 

in the period following independence: at least one of the reasons that Ngũgĩ replaces the 
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notion of “post-”colonialism with the “neo-”colonialism he sees as a better representation of 

political realities.202 

The ways in which space becomes controllable, and the manner by which 

philosophies of control become another product assimilated into neo-colonial African 

desire, underwrites Kamĩtĩ’s hypothetical concern, “Imagine the Ruler ruling space” (110). 

He afterwards alludes to Minister Sikiokuu’s brilliance, however, by noting that by 

proposing a “personal spaceship modeled on some of those we see on [the Mars Café’s] 

walls,” the minister had identified that “what has been done is doable,” highlighting the 

empirical heart of the scientific method—experimental reproducibility—even as he links it 

to imperially inflected authoritarianism (110). If, therefore, we can find one consistent motif 

to Ngũgĩ’s treatment of the language of sf, it could be that he approaches it as a site of 

resistance to its own imperial legacy. As Gautama reflects, deep in meditation under a tree 

following the destruction of his café, “Space is our refuge. Let’s oppose all intents to take 

death to space” (765). 

However, Ngũgĩ, like Armah in Osiris Rising, does not provide merely a blanket 

repudiation of science in the novel. In fact, there seems to be a core dependence upon it 

even as the novel slips further and further into magical realism. Kamĩtĩ’s initial stance that 

he “did not believe in curses and evil charms; he believed in science” (60) does not vanish 

even as miraculous events occur all around him. After all, Kamĩtĩ’s approach to healing 

does not directly involve magic but insightful psychological analysis and the fruits of his 

study of herbalism while studying in India. The magical elements of the book are largely 

attributed to the Wizard of the Crow by his clients, and this is precisely what worries Kamĩtĩ 

and Nyawĩra: that members of the Aburĩrian comprador bourgeoisie seem to be “mix[ing] 
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up” “[r]eality and illusion” (446). Nyawĩra discovers this while playing the role of the 

Wizard for a customer who, in response to her suggestion that science accounts for much of 

her talent, claims, 

‘It is not the love of science that brought me to your shrine’…‘I want something that 

occurs without discernable rhyme or reason. I want the pure play of occult powers. I 

want magic, not science.’….Nyawĩra could hardly believe her ears…the rich and the 

powerful denouncing scientific reason in favor of illogical mumbo jumbo. And to 

know that these men belong to the same class as the leaders of the new nations? 

What did the future of the country hold with these men at the helm? (151)  

Ngũgĩ’s future setting helps investigate the way that developmental economic models are 

less utopic than fabulist, that the market as it functions in the twenty-first century is not the 

result of “rational expectations,” as Washington Consensus economists argue, but a form of 

magical thinking satirized in Wizard of the Crow as one in which money literally grows on 

trees (660), ripe for the plucking by those who can control its growth: a world run by “the 

sorcery that invented the fax and the Internet and e-mail and night vision and labs that grow 

human organs and even clone whole animals and humans, the magic of objects that propel 

themselves to war and other worlds, the sorcery by which the dollar rules the world!” (586, 

emphasis mine). It is the market that, in Wizard of the Crow, becomes the catalyst for magic 

realism. 

One of the consistent themes in Ngũgĩ’s novel surrounds the transformation, or 

consensual malformation, of the human body by capitalist desire. In Devil on the Cross, 

details like the MC’s “well-fed body” with cheeks like “melons,” eyes like “plums” and 

neck like the “stem of a baobab tree” (87) occupy the realm of exaggeration—they are 
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artistic hyperbole as a function of narrative subjectivity on the part of Warĩĩnga. In Wizard 

of the Crow, however, Ngũgĩ further metaphorizes the satire and represents bodily 

mutilation in literal terms. The cases of Machokali, Sikiokuu and Big Ben mark the first, 

early iterations of such transformations, with Machokali having his eyes enlarged by 

surgeons in London “to the size of electric bulbs” (13) so that the Ruler would understand 

his commitment to keeping an eye on the citizens of the nation; Sikiokuu responds to this by 

having Parisian doctors enlarge his ears to a size “larger than rabbit’s” to suggest that his 

hearing was “privy to the most private of conversations,” even those “between husband and 

wife” (14); Ben Mambo follows suit, but due to a surgical mishap in Germany, he is left 

with his tongue “like a dog’s…[hanging] out way beyond his lips, rendering speech 

impossible” (14). Ngũgĩ’s appropriation of the pictorial maxim of the “three wise monkeys” 

is especially wry in that following their reworking by the surgical prowess of Europe, they 

in fact see, hear, and speak more evil than ever before. Ngũgĩ further contextualizes these 

alterations by juxtaposing them alongside Vinjinia’s more (western) quotidian desire for “a 

face-and breast-lift” (741). This theme, of self re-construction in the aim of conforming to 

foreign ideals of power and beauty expands upon earlier such iterations such as Warĩĩnga’s 

“hat[red]” of her “blackness…disfigur[ing] her body with skin-lightening creams like Ambi 

and Snowfire” in Devil on the Cross (11). 

The notion of such modifications to the human form through the intersection of 

advanced technology returns us to the concept of the cyborg discussed in the last chapter, 

understood again through Haraway’s definition as the embodied interplay of the biological 

and the technological. Haraway’s seminal work on the subject suggests greater fluidity than 

merely the fusion of the technical and biological familiar from exhibits like Verhoeven’s 
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film Robocop or Philip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep; rather, the cyborg 

for Haraway probes the manner in which the atmosphere of technology affects philosophies 

of corporeality in the postmodern era. The cyborg, for Haraway, is a “myth and a tool” 

which probes the dividing line between humanity and its creations, a creature with 

“ambiguous and permeable boundaries”203 but one that for Haraway promises new critical 

potential surrounding key cultural concepts such as race and gender. The result of the 

ambiguity in the realms of unified form or consciousness in the cyborg is that “[a]ll subjects 

and objects seem nothing but strategic assemblages, proximate means to some ultimate 

game theoretic end achieved by replicating, copying, and simulating.”204 In this light, the 

ministers act within this cyborgian premise, framing the body as simply another text in a 

political discourse, one that can itself be read and fundamentally edited. Rather than 

opening the positive discursive spaces suggested by Haraway, however, Ngũgĩ appears to 

see these transformations as a means of closing down potential, of abandoning the root term 

at the heart of a new humanism. 

Perhaps nowhere is this feature of cyborgian recreativity more apparent than with the 

changes that Titus Tajirika undertakes while aiming to escape the binding socio-economic 

prison of racialism in the global competition for capital accumulation. Attempting to cure 

himself permanently of his crippling “white ache,” Tajirika comes to the realization that, as 

Haraway argues, following Foucault’s lead in The History of Sexuality, “White is a 

designation of a political space, not a biological ‘race.’”205 Reading Billionaire magazine (a 

stand-in for the likes of Fortune or Forbes), Tajirika realizes that the primary quality of 

being rich was not merely whiteness but Americanness, “The white American male was the 

desirable ideal” (741). Seeking to effect a change in his racial and national identity to fit the 
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global norm for accumulative potential, he visits “a clinic specializing in genetic 

engineering, cloning, transplants and plastic surgery.” The company, Genetica Inc., “grew 

all the body parts in its own laboratory…he could become an American white if he so 

wanted” (740). In a move reminiscent of Schuyler’s parodic Black No More (1931), Tajirika 

adds a white left leg and a white arm to his body, but when Genetica Inc. declares 

bankruptcy, he is forced to remain in this mixed position: as Nyawĩra describes him, “a 

permanent clown” (743). Tajirika, however, “dared not complain, remaining a man in 

transition, with a white left leg and a white right arm…until such time as [he] could find a 

licensed lab with the appropriate genetic technology to complete the transformation” (742). 

Ngũgĩ’s resistance to the actions of Machokali, Sikiokuu, and Tajirika is exposed when the 

latter is mistaken by his children for an ogre on account of his surgically imposed racial 

ambiguity (742). The refolding of such techno-biological bodies into the Gĩkũyũ pantheon 

of cannibal monsters suggests that Ngũgĩ is engaging the “wonders” of technological 

manipulation alongside those of the mythic imagination in a show of literary parity: an 

overlap of the cosmic space of the Spirit, the spiritual element of the scope of the cosmos, 

and the limits of human technical (re-)creativity. Ngũgĩ’s Gĩkũyũ ogres have become 

cybogres. This is one way that mythic fabulism in the novel evokes sf and vice-versa: the 

sense in which each, in Wole Soyinka’s phrasing, “control[s] the aesthetic considerations of 

ritual enactment…to give every performance a multi-level experience of the mystical and 

the mundane.”206 Both sf and fabulism aim, in this reading, to formulate comparable 

expressions of wonder. 

Wherever spheres of tradition and science are juxtaposed in the novel, they remain 

complementary—even while apparently competing—forces. When Kamĩtĩ returns from “the 
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brink of death” late in the novel, Ngũgĩ makes sure to note that it is “a mixture of modern 

and herbal medicines [which] brought him back” (721). Ngũgĩ seeks a literary space that 

can contain both traditional and modern cultures simultaneously in a non-agonistic way. 

Most important is that “the wealth of science, technology, and arts should enrich peoples’ 

lives, not enable their slaughter” (726); if it is to work in tandem with or at times supplant 

indigenous metaphysical traditions, technology must be capable of providing the same 

routes to social cohesion as whatever it replaces. Within the context of Aburĩria, however, 

technology is, for the most part, negatively utilized, whether in the form of international 

weapons trades or the manner by which the luxury class of the country manipulates access 

to technologies for personal gain and the reinforcement of individual privilege.  

 

III. 5. Conclusion 

 

Robert Colson makes note of a telling suggestion by the narrator, that “those of you who 

were there in those days can remember how the war of rumors intensified day by day” 

(670). Thinking temporally of the addressees, Colson argues, “[t]he narratee can be none 

other than the citizens of Aburĩria themselves. However, the phrase ‘Those of you’ implies a 

future that includes those who were present and those who were not, perhaps indicating 

those who were children or yet to be born at the time of the novel’s events.” Colson 

concludes, therefore, that “[t]his suggests that the narrator’s ‘today’ is further into the future 

than previously suspected.”207 What benefits accrue from such experimentation with literary 

temporality? Why post-place both the narrative voice and the events which that voice 

recounts? Lest there be any confusion, my point is not that the novel appears to be in the 
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future because of this reverse perspective of the narrative voice, but rather, given that the 

novel already presents technologies that are, by virtue of their sophistication, futuristic, 

what Colson is arguing is that the narrative voice is coming back to us from even further 

into the future, quite possibly the “unthinkable” space, as Jameson describes it, of the 

Utopia.  

A.L. Morton, in The English Utopia describes the political climate surrounding 

More’s seminal work in ways that resonate with Ngũgĩ’s own context. According to Morton, 

early sixteenth-century England embodied, “despair and hope...conflict and 

contrast...increasing wealth and increasing poverty, idealism and corruption.” However, 

what Morton says next marks one of the major differences between More’s time and the 

twenty-first-century post-colonial experience. More’s world was one “of the decline at once 

of the local and international societies in the face of the national state which was to provide 

the frame within which bourgeois society could develop.”208 While this may have been true 

even of Kenya in 1957, the world of Wizard of the Crow enacts an institutional reversal—a 

world in which the national state has been enervated by international societies that now 

“provide the frame” within which a global bourgeois society can develop. Whereas Ngũgĩ’s 

earlier novels stage resistance at the national level, frequently alluding to the Mau Mau oath 

and that movement’s vision of independence and local control over resources, most notably 

land, Wizard of the Crow envisions the creation of an international society through which to 

counter the new economic utopia that “function[s] within the dominant ideology that has 

shaped the capitalist dream” of global free markets and wholesale privatization with a 

counterideology that “pushe[s] beyond the limits of that dream.”209 In Wizard of the Crow, 

this resistance finds its home in the Movement for the Voice of the People, which, although 
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largely acting within national contexts, apprehends the limitations of purely localized 

resistance. It is only after he has become “cosmopolitan” that Kamĩtĩ finds the motive to 

join the movement. Rather than the developmental model that works towards the dignity of 

the corporate class, the global 1% and its dogmatic econo-utopian claim that its proceeds 

will trickle down to the laboring class, Ngũgĩ begins, in Wizard of the Crow, to formulate an 

anti-imperialism suited to the new paradigms of Empire described at length by scholars like 

Hardt and Negri. In line with his earlier resistance ideologies modeled on the Kenyan 

struggle for independence, Ngũgĩ’s utopian internationalism appears to work towards the 

dignity of people who would “master themselves,” before they would consider “master[ing] 

others.” 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

The Creolization of Science Fiction: Big Bishop Roko and Jujutech 

 

[C]ertain ideological conflicts animating present-day polemics oppose the pious 
descendants of time and the determined inhabitants of space. 
--Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces” 
 
My story, my fictional country, exists, like myself, at a slight angle to reality. 
--Salman Rushdie, Shame 
 

 

IV. 1.  Introduction  

 

My intention thus far has been to outline the role of science, specifically the technology that 

stems from it, as it is incorporated in future-oriented or near-future texts concerned with, to 

some extent, preserving cultural performances rooted in particular ethnic, regional, and 

transnational contexts. When early enthusiasm following independence began to wane in 

many post-colonial nation-states—following the adoption of political hierarchies held over 

from the colonial period by elite, often western-educated Africans—new concerns about the 

efficacy of Western technological and political paradigms became an increasingly common 

theme in post-independence literature. Works like Camara Laye’s Dramouss (1966), 

Armah’s Fragments (1969), Nuruddin Farah’s Sweet and Sour Milk (1979), Henri Lopes’s 

Le Pleurer-rire (1982), Achebe’s Anthills of the Savannah (1987), and Helon Habila’s 

Waiting for an Angel (2002) all, in one fashion or another, figured the post-colonial state as 

feeding off the autocratic energies of the departed colonial regimes, and, as a result, often 

redirected earlier nationalist literary approaches towards a critique of neo-colonialism; 
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nationalism as a call for an independent nation-state having modified into organizations by 

nations against independent states. With the utopics of independence failing to materialize, 

new literary techniques frequently sought remedy in local and traditional themes at the 

expense of the retained European-government apparatuses that underwrote the neo-colonial 

state often with direct assistance from the former colonizers. This is perhaps best seen in 

texts such as Ngũgĩ’s later novels including and following Petals of Blood, where the anti-

British tone that marked his earlier work shifts to Kenya’s comprador replacements. 

Furthermore, as commodities and newly manufactured technologies from the West clustered 

in the ministerial and military castes of these young nations, techno-science often became 

equated with the oppression stemming from those regimes. 

According to Francis Ngobah-Smart, however, a “new breed of writers” emerges in 

the 1980s and 1990s for whom the rhetoric surrounding neo-colonial resistance no longer 

carries the same associations it did following the tarnished reputations of anticolonial 

stalwarts like Nkrumah, Kenyatta, and Nyeyere. “For such writers,” he proposes, “even the 

meaning that the nation was previously asked to articulate is now seriously constrained,” 

adding that they “seem to disagree with the use of culture as a site for generating an 

authentic identity.” The result, he suggests, is that these writers “poach on other disciplines” 

and are willing to cross the boundaries “between science and literature…to resituate African 

identity.” Foremost among these new writers, for Ngobah-Smart, is B. Kojo Laing.210 

Laing, born and raised in Ghana and educated at the post-secondary level in 

Scotland, has in all of his novels probed the porous boundaries separating West Africa and 

the world beyond. Relationships such as those between Sally Swoon and Adwoa Adde in 

Search Sweet Country (1986), and between the villagers of Tukwan and Levensvale in 
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Woman of the Aeroplanes (1988), regularly posit interpersonal transnationalism as a 

template for postcolonial globality, with Major Gentl and the Achimota Wars (1994) 

warning of the dangers inherent in the Global North losing human touch with, and thus 

isolating itself from, the creative energies of the Global South: what, in Big Bishop Roko 

and the Altar Gangsters (2006), he identifies as the region’s “reparable consciousness” (79).  

In an author’s note before Major Gentl, Laing suggests that he aims to 

“internationalise” English by incorporating words “from Akan and Ga and sometimes 

Hausa,” as well as those he has simply made up, in line with “the [universal] idea…to create 

one gigantic language.” In Big Bishop Roko, Laing reprints a variation on this author’s front 

matter, suggesting that he has chosen not to italicize “Ghanaisms” in the novel as leaving 

them “unmarked” lends “an exotic freshness to the utterance.” These pocket-sized 

manifestos point in the direction of a universal creole, one that itself serves as a template for 

various other amalgams within the novels—not an erasure of one or the other of a seemingly 

incompatable set, but a synthesis. Laing’s desire to obscure the dividing line between 

languages (even ersatz ones) highlights parallel slippage in the fields of space and time in 

the novels, as well as the eventual dissolution of the boundary between the performative 

realms of science and magic. If the novels in the preceding chapters have staged the border 

between tradition and modernity in frequently fraught or dystopian ways, Laing’s approach 

pivots instead towards a form of radical hybridity, indigenizing the discourse of science into 

the rhythms of a West African poetics.  

Big Bishop Roko additionally rejects both revolutionary militarism and nostalgic 

traditionalism, elements that have often set the tone for early examples of anti-colonial 

African literature. Bishop Roko Yam, the hero and ethical core of the novel, laments that 
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“there was nothing sadder than seeing [Gold Coasters] trying in vain to uphold their 

unbroken consciousness in groups…The greatest lump of tragedy in the city was the 

communalistic show of mob togetherness (unity as opposed to creativity!)” (98). As to “the 

pastoral epistemics” of the local traditionalists, he feels they are “wrong” (187), wondering 

“What was the value of rituals that took you backwards towards an old humanity…rather 

than forwards, towards the new humanity of a new cosmology?” (323). Neither, though, 

does Laing uncritically adopt a stance of progress for mere progress’s sake. Roko’s aim over 

the course of the novel, rather, is to negotiate an ethical stance from which to assess and 

access transformations that—in the wake of cloning, cyberspace, virtual reality, cellular 

telecommunications, and genetic engineering—can rattle the most jaded of imaginations 

even outside the intermediating structures of fiction or sf: a world filled with “analogical 

tufts of lightyear phrasing” which Laing’s protagonists seek to “iron[ize]” (6). 

 Big Bishop Roko’s hallucinogenic environments, animism, objective 

anthropomorphism, and fabulism make any detailed summary difficult. Like a palimpsest, 

the text of the novel seems to be written over itself again and again during its nearly four 

hundred pages.211 In its broadest strokes, the novel follows the Anglican bishop of Gold 

Coast city, Bishop Roko Yam, who has hired a local griot known only as the Wordman to 

relate the history of his attempts to fight a war on two fronts: the Renaissance War, which 

pits Roko against a motley crew of local evangelical sects led by the gold smuggler, stock 

market trader, and ersatz priest, Zigzag Zala, and the second, the Canterbury War, in which 

Roko attempts to stop the Pope and the Archbishop of Canterbury, Jimmy Beal, from 

enacting “change beyond change” in the post-industrialized world—the novel’s code for a 
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manipulated genetic transformation which would auto-evolve its inhabitants into a different 

species, one no longer capable of communication with the, now merely human, Africans.   

In this sense, Big Bishop Roko serves as a sequel to Major Gentl and the Achimota 

Wars. Beyond the similarities in style and structure, Laing’s earlier novel also probes the 

agonistic aftermath of a world in which Africa has been wiped clean from the memory of 

the post-industrialized West. Major Gentl takes place in a digitalized dimension in which 

“postcolonial societies” have been “caught in the fold of a modern technological maze” and, 

no longer inscribed into the worldwide web, are once more effectively abandoned by 

History.212 Big Bishop Roko continues this meditation regarding the threat behind uneven 

technological dissemination and the necessary codependence between ethics and science in 

increasingly surreal ways. Laing’s literary approach has, in this spirit, shifted toward the 

total dissolution of physical space, with the already abstracted towns and cities in Search 

Sweet Country, Woman of the Aeroplanes, and even Major Gentl and the Achimota Wars 

growing more indefinite until, in this most recent work, only the mere vestiges of a city or a 

state remain. Instead, the space and time of Big Bishop Roko is fluid even where it claims to 

be static (as with time); it is hybrid, moving from language to language, culture to culture, 

and country to country. Unlike the kinds of precise geographic detail provided by the 

Gikandi player in Ngũgĩ’s Devil in the Cross,213 “Gold Coast city,” the (ostensible) setting 

of Laing’s novel, appears only in the most cursory manner. The city, the Wordman clarifies, 

“was an afterthought to the whole story” with the right “to exist only in bits” (18).  He 

suggests that he has “overpowered” the city with silence (37), “more or less refus[ing] to 

describe” it (61).  
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E. Kropp Dakubu proposes that the “literal disappearance of most of Ghana” in 

Major Gentl implies that “the necessity of eventually finding it repeats in a more drastic 

form the quest for national wholeness,”214 but I think Derek Wright aims closer to the mark 

when he argues that Laing’s ambiguation of the nation-state indicates that the latter “is not 

conceived as a national whole or invested with an indivisible primal being prior to historical 

fragmentation.”215  Laing cannot advocate a “search” for a lost “sweet country” since he 

does not believe in any such unary concept having existed. One outcome of this urban 

abstraction is that the text refuses a utopian reading. Unlike the well-defined polities of 

utopic city-states, Laing’s Gold Coast city has neither governments nor consistent 

architecture; it has no interpretable international market; it avoids precisely the kinds of 

topics to which those earlier, isolated political allegories most assiduously attended. Instead, 

Laing’s shedding of recognizable space and time reflects a final and complete immersion 

into the heterotopia of virtual space—what Ishmael Reed might describe as a “ghetto 

surrealist” approximation of cyberspace.216 Even more, Laing’s increasingly individuated 

style allows us to conceive of a new kind of sf, hints of which have already been identified 

in Wizard of the Crow in the last chapter.  

This novel form of sf has its roots in the 1980s with Brian Serling and William 

Gibson’s geographies tracing life at the interface between the physical world and the 

electronic matrices of the digital plane, between space and cyberspace, which inspired the 

cyberpunk movement. Laing—in Major Gentl and Big Bishop Roko—constructs his own 

response to cyberspace, cloning, genetic engineering, mobile computing, and 

telecommunications but from a perspective located much further from these technologies’ 

developmental centers. By evacuating the unconscious realms of his characters into the 
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“material” world of the novel, Laing creates an “internet of dreams” (1), a realm within 

which western technology fuses with religion and African-coded fabulism to form what I 

refer to during the rest of this chapter as jujutech: a style in which the fabulism of writers 

like Amos Tutuola, Syl Cheney-Coker, and Ben Okri absorbs hyper-technological 

paradigms with the result that, as Brenda Cooper explains, “technology is magical 

and…magical inventions are scientific.”217 “Juju” has, over the years, taken on stereotypical 

or negative connotations, so its adoption in this context is not without its problems, but 

Laing enthusiastically embraces the term, evoking the Tutuolan caprice but without the kind 

of commitment to established folklore that helped Tutuola construct his abstract journeys 

through the ghostly woods. Rather, like the badges of Christian religious rank and the 

implementation of the language of genetics and evolution, Laing adopts the conceit of the 

magical fetish, alongside other localized features, in what can only be described as an 

admixture of otherwise disjointed systems of signification. Ngobah-Smart suggests that 

Laing’s experimentation reflects the ways in which the “tenets of [his] precursors,” the 

structuring metanarratives of origins, identity, nation, and so forth, have “become 

increasingly unsuitable for dealing with the problems of presenting the individual and 

society in the age of increasing technological transformation,”218 and to be sure, as noted by 

Derek Wright, Laing makes, “very few concessions to the reader’s previous literary 

experience.”219 Rather, Laing’s solution to Paul Zeleza’s query regarding the pathway to 

similarity without assimilation cited earlier in this study’s introduction involves embracing 

the very postmodernity that Zeleza rejects. Ideational metanarratives delineate realms of 

defensive posture and therefore invite assault. In Laing’s world, therefore, there is no Time, 

no Space, no Nation, no Origins, no Identity, no History, at least none that register as 
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familiar. The text becomes, like the internet itself, a rhizomatic medium of displacement and 

interrelatedness, a free-floating network of intersections which repeat, recall, connect and 

mediate the twenty-first-century crises Laing symbolically investigates throughout the 

novel. It is folklore represented not as symbol, nor as practice, but as simulacrum. 

As suggested, the complexity and multi-vocality of this text make any attempt to 

rationalize the scope of its nuance into a mere chapter impossible. A casebook analyzing its 

many stylistic moves, its complex matrices of characters, histories, geographies, and 

languages could, and should, be written. Instead, this chapter traces one major theme 

relating to technology and its dissemination in West Africa. While heavily masked in parody 

and the grotesque, Big Bishop Roko meditates upon global transitions involving virtual 

space and the internet, calling finally for universal inclusion into the ongoing evolution 

from the analogue to the digital. 

 

IV. 2. The Word as World: A Wordman’s Manifesto 

 

 Tell the truth, but tell it slant. 
 --Emily Dickinson, #1263 
 
 

Big Bishop Roko is Laing’s only novel written in first-person point-of-view, and it is 

also the first to provide an encoded autobiographical proviso within the introductory pages 

that effectively establishes the Wordman as Laing’s textual alter ego. Laing accomplishes 

this in part by having the Wordman respond to criticism of Laing’s previous work as well as 

by reiterating the artistic reasons for his commitment to an experimentalism that 

progressively approaches the hermetic:  
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There was something not quite right about the city of Adabraka, but they drove me 

out of it all the same. Was it some lively ghost town? Or dwarf town more like it, 

since they accused me of using stories with the help of dwarfs? It was like having 

adabracadabra forcibly put into the bishop’s life. But the real reason was that it was 

thought my ancestry, spanning two continents, was far too obstinate and odd to 

produce a normal wordman beloved of ancestral narratives, fables, and parables. I 

didn’t fit into their one mouth….I was accused of…refereeing football matches 

among the various prophets of the ages….My reservations were proved right: as I 

had been thinking I inhabited the city of Adabraka, I discovered that I had really 

been living in a real city called Gold Coast city….I therefore had to move into the 

real city—depending on your definition of the “real.” (4) 

Laing opens by eliciting the crisis of exile, with the Wordman being “driven out” of 

Adabraka, an actual suburb of Accra. The reasons for this, densely coded in metaphor and 

allusion, point to accusations that he was “using stories with the help of dwarves,” 

experimenting with magical forces in the construction of his literary worlds. 

(“Adabrakadabra”—Adabraka + abracadabra, osmosing magic into the real—represents the 

kinds of portmanteau Laing frequently uses to reject the sanctity of the sign, in other words, 

to identify the permeable boundaries of diverse systems of signification.) Dwarves in Akan 

mythology—or mmoatia (286)—are forest spirits and experts in herbal remedies, 

occasionally teaching humans their medicinal secrets.220 As with Armah, who sought to 

become a form of “penicillin,” a curative to neo-colonial malaise, and Ngũgĩ, whose 

protagonist in Wizard of the Crow secures his reputation through, in part, his cagey 

knowledge of herbalism, Laing also evokes the motif of the healer, the idea that the post-
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colonial writer’s role is to resuture “the nation’s cultural psyche.”221 The Wordman has, 

however, by his own reckoning, actually been cast out because his history “span[s] two 

continents”; he is unapologetically transnational—like Laing himself—in his history, his art, 

and his cultural affinities. The implication, that this affirmative multi-nationalism prevents 

him from being a “normal wordman,” suggests that the sustenance of “ancestral narratives” 

and “fables,” rekindling traditions of orature, may have fossilized into a kind of prescriptive 

performance, his version being unable to “fit into” Ghana’s “one mouth.” The message 

appears to be that incorporating the magical into the African novel succeeds only insofar as 

it acts as a kind of cultural repository, and, as Wright identifies, “the novels of Kojo Laing” 

fail in this as they “do not effect any form of closure around exclusivist and traditional 

models of African identity or notions of a pre-colonial African sensibility.”222 Instead, from 

the start of Big Bishop Roko, the Wordman does not “consider what [he] was doing for or 

against literature anyway” (154); instead, he attempts to “vapourize” his protagonist’s 

“other qualities into the ante/anti-words, post-words, and the new words no-words of his 

story” (154). Laing is invested more in a space of play that allows him to work in styles 

outside those commonly ascribed to African authors, styles that are “askew, askance, and 

aslant” (349). 

Laing’s willingness to “ look ridiculous” and remain “not conventionally powerful 

enough to be feared and not mad enough in the outer to be completely ignored” (342) 

manifests itself in scenes akin to the “football matches” he alludes to in the passage above. 

Laing refers in this case to the extended soccer game between Pogo Forr and Torro that 

takes up a good portion of the middle of Major Gentl and which at least one critic—

bemoaning a regrettable dearth of dignity in a writer tasked to be serious about serious 
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issues—considers “tiresome” and “slapstick.”223 Laing’s characters, especially in his last 

two books, loom larger than life. If he refers to them as “prophets of the ages,” this is in part 

because Laing’s settings condense their populations into a discrete rogue’s gallery of 

“spiritual supermen” (121) who stand in as representatives for far larger cohorts. While it 

cannot make up a significant portion of this treatment, there is a way to see Laing’s 

characterization in his most recent novels as indirectly partaking in the para-sf genre of the 

superhero. Roko’s specific access to jujutech and the iconic and hyperbolic nature of his 

adversaries (the Pope, Zala, the Archbishop, Bender, Solo, and so forth, each with their own 

access to alternative magics and technologies) call to mind the pantheon of (anti-)heroes 

that populate the worlds of publishing entities like DC or Marvel, beings whose powers are, 

like Roko’s, also often the result of genetic mutation. In the same way that Gotham serves 

as an extension of Batman, or Superman embodies Metropolis, “Gold Coast city,” the 

Vatican, and Canterbury city operate more as home hunting grounds for their 

super(naturally)-powered protectors than as actually existing urban spaces. This could very 

well be read as an ironic response to early representations of the political in African 

literature—like A Man of the People (1966) or Season of Anomy (1973)—which in turn, as 

Ngobah-Smart argues, “may easily lead to a redemptive politics and the belief that 

somewhere there is a superhuman being that would free the masses from the gloom and 

apathy of politics.”224  

Instead of the recognizable suburbs of Adabraka, or Achimota in Major Gentl, Laing 

abandons the last real-world locations and transitions into a fully virtual Africa. “I was 

trying to avoid the cartographic rats,” the Wordman suggests, “which ate all sorts of maps 

by the city limits…they were trying to spoil my story by first eating the universe out of it” 
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(1). Baudrillard defines the beginnings of postmodern abstraction as the “generation by 

models of a real without origin or reality,” where “henceforth, it is [the] map that precedes 

the territory.”225 As the Wordman explains it in the context of locating Roko’s old divinity 

school, “anything that didn’t exist in its extension state…didn’t exist at all. No map, no 

college” (26). Rather than representing a space in the world, the novel creates the map that 

draws the boundaries of the new “real,” borders that are always under threat even as he 

composes them. The Wordman’s awareness of this “Gold Coast city” begins with after the 

bishop sneaks in during the night and “put[s] vicious contact lenses on [him] while [he] 

slept” (4). The Wordman sees “the original Gold Coast City” reflected through the lenses 

onto the “duplicate city of Adabraka.” As Salman Rushdie does in his novel, Shame, Laing 

creates “two countries, real and fictional, occupying the same space” (Shame 29). The 

Wordman notes of the eaten maps, however, that the earth itself received “all the imprints of 

the bitten papers,” suggesting that in Laing’s fictional Gold Coast city, we nevertheless 

continue to see the trace of the real Ghana (2). Understood in the context of the 

evolutionary paradigms that frame the novel’s plot, themselves reflective of technological 

changes in the Global North (see section four below), Laing may be suggesting that failing 

to identify the impact of the global digital divide threatens to reinstitute stadial paradigms of 

development that render contemporary Africans “less evolved” than their westernized 

counterparts. What the Wordman sees through the jujutech lenses provided him by Roko is 

that Achimota is no longer representative of the larger urban area of Accra but, instead, is 

resolving into artificial colonial-era assertions of difference as anachronistic distance, a 

gesture towards the hierarchies of global influence folded into issues of naming: i.e., the 
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reduction of colonized regions to their commodity functions (The Gold Coast, the Ivory 

Coast, the Spice Islands, and so on).  

The “real” Gold Coast city never takes on much dimension outside of the “train 

cathedral” that continually circumnavigates it, and the novel entirely effaces any 

government entities, national armies, or even a substantial backdrop population, disallowing 

phenomenological precision. The Wordman only rarely alludes to the existence of such 

forces beyond noting that “the police died long ago and still refused to be buried” (217), that 

“governments didn’t exist in Roko’s mind and therefore were a huge gap in his story” (251), 

and that “the army too had its theological and denominational divides and could not stop the 

[war of the religious renaissance]” (217). The formal, political arms of the state have been 

erased from the work, leaving only the “spiritual” politicians that make up the hierarchies of 

organized religion. The State, the battleground for so much post-colonial sovereignty, 

becomes marked in this novel primarily by its utter absence. However, while Laing’s 

primary characters are religious figures, it would be a mistake to assume Laing’s 

unquestioning acceptance of the religious integrity of such characters as the Archbishop, the 

Pope, Canon Creem, Bishop Bender, or even Bishop Roko himself, despite Laing’s own 

family connections to the Anglican church in his youth. (His father was a close friend of the 

Anglican Bishop at the time.)226 Rather, as with his creolizing gestures surrounding 

language and (meta-)physics, his interest in the fusion and subtle interpenetration of 

separate spheres, Laing subsumes non-endogenous religion under the auspices of West 

African discourse. Near the end of each chapter, a verse from the Anglican Bible appears 

which, in more or less explicit fashion, maps the novel within a larger Christian eschatology 

(e.g., the first chapters cite Genesis and the closing chapters, Revelation with an uneven 
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movement in the middle that accurately represents the novel’s disjointed chronology). But 

the marks which separate the verses from the Wordman’s own text are Adinkra symbols. 

The one preceding the biblical verses is the duafe ( ), which represents abstract qualities of 

feminine beauty and goodness. The one that follows the verses is the nsoromma ( ), 

meaning child of the sky (i.e. star), a symbol of guardianship, and a representative of a 

father figure looking down from the heavens.227 In this way, the foreign register of the 

Christian Bible is muted, mediated, and contextualized within the regionalized cultural 

symbolism of the “Gold Coast” area, embraced as a child between the respective gendered 

poles of traditional inscription. 

 Anthony Appiah, in In My Father’s House, highlights the frequency of such 

“accommodative” gestures in Ghana. He first makes a point of differentiating between 

western religion and West African traditional practice, suggesting that the symbolist reading 

of Ghanaian ceremonial behavior by anthropological interpreters tended to project existing 

concessions by western Christianity in the face of empirical positivism which, in its own 

turn, reduced much Biblical literalism to allegory. He nonetheless suggests that there has 

often been free movement between the types of ritual atmosphere present at contemporary 

Ghanaian social events, relating the story of his sister’s Methodist wedding, which also 

hosted a prayer by the Catholic archbishop and involved “pouring…libations to…family 

ancestors.”228 This ability to hold in one space many contradictory elements, what he calls 

“syncretism,” reflects a movement toward pastiche, the “non-traditional” yet not-entirely-

alien collaboration at the intersection of the various influences which have touched the 

country over the past century. Laing, by containing the Bible within the kinds of 

emblematics that Appiah suggests would have “support[ed] the transmission of a complex 
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and nuanced body of practice and belief” for non-literate populations employs a parallel act 

of syncretism and, which is more, leads one to expect the religious performance in the body 

of the work to reflect the ways the various representatives of named faiths emerge from 

within this mediated space. The characters, in other words, do not mirror their sacred real-

life equivalents, but rather act as facades behind which lurk the “grey eminence” of so-

called secular global politics. 

The ambiguity of temporality matches that of geography in the novel. In Einsteinian 

fashion, Laing collapses space into time—colonial, pre-colonial, and post-colonial—and 

vice versa. More precisely, he weaves both into a single, dynamically static “year.” The 

1986 of Big Bishop Roko represents a “bloated sack-like ingestion of the other years before 

and after it...[having] the chronology of everything, including the vomit of compressed 

time” (43). It is a “barrier year,” a fixed moment that has been transformed by Roko, “the 

first African saint of science” (155), into what is essentially a dimension of pure space. This 

is not to say that events do not continue to occur, with “smaller units of time” being 

“graciously allowed to pass up to the appropriate ticking boundaries” before being “recycled 

back into the closed system” (58). This anti-temporal conceit provides Laing with 

significant leeway to incorporate multiple historical moments; it would in that sense be 

imprecise to describe the novel as “futurist” even if one accepts that 1986 has lasted, 

according to different accounts in the novel, for between five and twenty-three years and 

possibly longer (103, 290). Part of how Laing bucks the conventions of many sf and/or 

utopic treatments is by incorporating advanced technologies while repudiating the passage 

of time that conflates “progress,” in any eschatological or teleological sense, with 
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technology (although this is not to say that he does not weave together these terms in novel 

ways as will be seen below).  

As opposed to a linear system, 1986 represents a temporal-gravitational black hole, 

sucking in other historical periods while simultaneously “stop[ping] all motion in the 

universe until further notice” (17): this helps to justify, to the extent that such justification is 

demanded or desired by Laing’s novel, the anachronistic naming of the city, the occasional 

appearances by the Biblical Noah (115), and the presence of fauna from the dinosaur period 

(65) alongside technological artifacts like “cell phones” (13) and combat “lasers” (321).  

Big Bishop Roko’s temporalization additionally satirizes the post-industrialized drama 

during the buildup to millennial change, namely the fracas surrounding Y2K, in which the 

threat of a reset of the world’s clocks to the start of the twentieth century acted as a kind of 

“return of the repressed,” staging technology as its own agent of chronological subversion. 

Rather than conceiving of the space of secular technological advancement as moving 

towards greater order, Laing envisions pure entropy. As the Wordman explains, “With so 

many long-distance experiments going on (Roko’s was the only near distance one) in 

genetics, electronics, gravitation and chemistry, you could not blame me for my wild visions 

as I struggled for inner stability to complete the bishop’s story” (173). This entropy, 

however, does not represent something negative, but the very ballast providing for repetition 

with difference of the forms of future stability and order only falsely attributed to unary 

systems of tradition before colonialism. 

Since evolution requires geological time as a necessary condition of possibility, 

Roko has discovered ways of preventing it by establishing a zone of stasis. His fellow 

inhabitants of Gold Coast city, however, are not all pleased with this turn of events (or, as it 
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were, turning away from events). ZigZag Zala, whose very name indicates frenetic energy 

as well as crooked intentions, hopes to ingratiate himself with the powers-that-be in the 

Global North, aiming to join in the mutation, and so forms a gang that attempts to undo 

Roko’s technological spell. Zala’s gang of “chronocidalists,” whom the Wordman calls 

“illegal time-breakers,” has “stretched the year to 1986.86 on a continuing basis,” and 

harasses the bishop with “decimals of time.” These “renaissance brigands…would flash 

their decimal points for show and warn the bishop that they would soon be up to 1986.89, 

from where the time to drag him down was almost within reach” (54-56). Beyond the pun 

that serves as the conceit of these remarks, the move aims to explain that even though Roko 

has managed to slow the process, the mutations in the Global North continue to unfold with 

the active assistance of those in Gold Coast city most likely to be detrimentally affected by 

them, therefore increasing the urgency of Roko’s finding another, more effective 

countermeasure: in this case, the “God gene” which, through its power to manipulate life at 

the genetic level, can reverse the process. 

The longer passage that opens this section, therefore, acts as a key to deciphering 

Laing’s methodology and attitude towards the African writer’s location within postmodern 

culture. He wishes to be “free enough of cities to write his story yet to write it within a city” 

(5). Like Tutuola’s “Bush of Ghosts,” the virtual space of Big Bishop Roko functions as a 

space-clearing gesture, allowing his characters to navigate beyond and between dichotomies 

of orature and literature, of fabulism and empiricism, present and past, and present and 

future which otherwise approach one another from agonistic extremes.  
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IV. 3. Jujutech: Technology at the Intersection of Nature and Religion 

 

Although some anti-colonial literature—for example, Achebe’s Things Fall Apart (1958) 

and Ngũgĩ’s The River Between (1965)— conflates Christianity with other, parallel arms of 

the civilizing mission such as the school and colonial state infrastructure, current events 

suggest that the alliance between western science and western religion is not without its own 

antagonisms. Without weighing in too far on the secularism-as-sacred issue as debated by 

the likes of Gil Anidjar, Talal Asad, Bruce Robbins, Linell Cady, Emrah Efe, and Saba 

Mahmood, it is clear that although “technological solutions to illness and scientific 

understanding” have turned many away from the “aspects of religion” that kept “belief in 

spiritual beings” at their core, “it remains,” Appiah contends, “an important part of 

Christianity in the nonindustrial world and in those—significant—parts of the industrial 

world where the scientific worldview remains ungrasped.”229 Even in the United States, 

however, politically influential religious groups regularly employ rhetoric that is explicitly 

anti-science. From issues surrounding fetal viability, to climate change, to evolution, while 

technology remains a mark of identity in the post-industrialized West, it is not without its 

critics and this points to the ways that even science as a western episteme does not go 

unchallenged by other western structures of knowledge which have themselves, under the 

auspices of coloniality, been frequently exported to the Global South as pacifying agents of 

control.  

Religion, in this context, is itself a form of technology (techné—craft, art, 

performance), but regardless of its cultural affinities to western empirical codes surrounding 

the scientific method, the debates unfolding today surrounding religion and science suggest 
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the possibility that the former may have more in common with traditional African modes of 

worship than it does with positivism as it first cohered, then dominated western empirical 

discourse. It is perhaps due to this that while western culture in the form of commodities, 

democracy, and political economy have been regularly resisted at different times and places, 

Christianity, along with its other varsity foreign competitor in the metaphysical market, 

Islam, has been integrated into African cultures across the continent in such a way that, in 

some areas, it has utterly displaced those spiritual practices which preceded it.230 While 

these monotheisms pride themselves on having exegetical sophistication that separates them 

from “heathenism” and “paganism,” any fair assessment suggests that they have been, and 

in many places still are, just as involved with metaphysical presences and the ethical 

structures that these presences either demand or imply. As if to highlight this, Laing 

organizes his world almost entirely around representatives of western religious sects but 

only by immersing them in folkloric language and settings, coopting them into a more 

African mythic environment. Rather than, like Tutuola, locating the fabulist dimension in 

the “bush” into which the palm-wine tapper journeys, or, like Okri in The Famished Road, 

narrating an invasion of urban space by those same forest forces via the mediating link of 

the abiku, or spirit child, Laing subsumes the entire planet under the aegis of the techno-

magical. Even the Archbishop of Canterbury, according to the Wordman, likely has juju of 

his own (117). Furthermore, in contrast to comparisons across the metaphysical divide, 

Appiah suggests, following Horton, Kuhn, and Lévi-Strauss that the “religious beliefs of 

traditional peoples constitute explanatory theories,” that “traditional religious actions are 

reasonable attempts to pursue goals in the light of these beliefs—attempts, in other words, at 

prediction and control of the world,” later adding that, “the explanatory function of religious 
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beliefs in traditional Europe seem to me to be identical in its logic with that of scientific 

theory also.”231 So, akin to the ways in which Laing postulates a “universal” language in his 

front matter, the so-called sacred spaces of the novel can be similarly seen as creolized, 

sewn together with image, symbol, and performances from multiple sources and unified in 

what Appiah elsewhere postulated as the kind of “new, unpredictable fusions” of 

interlocking traditions likely to emerge from the many cultural intersections in twentieth-

century Africa, the very spaces Laing mines in order to weave the texture of Big Bishop 

Roko’s world. 

In line with such relentless rejections of ontological and epistemological boundary 

building, Laing does not apply, like Armah and Ngũgĩ in the previous chapters, any ethical 

anathema to the integration of the human and the machine. One might even conclude, for 

Laing’s purposes, that to the extent to which many Africans—especially in urban areas—

have already acceded to technologies like the cellphone and the internet, such fusion is 

already approaching a fait accompli. Roko, for example, is able to accomplish his enforced 

stasis in part through access to techno-organic inventions, his “research ponds” and his 

“research station for sharks” (7), and in part through his access to metaphysical powers, 

which stem from his being a “gigantic juju bishop” (109). His juju thus always contains a 

mechanical element so that the magic he performs never stems solely from spiritual 

energies, or more precisely, natural catalysts. In order to stop time, for example, Roko 

utilizes “many centres of chronology” including “his silver shark sperm mixed with 

electronics” (186). There is always a biological element involved in the mechanical 

inventions he creates which, in their turn, often function in a manner far closer to African 
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folklore than the gadgetry of traditional sf. He is a “part-modern part-barbaric bishop” 

(185). 

Laing borrows for this style a conceit from Amos Tutuola’s My Life in the Bush of 

Ghosts (1954) and its own early steps towards the blurring of the body and the machine. 

Two scenes in particular help to establish this influence. In the first, Tutuola’s narrator, 

having escaped being sacrificed to a village’s god, finds a hollow log with an entrance on 

only one end and curls inside to sleep there. A passing “homeless ghost,” finding him 

inside, corks the other end and carries him away. Fearful that the ghost plans to throw him 

into a fire or into the river, the narrator begins to cry: 

[W]hen the ‘homeless-ghost’ was hearing my voice inside this wood, it was lofty 

music for him, then he started to dance the ghosts’ dance and staggering here and 

there in the bush as if he was intoxicated by a kind of their drink which was the 

strongest of all their drinks…The homeless-ghost who was carrying the wood away 

thought that it was this wood which he was carrying away that was playing the lofty 

music. But as he was carrying the wood away, dancing and staggering on, he met 

over a million ‘homeless-ghosts’ of his kind who were listening to my cry as a radio. 

Whenever these ghosts met him and listened to my cry which was a lofty music for a 

few minutes, if they could not bear the music and stand still then the whole of them 

would start to dance at the same time as a madman. (Bush of Ghosts 51)  

The second moment occurs near the end of the novel when the narrator meets the 

“television-handed ghostess” who, covered in sores, has been sent to him by sorcerers to be 

healed. As payment, she offers to show him scenes from his home:  
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[W]hen she told me to look at her palm and opened it nearly to touch my face, it was 

exactly as a television, I saw my town, mother, brother and all my playmates…But as 

I was hearing on this television when my mother was discussing about me with one 

of her friends with a sorrowful voice at that time that—‘She was told by a fortune 

teller that I am still alive in a bush.’—So as I was enjoying these discussions the 

television-handed ghostess took away the hand from my face and I saw nothing again 

except the hand. (Bush of Ghosts 163-164) 

The salient feature in both these examples is that Tutuola's characters are not simply using 

technological artifacts—they have been incorporated into them. In the first scene, the 

narrator effectively becomes the anachronistic technology of the portable radio (as the story 

takes place in the nineteenth century). In the second, the ghostess's hands are TVs. Chude-

Sokei argues along these same lines when he suggests that elements like Tutuola’s 

“invisible magnetic missive juju,” the magic that allows him to send and receive “mail” 

from his family across the dividing line separating the human and ghost dimensions, points 

to the “hunger” on the part of Nigerians for the products of modern human engineering and 

invention.  In Tutuola's fabulist approach, he forms a bridge between the worlds of the 

physical and the spiritual, between temporal dichotomies such as past-present and present-

future, and between biological differences such as animal-man, and—as when the boy’s 

head is lost at war and replaced with a ghost’s head by accident (Bush of Ghosts 109-110)—

self-other. But most importantly for Laing’s later work, his approach in the passages above 

initiate slippage in the space dividing the biological and the synthetic. 

Laing consistently “embodies” technology while “link[ing] biology with electronics 

(electrobiology)” (263). Roko’s experimental subjects are always animals, through which 
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the catalyst for technological superiority (the silver shark sperm and its God gene, say) will 

be derived. If Roko’s helicopters are “carnivorous” (suggesting both ingestion and intent) 

(59), his animals are “nanotechnological” and “dermo-metallo” (22). This blurring of the 

separating space that enables the binarism of the biological as opposed to the mechanical 

reflects many of the complex debates current at the time of the novel’s writing. Questions of 

cloning and GMOs, for example, defy attempts at clean categorization. Although Dolly the 

sheep and Monsanto’s genetically modified seeds are biological in a strict sense, their 

fabrication within the mediating and rationalizing space of the laboratory, their subjection to 

fundamental manipulation by human artifice, makes of them ambiguous exhibits. It is the 

distinction Laing makes when he divides his African “flock” into “biblical” sheep (8, 139, 

211, 292) and those sheep whose appetite for “synthetic pasture” would cause “their own 

flesh” to be “chemically transformed into look-alike grass” (140) as well as the the satire 

that lies behind such novelties in the story as “alternate corn” (8), “digital biscuits” (24), 

and “mutant gari” (138): the now-routine interpenetration of the industrial and the 

agricultural, of the technological and the biological, between the real (“depending on your 

definition of the ‘real’”) and the simulacrum. 

  One such hybrid space in the human context is represented by Canon Creem, a 

functionary of the Archbishop of Canterbury who has been tasked with “find[ing] out for the 

Archbishop whether Bishop Yam had really achieved the final prize of ultimate mutability: 

the discovery of a single substance (seen or unseen) as a paradox to change on change, but 

which was the source of all change” (142): in other words, whether Roko had chemically 

created his “silver shark sperm” and was in a position to compete with the Pope and the 

Archbishop in the sphere of “theotronics.” Creem’s true ambivalence is embodied in his 
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being the first experimental product of the Archbishop’s proposed jujutech transformation: 

Canterbury has implanted a “silicon bio-chip” in Creem’s head so that he is simultaneously 

human as well as the harbinger of the “next phase of human evolution” (111). According to 

the Wordman, rumors suggested that Creem was “10% robot, 10% abstract/abstracted anger 

and the rest somehow human.” Upon discovering the wire that connects from his shoulder to 

the bio-chip, the Wordman says that  

[t]here was more to Creem’s ontology than I thought. There were angels and dangels 

(the dangerous kind of angels)….Poor Creem with an experimental micro chip above 

his theological shoulder. A little struggle with demons that could destroy you was 

affordable and spiritually economic. Only a fool, as a rule, would prefer the 

destination to the journey. (104)  

Creem represents a controversial counterpoint to the heralding of the critical opportunities 

reflected by transhumanism and the figure of the cyborg as discussed alternatively by 

theorists like Donna Haraway and (a later, less neoconservative) Francis Fukuyama. The 

“fraudulence” of the Archbishop’s forthcoming evolution lies in the fact that humans in this 

instance are genetically auto-evolving, what Fukuyama in Our Posthuman Future—citing 

geneticist Lee Silver—worries could “be used to create a class of genetically superior 

people.” Silver “paints a scenario in which a class called the GenRich steadily improve the 

cognitive abilities of their children to the point that they break off from the rest of the 

human race to form a separate species.”232 This precise scenario represents the threat posed 

by the Global North to Gold Coast city in the novel.  

To whit, the “shady genetic deals” Roko has discovered in Canterbury would initiate 

“change beyond change itself, to go beyond the spiritual body” (52). The transcendence of 
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the spiritual body implies a cyborgian fusion of man and machine which threatens to push 

those involved in the change beyond the merely human, leaving both religion and 

theological inquiry behind in a “pre-evolutionary” historical-cultural space: a “shelving of 

God, the moving of the divine into a theological historicism” (104) in a way that “would 

“make it impossible for certain groups of human beings to mate or even to communicate” 

(52, 55). The Wordman wonders, “Were the poor going to become biological slaves?...Who 

controlled the process? The ultimate goal of the rich was outer space, but shouldn't we all 

have a say in the billions spent?” (160). The redundancy inherent in the formation 

“biological slaves” (what other kinds are there?233) exposes the dangers inherent in 

technology invading the boundaries of the human body without the inclusivity of universal 

consent. Africans, the Wordman realizes, face the threat of once again becoming 

functionally reduced to their biology, of becoming slaves precisely because they are merely 

“biological” as opposed to “networked,” what William Gibson in Neuromancer (1984) 

describes, in the context of a world in which the dimension of cyberspace represents the real 

staging ground for economic growth, as falling “into the prison of [one’s] own flesh” (6). 

Canon Creem, by contrast, represents the technological extreme: in line with Haraway’s 

description of the cyborg as a metaphor of “escap[ing] from earth, from the body, from the 

limits of merely biological evolution,” noting its perceived ability to make “man…his own 

invention” with “biological evolution fulfill[ing] itself in the evolution of technology.”234 It 

is, in fact, precisely through this enfolding of the biological into the technological via the 

discursive frame of evolution that Laing structures the novel’s religious “cosmology”: he 

makes of such techno-genetically spiritual transformations something ultimately sacred.  
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Early in the novel, the Wordman finds himself in a flight of fancy, wherein he begins 

to see a vision which, like most dreams in Laing’s Gold Coast city, eventually becomes 

manifest within the reality of the novel235: 

The first thing I saw up there was a stone camera with salt. You could lick the lens 

and it would still give you a clear salty picture…The film was the heat from your 

hands...this electronic stone-age oceanographic lens-piece was a paracamera that 

claimed it once took pictures of the origin of the universe and the birth of the first 

spiritual energy of the world...it often, indeed usually, elongated itself and looked 

more like an unbearably sad old tablet than a cool and haughty camera. Change on 

change and mutability took so many forms and was most apparent to human beings 

in celestial visions.... But we all shrank from it as it expanded into the Jesus tablet. 

(48-49)   

In line with the competing themes of both Apocalypse and evolution that frame the 

“Canterbury War,” there is an evolutionary process in this passage starting with a stone 

camera—its “lithic” construction indicating an outdated, stone-age technology—that moves 

through hints of the Hubble telescope, evolving continuously until it becomes the “Jesus 

tablet,” itself a gateway for the birth of “the Deputy Jesus,” alternatively a fourth prong of 

the Holy Trinity marking the prophecied Second Coming, Jesus's older—more African—

brother or the Jesus tablet itself, with the Deputy Jesus representing a kind of holographic 

projection from this “electric stone palimpsest.”   

In the end, the “Jesus Tablet” functions as a symbol for the computer and its related 

technologies. Like a computer, the Deputy Jesus has “wise glass installed in [his] forehead” 
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(61) in which words materialize. Juxtaposing the signs of the Rapture with digital space, the 

Wordman describes how 

The Jesus tablet served as a cosmological amplifier for the city: it insisted on 

mocking the scientists that there were different types and functions of light in 

different parts of the cosmos; and that it would even be possible to measure a type of 

ecumenical light that was both marginally faster and marginally slower than the 

speed of current light. It substantiated this apparently silly point by measuring 

different difficulties of light in different minifiers of light (penetrable black holes as 

it were). And the stone papyrus itself was turning into a blackboard with holes in it 

through which serious equations were lost and astronomy lost its two ‘O’s like zero 

falling into nothing. (91) 

If we think of this arrival of Jesus in Apocalyptic terms, i.e. an unveiling, or as the suture 

between one History and another, then the computer takes on the role of the savior and the 

digital space it opens, the new Jerusalem. This is in its own way a paradox, since the idea of 

unveiling is to present the Real beyond the illusion, while the function of digitality, if we 

follow Baudrillard, is to reduce the real to illusion. The unveiling of modernity is, then, its 

reveiling under the auspices of the fourth-order simulation, the postmodern trope of the 

“code.” The Deputy Jesus additionally functions as an intervention between the competing 

historical narratives which separate evolution and Christian eschatological literalism. Here, 

the return of Jesus occurs as essential to the evolutionary process, which begins as the idea 

for a technological invention, a camera—a means by which one also freezes one’s vision—

only to eventually manifest as the Second Coming. 
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The main thrust both of the arrival of the Deputy Jesus and the attention to 

technological change comes down to the novel's consideration of the cyborgian potential of 

such new technologies, to which Laing wishes to attach, in line with his concept of 

“theotronics”, a spiritual/ethical dimension. As the Wordman uncovers, “the Deputy Jesus 

was a charged robot (I discovered this when he bared his shoulders to pray and I saw the 

wires and the metal there)” (68), identifying elsewhere the Deputy Jesus’s “robot-like legs” 

(61). In this sense, the religious iconography of the thousand-year reign of Christ ends up 

co-opting the technological telos of western technophilia—the secularization of the sacred 

prophecy and the sanctification of secular humanism. As Derrida argues in Spectres of 

Marx, the secular approach to neoliberal market expansionism has always itself been a form 

of eschatology, but by framing the Global South’s savior as himself (and occasionally 

herself) a robot, Laing performs the inverse as well; he computerizes the ecstasy of the 

Rapture.  

 Following the descent of the Deputy Jesus, as the local war approaches, Roko begins 

to make plans for his own martyrdom (he does not, at all times, expect to survive the crisis 

he has initiated), dictating his will to the Wordman, who transcribes it on the Jesus tablet. 

The Wordman secretly alters Roko’s will to exclude Roko’s attendants, the Gripple Nuns, 

from sacrificing themselves by being buried alive in Roko’s tomb. “I was terrified,” he says, 

“that one day [Roko] would find out [I had changed the will] and bury me instead” (194). 

The Wordman’s worry, however, is exacerbated because “the Jesus tablet kept flashing on 

its screen [the Wordman’s] latest changes of Roko Yam’s will. Did the latter see it and keep 

quiet or did he keep missing the screening of his mortal plans?” (194-5). The implication 

here is not only that a will, the bequeathing of particular property, is altered, but rather the 
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will of mankind itself is altered by the amendments the Wordman makes on the tablet. 

Because the tablet is not merely recording but is in fact capable of altering the fabric of the 

universe, the question of humanity as an unmediated actor is once again at stake. Of course, 

similar to Laing’s prescience in manufacturing the tablet as a religious object in the first 

place, its malfunctioning as a form of revelation suggests sentience. Rather than setting 

itself towards its nominal purpose as a divinely inspired intervention, it instead intentionally 

does the opposite of what it is told. As a simultaneously religious and technological artifact, 

it operates with all of the will of a human, and what could be more troubling yet strangely 

satisfying than a technological innovation that mirrors a deeply familiar type of limited 

prescience and intentionality, that has “some of our faults” (62), our personal computer 

becoming our own personal savior or vice versa?  In addition, this passage suggests a zone 

outside of space and time for understanding physical presence, and indeed, the Deputy 

Jesus-as-computer conflates temporal and spatial paradigms through the appearance of the 

screen, the wise glass built into the Deputy Jesus’s head. If the origin of the universe is 

omnipresent for Roko, the screen/lens is perhaps, in Laing’s world, the only thing that may 

approach an accurate mirror for the universe, as it is the only thing that represents space 

without having mass, and represents time without having a teleological lineage.236  

 The evolutionary construct explored in the previous section is brought to fruition 

through the machinery of the Jesus tablet when the Wordman realizes “Roko Yam’s secret: 

he had acquired ultimate mutability through the genetic manipulation of the single-

substance Jesus tablet…I hadn’t guessed that he was secretly ingesting this single material 

with its infinite papyrus transformations” (320). The substance, simultaneously divine and 

technological, single and infinite, becomes the means by which Roko is able to challenge 
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Canterbury, and it is only through internalizing it, absorbing it, that Roko “evolves” to the 

point where he can compete with, and thwart, the expansionary plans of his western 

antagonists. Genetics and electronics become code for identical processes in the world of 

Big Bishop Roko and both of them refer to something else. 

   

IV. 4. The Internet Gene 

 
In science fiction we have 'mutation'--not so much a new life as a new species, a new 
nature. 
--Raymond Williams, Problems in Materialism and Culture 
 
 
After the metaphysic of being and appearance, after that of energy and 
determination, comes that of indeterminacy and the code. Cybernetic control, 
generation from model, differential modulation, feed-back, question/answer, etc.: 
such is the new operational configuration….Digitality is its metaphysical 
principle…and DNA is its prophet…A.D.N. + Adonai! 
--Jean Baudrillard, Simulations 

 
 

While the central themes in Big Bishop Roko surround genetics and evolution, Laing 

continually presents these concepts as metaphoric replacements despite the Wordman’s 

repeated insistence that there was no “symbolism involved whatsoever” in Roko’s story (1). 

The novel does occasionally treat evolution in a familiar fashion, although given the 

vagaries of Gold Coast city’s temporality and its aforementioned conflation of the fields of 

myth, religion, and science, the “small scattering of natural mutation” occurs both outside 

the kind of cosmic time that disseminates genetic change across tens of millennia while 

simultaneously escaping to discursive theaters outside empiricism. The Wordman can see 

the physical evidence of genetic transformations occurring around him, such as the Gold 

Coasters’ “longer eyelashes” but immediately after he notices also that their “mouths…were 
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ecclesiastically bigger than they first were,” once more re-folding the ecumenical back into 

the ecological (203). The “evolution” proposed by the Archbishop of Canterbury represents 

the “logical” application of technological advances in genetics. The Wordman recounts that  

These small changes of living and unliving things were, of course, part of the big 

evolutions that certainly had a mother and a father. The unseen hand could either be 

explained in bold stratifications (bold was the problem), or in triumphant 

metaphysics (watch the triumph). An even bigger problem was that cheats like the 

bishop, sebi, and myself wanted all alternatives; and in fact the minds of most people 

appropriated the designer option. And then there were the fraudulent and artificial 

intrusions into the genetic that would make it impossible for certain groups of human 

beings to mate or even to communicate. (55) 

In this passage, the Wordman adopts the language of evolutionary theory, large variations 

being composed of incremental adaptations, alongside of economics, the “invisible hand” of 

the market guiding the development of human beings. The natural dimension inherent in the 

discussion of evolution is juxtaposed alongside of the artificiality of the economic system, 

exposing the extent to which these discourses are both adopted in order to supplement the 

power of the Global North. The representatives of the Global South want other possibilities, 

although the range of such possibilities is replaced in the popular consciousness with a 

distinctly consumerist version: the term “designer” recalling branding rather than actual 

development, evacuating the use of new innovation into the empty signifier of the logo. 

Distinct from this, however, is the plan to have the citizens of the Global North embody 

what were formerly artificially conceived differences. Rather than a culture of racism that 
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anxiously tells itself “they are different from us,” the Global South becomes the repository 

for a suddenly antiquated, primitive mode of being: that of being human.  

 In spite of the danger posed by this “artificial” evolution, Roko is not a 

fundamentalist denying its occurrence. On the contrary, the Wordman reports that  

I got the shock of my life when I was told by the bishop that he himself had mutated 

naturally already and was now doing two things: trying to stop an unnatural mutation 

and trying to guide all humanity into a single theologically justiciable evolution. 

Different levels of mutation would create a biological apartheid. (227) 

Roko rejects twinning the evolutionary and economic discourses at stake in Beal’s desired 

transformation, and instead argues that evolution is within the purview of social justice and 

liberation theology. The “natural,” whether it is the naturally-occurring evolutionary process 

or the scientific examination of the world, is opposed to the “artificial,” represented in 

financial and geographical disparities that are socially constructed. Even when Roko seeks 

out a deal whereby all can mutate together, the counter-offer is that “the least developed 

areas of the world (leastus developus) would be the last to be allowed to jump the fraudulent 

mutation bar” (305).  

 On its surface, this rehearses the “natural is good”/”artificial is bad” binary that 

haunts so many accounts of traditionalism, but complicating matters is the intervention of a 

deity that is in part an artifact of technological innovation. The Wordman laments the 

slippage between the natural, artificial, and theological, asking, “But how did you 

distinguish between mutation/evolution and divine trickery from the likes of the Deputy 

Jesus of the Jesus papyrus?” (203). Divinity is here inscribed with a trickster quality that 
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straddles the natural and the technological, inserting itself like a rogue mutation or a trojan 

horse into both genetic and computer codes.  

In a similar move, Roko also becomes implicated in the larger global transitions 

occurring in the novel. In addition to pausing historical progress, Roko takes the drastic step 

of inserting his own name into all of the religious texts in the world. In the Wordman’s 

description,  

[Roko] gently faxed his name into all the Bibles and holy books of the world. This 

was a stupendous heretical achievement (of love), forcing millions of altarmen and 

shrinemen and women all over the world to, first, trace the source of this 

miraculously inserted name (Roko in the holy books, in the printing appropriate to 

each language) and second, to try desperately but without success to expunge it from 

these books. Roko appeared in all colours before and after the verbs, after pronouns, 

before and after articles and adjectives and alone in exclamations and infinitives. 

Apart from God, the trinity, and other holy prophets, you had never met a heavier 

word. (20)   

Sites like Wikipedia already mark the first time in history that encyclopedias may be altered 

remotely—theoretically democratizing knowledge but, importantly, only for those with 

access to the web. Because of uneven access, however, the Global North retains its standing 

as the arbiter of available knowledge. Roko’s act resists this by reinserting an African name 

in advance of its erasure from history, refusing attempts like those in Major Gentl to render 

African history back into the aporia of the western gaze. Furthermore, Roko’s act of 

reinscription takes place via fax, an already-antiquated piece of technology by the time of 
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publication, so the act rests at the ambivalent divide between the technophilic and the 

technophobic.  

 The ambivalence here can be accounted for by the results of artificial evolution, 

wherein “The new mutated being under evolutionary manipulation abroad was to be an 

amoral self-interested thing; anything personal to it…would immediately become universal” 

(119). In these pejorative terms, Laing predicts the effects of social media and selfies, 

recently shown to significantly increase narcissism,237 the personal being mistaken for the 

universal, the characteristic of understanding the world only as one’s mirror with anything 

that does not conform to this assumption relegated to the status of less-than-human. In 

addition to this, the Archbishop’s mutation echoes the nervous impatience which constitutes 

the relationship between the eye and the digital screen. His mutation “had left him a rather 

truncated human being, his eyes never focusing on one thing for long, his inner almost gone, 

any little spectacle taken for profundity” (343). On the flip side of the world-as-mirror is the 

complete evacuation of any individual content. The mutation results in an inability to 

concentrate, and an engagement with the world that exists only at the level of the internet 

meme.  

The genetic and the networked are conflated within the African body which, with the 

introduction of the artificial mutation in the Global North, threatens to becomes only a body. 

The Wordman remarks that  

if the mutation must continue (and it mustn’t) then keep the thousands of thinkers in 

the poor tropical areas whole and still ethically functioning, and with real power 

equal to those mutating overseas, so that at least for a millennium or two there would 

be a reference point for human value; rather than large biologically elitist journeys of 
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the cosmically mad, floating through the universe with the terrible narrowness that 

was ludicrously evident even through the infinite information base linked to a 

narcissistic self-referential power. (259) 

The function of the networked body is here correlated to a Borg-esque shared consciousness 

by which morality and ethics are annihilated through total access to the same information. 

Rather than the democratizing role ascribed to the internet by the technophilically inclined, 

Laing represents the homogenizing aspect of the creation of a “global village” in 

cyberspace. The technological is explicitly coded as amoral in the tradition of scientific 

innovations like the nuclear bomb, with its only hope for use in the realm of social justice 

being its roots in humanity, one that must, in any ethical system, share in it together.   

 

 

IV. 5. “Let Us All Mutate Together”: A Call for Technohumanism  

  

Ngũgĩ, in Wizard of the Crow, orchestrates his critique of Empire through parody, which, in 

exaggerating and making humorous certain distinguishable figures, still seeks to apply a 

clarifiable hierarchy and agency to the hegemonizing forces of capital. Hence, we have 

Ambassador Gemstone, the “Global Bank” missionaries, and their headquarters in a farcical, 

but explicitly named, New York City. By contrast, Laing appears to understand that he is no 

longer responding to an agent. By effacing the political gravity of geographic centers and 

relocating agential power to a cadre of spiritualized totems, Laing attempts to speak back to 

a trope (evolution, globalization) rather than to an institution (the IMF, the World Bank, 

etc.). When Roko tells Beal, following the end of the Renaissance War, “Let all human 
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being mutate together, let us be genetically equitable,” he pleads for a tempering of the 

speed of cultural transition, identifying the increasing digitalization of the globe in ways 

that threaten to reinscribe historical differentials of access and power—not because there is 

an evil genius somewhere scheming for such an outcome, but because, one might say, water 

flows most readily through trenches already dug: “mutation,” the Wordman declares, “waits 

for no one.” In the end, Laing adopts the postmodern relevance of the simulacrum: if the 

world has been transformed into Disney, he appears to argue, at least grant us all the right to 

buy a ticket; if the Deity has been reduced to robotics and panes of “wise glass,” let us all, 

like Roko, partake of the Eucharist and taste of its body. 

Laing’s strategy towards sf in this approach is to “turn upon the free play of language 

itself, upon the displacement of meanings, precisely because it draws attention to its 

rhetorical structures and strategies.”238 Laing guts the traditional contents of the signifier 

“science fiction” and fills it with his own, more Africanized content. It is a structure of 

“repetition and reversal” which “constitutes an implicit parody of a subject’s own 

complicity in illusion.”239 If Laing’s “appropriation of a science laden idiom” in Major 

Gentl and Big Bishop Roko reflects the increasing necessity to account for technological 

change on the global scale, his consistent punning and neologizing of the discourse 

community of empirical science (“elasmobrachology,” “shark spermatology”) represents 

“satire on arcane scientific language, which often eludes the average human being.”240 It is a 

“formal parody” that “suggests a given structure precisely by failing to coincide with it.” In 

other words, Laing’s Afro-sf “suggests [sf] by dissemblance. Repeating a form and then 

inverting it.”241 
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Early in the novel, the Wordman registers a “massive nostalgia” for the seemingly 

obsolete detritus of a former agro-industrial paradigm. He thinks longingly of all “dead 

machines. Disused harvesters, tractors half-buried, half-eaten in anthills, weeds over rusty 

escalastors [sic], motors of an old lift surrounded by dog shit, bent double-cutting capels 

and former famine aluminum bowls” (16). The Wordman outlines his concern that a sudden 

focus on the technologies of the twenty-first century functionally erodes former utopian 

impulses involved with agrarian revitalization in Africa. The struggle after web-space must, 

by necessity, draw attention away from the unfinished (and perhaps structurally 

unfinishable) task of Africa’s developmental “catching up,” and as such reemphasizes the 

existing global division of labor that largely reduces Africans to lower rungs on the 

productive ladder.  By shifting the terrain of what it means to be developed from 

urbanization and commodity yields to computing and digital information technology, the 

race begins to look fixed. Dare to begin to “develop,” and the marker of “development” is 

drawn yet further away. The other/outer-worldly spaces available to sf provide Laing a 

unique platform to conceive of future and alternate geographies often muted either by 

thematic concerns relating to the colonial period and the varying successes and failures of 

the present or by subservience to the publishing expectations surrounding African fiction.   

Even the bilateral biblical sheep had transformations to consider before the onset of 

hostilities: those who wanted to stay in the middle and continue with the ancient and 

modern grass were on one side; and those who wanted to jump into the secular world 

with a series of revolutionary bleats were on the other. The latter would probably eat 

synthetic pasture, or even their own flesh chemically transformed into look-alike 

grass. (139-140) 
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The sheep stand in for those Africans forced to make a decision on where to place their 

loyalties concerning Afro-futurist directions—those willing to succumb to the existing fare 

of “modern grass” and those seeking the new and altered—rubs up against the figure of the 

Deputy Jesus and his own textual connection to the “lamb” of Biblical metaphor. The sheep 

here are the Gold Coasters, they are the contemporary West Africans, emanations of a deity 

at once organic/eschatological and robotic/anti-teleological—Laing continually, in the 

words of Kropp-Dakubu, “works and resets extremely original figures and the words that 

clothe them, constructing and reconstructing an intertextuality of his own, and demanding 

his reader’s acquiescence of its apparently eccentric terms.”242 Laing signifies here not only 

upon sf but also the constitutive structures that sf maintains even when it aims to critique 

them—structures like empire, capitalism, western reason, and the inherent nobility of 

frontierism.  

 Near the end of the novel, the Wordman remarks that “Genetic engineering (look at 

the horror of the phrase even) should always be synonymous with a universalist outlook and 

not the traitorous narrow mutations that Canterbury had been saved from” (363). The 

evacuation of human personality and human interest that occurred with the intervention of 

the artificial mutation was a danger to all, even if it was not recognized as such. Uneven 

development, intrinsic to the structures mentioned above, is regarded by Laing as a threat 

not only to those in the Global South but as detrimental to the Global North.  In this way, 

Laing introduces the most comprehensive indigenization of sf, more so, a creolization. 

Creolization after all, ties us back into the DNA that sits at the heart of the various genetic 

codes of the novel: it represents, linguistically, its own form of chromosomal transcription, 
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adopting the characteristics of two parent languages but in a way that will eventually 

register independence from both.  
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Conclusion 
 
 
Let the Emperor Tremble: Notes on (a) Future Form 
 
 

Meanwhile here I am—an Earthborn woman, a mere barbaric maula, getting deeper 
into imperial Space with each passing light-second. I should be trembling with fear, I 
suppose. No. Let the Emperor tremble. Laylah is here. 

 --Robert Silverberg, “The Emperor and the Maula” 
 
 
I.  “Superpower Africa”: Africa and the Twenty-First Century 

 

The novels discussed in this project cover a considerable span of time, from the early 1980s 

to the middle 2000s, and they are not meant to be an exhaustive overview. They cover 

several countries, cultures, and linguistic groups, in the aim of establishing—as a whole—

the presence and some shared features of a generic inclination largely overlooked in the 

critical literature. As the crisis of the very concept of the nation became increasingly 

contentious over the period covered here, these authors, for various reasons, felt a need to 

create a space of estrangement from the familiar geographies that housed crises that 

threatened the very promises of independence and African life beyond the colonial period. 

At the same time, they show increasing awareness of the unavoidable “contamination” by 

western global technologies of trade and travel, both regionally and internationally, which 

increasingly complicate attempts to delineate a space of postcolonial identity. In the 

introduction, I asked the question, “What does an African counter-sf do?” From the 

examples contained here, one answer to this question is that it uses the strategy putting the 

local at a distance as a way to imagine a separation between two worlds—that of the pre-

colonial and the postmodern—as a gesture aimed at more clearly assessing the options 
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available for African subjects and citizens moving forward in the present. More so, it shows 

that over time, the ability—and even desire—to implement such a separation has begun to 

wane, but not without caveat. If the danger has always been one of assimilation—into 

western capital networks, into commodity culture—recent authors like Ngũgĩ and Laing hint 

at an experimentation underway which seeks to reverse of the agonies of influence, coopting 

these outside forces into narrative structures still tied to local cultural forms, enveloping the 

Other within their own demotic codes. 

Some of this change can be attributed to the changing face of technology on the 

continent between the early works which open this dissertation and those, more recent, 

works that close it. Louis Chude-Sokei, in “Invisible Missive Magnetic Juju,” argues that 

while many areas of Africa remain far behind the curve in terms of computer and internet 

penetration today, even areas with limited access can nonetheless leave their mark. He 

proposes that, for example, Nigeria’s “place in the world and history of the internet 

is…assured,” citing the global reach of the “419 letters”—those spam emails which promise 

riches inherited by a previously unknown relative or as part of the settlement of a closing 

bank. These relatively simple but highly effective scams have put numerous centers of 

global commerce on the defensive and spurred a popular fan base in Nigeria where songs 

like Nkem Owoh’s “I Go Chop Your Dollar” stage “the historically greedy Onyimbo—

‘foreigner’/‘white man’” as “the loser, the fool, and the cunning African trickster using the 

white man’s machines…[as] the winner.” It is in just such a concept that we can read 

Bishop Roko Yam’s “inveterate faxing” as a parallel example of Africa putting its mark 

upon the world text, forcing an African presence into systems designed, by virtue of their 

strategies of access, to exclude it. Examples like these promise to temper overarching 
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characterizations of the “digital divide” as a critical term, one that, for Chude-Sokei 

occasionally reinforces “extant stereotypes of passive Africans whose suffering is their only 

virtue.”243 Considering the issue from an analogous perspective, Anna Everett laments the 

fact that “too little attention has been paid to the remarkable and unintended uses to which 

the digitally disadvantaged have put [internet] technology.”244 Reviewing new pan-African 

communities forged in on-line chatrooms and the potentialities for expanding and 

rejuvenating forums for African languages, Everett suggests that extensive focus on the 

“digital divide functions to obfuscate” a coeval black enthusiasm for the emerging 

technology of the web.245  

 In this dissertation, I have looked back to an existent tradition of near-future African 

fiction and works that coopted the increasingly relevant Afro-technical space in order to 

place them, from the outset, at the heart of future discussions surrounding what we talk 

about when we talk about sf in general and African sf in particular. These alter-Africas, 

cognitively estranged and looking in advance to the ways post-colonial cultures would be 

forced to integrate and resist the increasingly sophisticated flows of technology onto the 

continent, adopt a variety of positions—from muted resistance on the part of Armah, to 

ambivalence in Emecheta, to increasing signs of textual incorporation and transformation in 

the more recent works by Ngũgĩ and Laing. What does an African sf do? Like much sf, it 

holds humanity and its machines in the balance, and attempts to assess just how much of 

one can be lost in the aim of nurturing the other. Additionally, however, it takes the 

modernity-tradition agonism from colonial and independence literature and resituates it not 

just into post-colonial and neo-colonial cultural contexts but into imagined times and spaces 

even further afar—zones where it no longer remains feasible to confront the binary in 
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Manichean terms. Cellphones and laptops, computers and tablets, these are now regular 

features in most urban areas in Africa and quickly expanding beyond larger population 

centers, facilitating communication, commerce, and, at times, even revolution.246 While the 

fact that sub-Saharan Africa still remains near the bottom of internet diffusion rates—still 

below 3% of the population, which compared to America at 80% signifies a distinct “gap” at 

the core of this specific, and specifically important, technology and one that motivates the 

resistance of Laing’s characters to that other “change beyond change” in Big Bishop Roko 

that serves as its allegorical double—makes the concept of the digital divide one that still 

has practical value as a rallying point for global human rights under the aegis of right to 

access. However we look at it, regardless of the tensions surrounding discourses analyzing 

traditional culture and an impinging modernity, the “modern” world has long reached 

Africa, and the resulting narratives marking Africa’s transition into the digital age are 

making their way into a literature that can now increasingly be recognized as sf.247 

I first envisioned this project as an analysis of African dystopias. Attracted by the 

theoretical work of M. Keith Booker and Ralph Pordzik, I began conceiving of a tradition of 

neo-colonially inspired dystopias within the canon of African literature, from Armah’s The 

Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born, to the Kafka-esque conclusion of Farah’s Sweet and Sour 

Milk, to the demonically controlled comprador state in Ngũgĩ’s Devil on the Cross. This led 

to two central discoveries: first, that a good deal of work had already been written on that 

front, and two, that such discussions kept coming back, however circuitously, to sf. From 

Jameson’s choice to discuss Utopia against the backdrop of sf in Archaeologies of the 

Future to Moylan’s similar choice in framing his textual decisions in Demand the 

Impossible, any discussion of utopian literature seemed to have sf lurking quietly by the 
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punchbowl. I was already familiar with the interconnections between Utopia, the travelogue, 

and origins of European colonialism, but it was Reider’s Colonialism and the Emergence of 

Science Fiction that finally wove the strands together. I saw how sf was at times both 

shaped by and resistant to its colonial literary past and how the legacy of colonialism 

provided the impetus for the kind of dystopic representations in former colonial holdings 

which had originally interested me. What I did not see, however, was much, if any, 

discussion of a specifically African sf.  True, Afrofuturism as an umbrella term has grown 

increasingly relevant, inspecting sf treatments of global black experience emerging from 

authors including George Schuyler, Ishmael Reed, Nalo Hopkinson, Nnendi Okorafor, 

Samuel Delaney, and Octavia Butler, but where were the African sf novelists? Were there 

any? It was at this time that I remembered a sentence from an inordinately complex novel 

I’d read years before my interests had turned in this direction: “Thus, by the year 2020 

Achimota was a truncated city bursting to survive and to find the rest of its country soon.” 

What I had overlooked, hidden in the wild surrealism of Laing’s Major Gentl and the 

Achimota Wars, was its explicit future placement and its playful and ubiquitous para-

technologies. By the time Big Bishop Roko and the Altar Gangsters was released, I had 

begun, slowly, to find examples of authors using technology in experimental ways, in texts 

relegated in many cases to the periphery of African literature, and these slowly led me to 

conceive of the dissertation in its current form. 

Yet interestingly, the investigation has come full circle. Of the elements common to 

these texts beyond their shared concern with the tradition/modernity fault line and their 

creative use of exaggerated technologies is that they all share a concern with my original 

site of investigation: utopia and its dark mirror image. From the anti-utopic pragmatism of 
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Emecheta, the neo-utopianism of Armah and Ngũgĩ, or the schizoid post-utopianism of 

Laing, the reformulation of a future space of radical transition from the historical course 

initiated by colonial intrusion guides the dilemmas motivating the plots of all four novels. 

While not all sf is utopian, and not all utopias are sf, the breadth their intersection is 

daunting, and it is rare now to find a discussion of one without extended consideration of 

the other. 

In an exciting development, since I began this project, a frenetic movement has 

begun probing similar questions and themes. Numerous academic journals have released 

special issues focusing on Afrofuturism including reference to Black African authors; 

conferences, including the African Studies Association and the Modern Language 

Association, regularly feature panels and/or papers on the subject of African sf; the South 

African literary journal Chimurenga released an issue in 2009 dedicated to local science 

fiction; scholarly texts like Hoagland and Sarwal’s Science Fiction, Imperialism, and the 

Third World (2010) and Jessica Langer’s Postcolonialism and Science Fiction (2011) 

increasingly clear space for discussion surrounding sf from various areas of the world 

formerly underrepresented in discussions of the genre; following on the successes of Jean-

Pierre Bekolo’s Les Saignantes (2005), Sylvestre Amoussou’s Africa Paradis (2006), 

Wanuri Kahiu’s Pumzi (2009) and, most recently, Genesis Williams’ The Day They Came 

(2013), African sf film and video has grown increasing visible, culminating in a traveling 

exhibit, “Superpower: Africa in Science Fiction” which recently screened at the Arnolfini in 

Bristol in 2012. Despite the protestations by some Nollywood directors that they do not do 

sci-fi, Niyi Akinmolayan set out direct Nigeria’s first big-budget sf epic, Kajola, in 2009 

(although initial audience reactions have tabled it for the time being). These signs all point 
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to a new wave of interest in the genre and a growing field of African approaches to settings 

which, while largely sidelined in academic circles, have quickly risen to one of the most 

popular artistic forms in the West, with a new post-apocalyptic sf film seeming to appear 

every week. In addition, new opportunities to bypass traditional international publishing 

houses have opened opportunities for African authors to engage in literary experimentalism 

released directly to the public through platforms like Amazon.com (as with Laing’s most 

recent novel). N R A Nyatsanza’s Icho (2014), the first of his Nxo trilogy released directly 

to Kindle, represents only the most recent such move. 

The investigation of African sf remains important if for no other reason than the 

manner in which the genre, due largely to its colonial roots outlined in the introduction, 

frequently effaced Africa as a space of agency in the futurist imagination. As suggested 

earlier, if Africans are already the aliens, why add aliens to African literature?: in part to 

reaffirm the Africans’ status as part of the modern and postmodern world, one that itself no 

longer needs to find itself at the periphery of the discovery narrative, nor define itself within 

the discursive limitations of western modernity, but which can form its own sf without the 

mediating or exotifying tendencies of the genre as it changed and cohered over the twentieth 

century. What happens when the discovered turn the tables on the discoverers? Turn the 

tables on the act of discovery itself? Some answer arises from the texts of Emecheta, 

Armah, Ngũgĩ, and Laing, but some of the best examples are no doubt yet to come. 
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II.  Where Has All the Magic Gone? On the Dangers of Generic Cooption 

 

As this project has moved through its various stages, I have been challenged on many 

important points: for example, in dragging the notion of sf into the context of African 

literature, am I not merely forcing this literature to adapt to yet another westernized lens—

are these novels sf, or merely a variation on other, more common forms of fabulism, and is 

my attempt to incorporate them into sf not just another way of taming experimentation from 

the Global South in order to rationalize it for a western audience? Even if these texts are in 

some way sf, why does it matter? What value is there in making this explicit, and if in some 

cases it is explicit, what is the point in noting the obvious?  These are all daunting questions 

and ones that I must continue to consider as this project develops. While I admit I cannot 

answer all of these to my full satisfaction, some clarifications come to mind. 

The difficulty with simply allowing these texts to be nestled cozily into more 

established lineages of African orature and fabulism, I contend, is that it merely accedes to a 

peripheralization already accomplished: a curious tradition embedded within the usage of 

the term “magic realism.” For some time, this moniker has been disproportionately attached 

to works by minority and so-called peripheral literatures, thus identifying it, according to 

Brenda Cooper, as some quaint thing that “they” do, something with “overtones of exotic 

otherness.”248 It becomes just another word for fantasy and myth, and, like the cohering 

stages of colonial epistemology that distinguished science as a peculiarly western discursive 

practice, leaving to the lands discovered the traditionalized performance of “naïve” ritual 

and folklore, it threatens to reify and essentialize difference. More troubling is that such 

colonial epistemologies are no more dated in the present than they were in the story of the 
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Dogon attributed to Sagan in the introduction. To clarify this, consider the following 

argument made by China Miéville in the conclusion to his edited collection, Red Planets. 

Miéville notes that his initial subtitle, “Marxism, Science Fiction, Fantasy” was 

amended, under pressure, to drop the fantasy element of the investigation. The reason, he 

notes, stems from Darko Suvin’s claim that sf and fantasy “are and must remain not only 

radically distinct but hierarchically related.” By this, Suvin means that while “SF” is 

“cognitively organized,” the estrangement of fantasy results, according to the Suvian school, 

in destructively opposed ends. 

[A]lthough [fantasy, for Suvin,] also ‘estranges,’ it is ‘committed to the imposition 

of anti-cognitive laws,’ is ‘a sub-literature of mystification,’ ‘proto-Fascist,’ anti-

rationalist, anti-modern, ‘overt ideology plus Freudian erotic patterns.’ Suvin 

acknowledges that the boundaries between SF and fantasy are often blurred, at the 

level of creation, reception and marketing, but this he sees not only as ‘rampantly 

sociopathological,’ but ‘a terrible contamination’249 

Such a position, Miéville continues, extends to those most important marxian sf scholars 

that follow in Suvin’s footsteps, Carl Freedman and Fredric Jameson, with the former 

accusing fantasy as being “cognition-less” and offering at best “irrationalist estrangements” 

and the latter describing fantasy as lacking sf’s “epistemological gravity” and accusing it of 

being “technically reactionary.”250  

Taking Miéville one step further, these condemnations surrounding fantasy from 

Suvin, Jameson, and Freedman are more than simply “theoretically foreclosed,”251 they are 

in their own way neo-colonialist. Such phrases as “anti-cognitive,” “overt ideology,” “proto-

Fascist,” “mystification,” “sociopathological” and “contamination,” eerily echo parallel 
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descriptions in anthropological discourse I touched upon early in this project’s introduction. 

Sf, in this view, is “cognitively” valid, but in that sense of cognition already conveniently 

validated by western epistemology. While I have no doubt that this was not their intention, 

when Suvin and Jameson turn their critical eye to fantasy, they simultaneously describe 

Africa’s own indispensable tradition of fantasy in the works of Fangunwa, Tutuola, Head, 

Cheney-Coker, Tansi, Farah, Laing, Ngũgĩ, and Okri, whose staging of the mythic, and 

often bluntly magical, intrusion into the lived world must now, it seems, be distinguished as 

reflecting “anti-rationalist” and “anti-modern,” “anti-cognitive” and even “proto-Fascist” 

tendencies. This is a stunning anathema aimed at an entire literary genealogy. 

Instead, I ally myself with Miéville, who counters that the boundary building at play 

in these theorists is itself patently ideological and, more so, indefensible upon close 

scrutiny. Rather, following Wells, Miéville looks at sf as a genre that “domesticates an 

impossibility,” as the result of “a strategy, or a game, played by writer and, often, reader, 

based not on reality-claims but plausibility-claims that hold purely within the text.”252 This 

is not to say that all fantasy and fabulism is, ipso facto, sf. Some line of demarcation 

remains valuable in order to delineate spaces for academic discourse. Rather, it suggests that 

a work need not be one or the other. This is what, for example, keeps Ray Bradbury within 

the larger discussion of what counts as sf despite the radical impossibility of his premises 

and despite the fact the he himself, in the context of Dandelion Wine referred to himself as 

writing “magic realism.” It is because when Bradbury writes about colonies on Mars, or 

houses so computerized that they can continue functioning long after the humans they serve 

have been vaporized by a nuclear blast, he is engaging in an investigation into the ways 

technology affects and will continue to inflect upon human life.  
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In the context of Major Gentl and Big Bishop Roko, for example, Ngobah-Smart 

argues that “we must resist to see Laing’s verbal idiosyncrasies as just another version of 

magical realism.”253 Even by the publication of Woman of the Aeroplanes, Laing had begun 

to incorporate the vocabulary of technology into his stories in integral ways (far more so 

than, say, examples like Gabriel Garcia Marquez's invocation of magnetism in the opening 

pages of A Hundred Years of Solitude). When, however, Major Gentl and the Achimota 

Wars opens in the year 2020 AD, continuing attempts to legislate Laing's approach to mere 

mythic reproduction threaten to become a form of scholarly silencing.254   

Nevertheless, I would not include in an expanded revision of this dissertation works 

like Okri’s The Famished Road or Head’s A Question of Power. While both of these novels 

engage in a great deal of play at the dividing line of myth and reality, they do not, in the 

way the texts analyzed in this dissertation do, engage in a dialectic concerning technology 

and its increasing role in unforeseen futures. The texts analyzed in this study are, in addition 

to anything else they may be, meditations on science, technology, and the ways these are 

absorbed and indigenized into African experience. They may utilize some “juju” now and 

again, but they remain, nevertheless, primarily concerned with technology and its science 

fictional possibilities. 

Nevertheless, such questions remain important, and I am all-too-acutely aware, as a 

white, male, American scholar, of the dangers of promoting a “gee-whiz” cooption of 

African literature into the discursive space of sf. It is not my conviction that forcing sf onto 

these texts in some way makes them more valid analytical objects within established 

western discursive spaces; rather, it is my contention that these texts, read against parallel 

exhibits that remain dominated by western episteme of futurity and empire, offer a 
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possibility to decenter, and thus make more valuable, academic studies of sf in the academe. 

It is not my argument, in other words, that applying an sf label to the texts in this 

dissertation “saves” these works; rather, I argue that these African sf works might save 

academic discussions of sf from its own technophilic relationship to Empire.  

 

III.  Pumzi: Eco-criticism in the Post-Traditional Age 

 

In the interests of bookending, I wish to close with a counter-example to the exhibit which 

opened this study: Middel’s “Afronauts.” As opposed to the retained indulgence in 

stereotypes of African primitivism utilized, however satirically, by Middel, Wanuri Kahiu’s 

Pumzi (2009) offers an strictly non-ironic treatment of East African technical sophistication 

that nevertheless manages to assess critically its own techno-modern future vision as a sign 

of lack.  

This twenty-minute short opens following a Third World War catalyzed by 

dwindling water resources. The few survivors reside in a high-tech shelter in East Africa 

encircled now, like the rest of the globe, by a sere desert. The film borrows many 

recognizable features of traditional sf, incorporating computerized voices to replace human 

speech, tight spandex outfits reminiscent of those on Star Trek, and a universal trend of 

baldness among men and women acting as a hegemonic carceral badge (as in Lucas’s 

THX1138, Alien 3, and elsewhere). In this future vision, racial and gender hierarchies have 

flipped, with whites appearing only in domestic and janitorial roles and women entirely in 

control of the shadowy “council” that oversees the settlement. Men appear to work either in 

security or by exercising on any number of omnipresent nautilus machines, their 
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perspiration transforming into drinking water for the colony (thus upending worn arguments 

for male dominance stemming from biological differences in size and strength). However 

utopian these transitions may seem, they are, however, not the primary foci of the world 

Kahiu presents. One could, even, see them as systems rejected by Kahiu because of their 

integration into the technological structures the film ultimately rejects: they merely 

replicate, in reverse, the very dangers subsumption to technology for its own sake offers. 

Instead, like much—if not most—post-apocalyptic sf, Pumzi dwells on the agonistic 

dialectic between nature and technology, and by extension, like all the texts in this 

dissertation, tradition and (post-)modernity.  

After identifying the setting of the film as the “Maitu Community—East African 

territory—35 years after World War III, the ‘Water War,’” the opening pans show the 

imposing metallic carapace of the settler city surrounded by desert wastes. After a cut to the 

interior of the “Virtual Natural History Museum,” a title that marks the paradoxes which the 

film interrogates, the camera pauses on newspaper headlines, now yellowed and brittle with 

age, which declare, “Greenhouse Effect: The Earth is Changing Already,” and, beneath a 

picture of two elderly African men, “Whole Day’s Journey in Search of Water.” The 

protagonist, Asha, who oversees the museum, has received an outside soil sample from an 

anonymous source. Disobeying orders to turn the sample over to security, she examines it 

for radiation and water content, finding it has none of the former but much of the latter. 

Upon touching the soil, she collapses into a hallucinatory dream space in which she plunges 

into an underground lake. From there, she can see the wide roots of a large tree, which she 

later sees again, green and flourishing in the desert. In both of these visions, Asha pictures 

herself outfitted in traditional garb, a marked contrast to the revealing synthetic uniform 
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worn by all inside the settlement. After recovering from her vision, Asha embeds a 

mummified seed into the soil and dampens it with her meager daily allotment of water. Soon 

after, she spots a leaf-shoot emerging from the pod. When she attempts to inform the 

“council,” the three women accuse her of dreaming (literally a crime, as all inside the 

settlement must take “dream suppressants”) and is stripped of her position and placed on an 

exercise machine as punishment. With help from a white domestic to whom she had earlier 

shown some small kindness, Asha secures the seed and a compass and escapes through a 

garbage chute into the blistering sun. Garbing herself with discarded cloth from a massive 

dump outside the settlement, she travels into the desert, weakening to the point where she 

can no longer even carry the compass, until she stumbles upon the tree from her vision. 

Upon closer inspection, she realizes that the tree is long dead. Relying on hope, she buries 

the seed nearby, feeding it the remainder of her water, including that of her body’s 

perspiration, then lies beside the seedling. As the final camera angle pans back, we see a 

tree rapidly growing from her prostrate form, and, as the camera pans to the left, the film’s 

title filling the screen, scraps of a forest can be seen encroaching upon the edge of the 

desert. The final sound is that of thunder and rain. 

The juxtaposed categories of technology/nature and modernity/tradition are 

consistent and fairly evident here. Opening with a nod to the dangers involved in 

anthropogenic climate change, Kahiu exposes the disproportionate effect decisions in the 

post-Industrial Global North have upon politically disempowered regions of the Global 

South, with the deleterious effects of climate instability falling hardest on those regions with 

the least leverage and international agency to negotiate global solutions. There is, fittingly 

then, a certain satisfaction in seeing what can be conceived of as the “last city state on 
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Earth” located in East Africa controlled and run by Africans. However, the hypermodern 

interior of the settlement is revealed to be both dehumanizing and hegemonic. Individual 

voices have been entirely muted, with conversation stemming only from the electronic 

medium of the computer and the keypad; in the public areas, a disembodied voice hectors 

the residents, asking whether they have “done [their] fair share today,” by which it means 

“recycling water” and producing electricity through the kinetic energy of their own exercise. 

The long lines of nautilus machines, and Asha’s relegation to them after her “crime,” imply 

that the sleek technological space remains powered by the most brutish of sources—

indentured human labor. The council’s resistance to Asha’s discoveries also recalls stories 

in this same vein—such as E.M. Forster’s “The Machine Stops”—where the newly 

empowered regime ignores any possibility that its own vaunted centrality is no longer 

necessary, a refusal that can be equally appended to the colonial systems of Europe which 

resisted decolonization long after the seeds of discontent made maintaining those systems a 

matter of constant conflict as well as their neo-colonial successors who relied on strong-man 

theories to maintain order and control.  

That the city-state has produced an ecological eyesore in the form of an extended 

trash heap outside the walls additionally emphasizes the ways technology leaches its waste 

into the natural environments it devours: Africa in this case becomes once more a dumping 

ground for a hyper-industrialized infrastructure, as with the computer graveyards in Nigeria 

from which, nevertheless, industrious locals still spin viable technology. In this same way, 

Asha uses the detritus in the dump to clothe herself for the harsh exterior. This re-

accessorizing additionally codes her appearance to more “traditional” East African clothing, 

so that dress mirrors environment, which in turn mirrors history. Yet it is not until she 
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finally drops her metallic compass into the sand and continues walking “blindly” that she 

succeeds in locating the tree from her vision; having cast away the last vestige of the 

technological hub she has abandoned allows her finally to see the natural world around her 

and its possible renaissance. 

As an early camera shot in the museum informs us, “Maitu” is the Gĩkũyũ word for 

“seed,” meaning also “mother” and stemming from the etymology “Maa” (truth) and “Itu” 

(ours)—thus, “our truth.” Kahiu inverts the self-congratulatory teleology of technological 

modernity, challenging empiricism as the foundation upon which early social sciences 

subverted local practices on the boundaries of colonial expansion. Pumzi questions the ways 

in which Truth—both of the industrialized deed and the deified Word—has been used as 

shorthand for imperial fiat. The fact that technologies related to the carbon emissions which 

eventually desiccate the world and lead to an apocalyptic battle over a last necessary and 

dwindling resource puts the lie to the idea that civilization, progress, technology, and 

development can be carelessly interpolated.  

The film posits that in a return to tradition, in a return to the roots Asha sees in her 

watery hallucination, there is the possibility of a new eco-critically responsible relationship 

between humanity and the planet it requires to survive. It is the African woman then, 

feeding the seed from the sweat upon her chest, that nourishes this new growth. The film 

closes on the encroaching rejection of Nature typified by the technologically self-sufficient 

outpost she has escaped. The choice to willingly “give the sweat of her brow” back into the 

land rather than into the technologized space she has fled represents opposition to the 

inevitable progress of technology over the natural world and the dangers such an itinerary 

exposes. 
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In line with Gerry Canavan’s suggestions concerning sf’s autocritical potential, 

Kahiu utilizes sf features to critique sf futures, rejecting teleologies of technology endemic 

to such worlds. Rather than succumbing to the technophilia available in what is, to be fair, a 

fascinating post-apocalyptic vision, Pumzi remains focused on the oppressive potentialities 

of the self-contained technological bubble. In the face of Kenya’s recent moves to draw 

large new global industrial manufacturing centers to the region,255 Kahiu’s film—alongside 

texts like Ngũgĩ’s Wizard of the Crow—provides a powerful counter-argument nested 

within the very structures of a form dependent upon these very techno-centric notions of the 

future to exist. Kahiu utilizes sf “to reimagine [herself] and [her] world, to ‘set the record 

straight’ by dismantling the stereotypes that science fiction in part has helped to support, 

and in essence ‘strike back’ at the empire.”256   

In a very similar fashion, the largely overlooked works by Emecheta, Armah, Ngũgĩ, 

and Laing addressed in this dissertation co-opt the terms of futurity to question speculative 

futurism’s discursive strategies. In all four cases, the figure of tradition functions as a, not 

always unproblematic, counter-discourse to the hegemony of technological penetration, 

providing for ways to frame a technological future in terms and epistemologies rooted in 

non-colonial cultural matrices. It is my contention that any discussion of Afro-futurism as it 

relates to Africa proper must take these texts into account as setting the terms of the debate 

surrounding transcriptions of sf into the regions that formerly served as its alien periphery. 
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Notes

 
1  This project is currently available for viewing at Middel's website:  
http://www.lademiddel.com/eng/ldmeng.html 
2  The use of “sf” has become increasingly prevalent recently in journals like Science Fiction Studies as well as in 
more recent books on the subject, encompassing numerous variations on the abbreviation/acronym's possibilities 
(science fiction, science fantasy, speculative fiction, scientifiction, structural fabulation, etc.). The more recent use of 
lowercase letters self-consciously attests to the genre's continuing outsider status in literary circles and in academic 
discourse while maintaining a space of semantic play that talks back, in some sense, to literary power centers (a 
strategy similarly engaged in by writers/theorists such as bp Nichols and bell hooks, among others). Given the nature 
of my project, and the ways in which both sf and African literature have occupied peripheral positions as minor 
literatures vis-à-vis the Euro-American canon, this usage seems the most fitting. For the remainder of this study, I 
will therefore condense the term to “sf” except in those cases when quoting sources that use the capitalized “SF.” 
3  Alexis Madrigal, “Old, Weird Tech: The Zambian Space Cult of the 1960s.” The Atlantic blog (21 Oct., 2010): 
Retrieved on 14 Mar., 2012 at http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2010/10/old-weird- 
tech-the-zambian-space-cult-of-the-1960s/64945/. Lest we consider this reaction dated, Cracked.com still baits a 
link with the caption, “Did you know Zambia once had a space program?” once more conflating the country with 
one of its citizens (although to the site’s credit, within the article itself the author concedes that “Most sensible 
Zambians thought they were nutjobs”). 
4  Museveni’s comments were aimed at outlining the reasons that an East African economic bloc would allow 
for larger and more ambitious projects. Its dissemination on the web was largely limited to posting the quote 
and allowing commenters to have their say—as if there were no point in remarking upon the notion’s 
absurdity. I have chosen not to reprint those comments here as they represent, as all internet comments 
threads eventually do, the very worst of human dialogue. A simple Google of the quote provides, however, 
plenty of examples. 
5  See Jonathan Amos, “Nigeria Set to Expand Its Activities in Space.” BBC News blog (1 Mar. 2011). 
Accessed 14 Mar., 2012 at http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/jonathanamos/2011/03/nigeria-in-space.shtml 
and Keith Gottschalk, “South Africa's Space Program.” Astropolitics: The International Journal of Space Politics 
and Policy 8:1 (2010): 35-48. 
6  Benet’s story can be accessed at http://jerrywbrown.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Short-Story- 
Collection.pdf 
7  See Social Text 20.2 (2002); Science Fiction Studies 102 (July 2007); African Identities 7.2 (2009); Ivor  
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214  Kropp-Dakubu, “Representations and Transformations,” 3. As of the time of this writing, there has been 
no critical literature written on Big Bishop Roko; thus, for alternative critical perspectives I am forced to 
apply to analysis of his previous work. 
215  Wright, “Re-presenting African Identity,” 147. 
216  C.f. Gaylard, 195. 
217  Cooper, Magical Realism in West African Fiction, 205. 
218  Ngobah-Smart, Beyond Empire, 146. 
219  Kropp-Dakubu, “Representations,” 358. 
220  Opoku, 73. 
221  Ngobah-Smart, 124. 
222  Wright, “The Ghanaian Novel,” 187. 
223  Elder, 88. It is not clear just who has decided that African authors are ethically mandated to remain 
serious on the subject matter of Africa’s post-colonial troubles, but we can presume that such a prescription 
comes from Arlene Elder herself. This form of “policing” native performance recalls Berger’s rejection of 
similar complaints in the context of Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross discussed in chapter three of my 
study. 
224  Ngobah-Smart, 92. 
225  Baudrillard, 2. 
226  Laing, “History Let Us Speak.” 
227  Claudia Owusu-Sampah, "Adinkra" (2014). Thesis. Rochester Institute of Technology: p. 20; Molefi Kete 
Asante and Ama Mazama (eds.), Encyclopedia of African Religion, Vol. 1. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2009:  
p. 9. 
228  Appiah, In My Father’s House, 119. 
229  Ibid. 115. 
230  On a personal note, after three years of living in Namibia, from 1999 to 2002, I was unable to find anyone 
who could tell me very much about pre-colonial forms of worship. Lutheranism had outdone itself, cornering 
the market on faith with about 80% of Namibians self-identified, Anglicanism coming in at a distant second 
and Evangelism quickly on the rise. Some Herero still keep a “holy fire,” but most I spoke to could only very 
vaguely explain its purpose beyond having something to do with ancestors. In Uganda, today, Evangelicals 
have whipped up anti-gay hatred, taking advantage of the already widely disseminated Christianity in the 
area, and in Nigeria, as in other parts of the world, sectarian strife between Christians and Muslims grows 
increasingly worrisome. While many elements of the imperial order have seen resistance in favor of 
traditional alternatives, religion, it would seem, has done particularly well throughout the continent. 
231  Appiah, In My Father’s House, 120-121. 
232  Fukuyama, Our Posthuman Future, 153-154. 
233  One might, I presume, respond with “robot” or “android” slaves, the notion of machines as slaves which 
underlies such sf classics as Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep and Asimov’s I, Robot. But such an 
example begs the question. In order for the concept of slavery to truly meet the circumstances, the cyborgs in 
question must gain self-reflection and consciousness—they stand in for rather than replace the original labor-
bearing body of the slave as represented in the African during the Trans-Atlantic trade. 
234  The Haraway Reader, 299. 
235  Consider the following passage, which incorporates the realms of the subconscious into the empirical 
space of the laboratory: “Roko believed that after his discovery of the God-gene in a dream (a well-
researched dream) the scientists in Canterbury were now saying it didn’t exist. Fine, dreams didn’t exist 
either, in the same narrow emotional terms of doing science” (44). 
236 Thinking of the screen, that is, as a two-dimensional platform for ocular illusion. The depth and field 
produced by the screen—whether computer, television, or smart phone—only register as three dimensional, 
and the movements, created by the various illumination of fixed pixels, only appear to be in flux. Likewise, a 
digital clock marks movement in time, but all its physical elements remain formally fixed.  
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237 Tracy Packiam Alloway, “Selfies, Facebook and Narcissism: What’s the Link?”  Psychology Today 11 
May, 2014. Accessed on July 10 at <http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/keep-it-in-mind/201405/selfies-
facebook-and-narcissism-whats-the-link>. 
238  Gates, The Signifying Monkey, 53. 
239  Gates, Loose Canons, 691. 
240  Ngobah-Smart, Beyond Empire,126, 137. 
241  Gates, Loose Canons, 693-694. 
242  Kropp-Dakubu, “Representations,” 358. 
243  Chude-Sokei, “Invisible Missive Magnetic Juju: On African Cyber-crime.” 
244  Everett, 130. 
245  Ibid, 136. 
246 One thinks here of the centrality of social networks and text messaging to the Tahir Square movement 
among others. 
247  For more information regarding internet and computer penetration in sub-Saharan Africa, see Menzie 
Chinn and Robert Farlie, “The Determinants of the Global Digital Divide: A Cross-Country Analysis of 
Computer and Internet Penetration.” Economic Growth Center Discussion Paper No. 881. Yale University, 
2004 as well as Christian Fuchs and Eva Horak, “Africa and the Digital Divide.” Telematics and Informatics 
25 (2008): 99-116 and Banji Oyeleran-Oyeyinka and Kaushalesh Lal, “Internet Diffusion in Sub-Saharan 
Africa: A Cross-Country Analysis.” Telecommunications Policy 29 (2005): 507-527. 
248  Cooper, 15. 
249  Miéville, 231-232. 
250  Qtd. in Miéville, 232. 
251  Ibid. 
252  Ibid. 236. 
253  Ngobah-Smart, Beyond Empire, 116-117. 
254  Indeed, this is the case with Arlene Elder when she casually dismisses Major Gentl as being inferior to 
Laing’s two previous books, one assumes because it escapes her narrow interpretational paradigm.  
255  C.f. Oxford Business Group, “Kenya Pursuing Manufacturing Growth.” June 13, 2014. Accessed July 8 at 
http://www.oxfordbusinessgroup.com/economic_updates/kenya-pursuing-manufacturing-growth. 
256  Hoagland and Sarwal, 6. 
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